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Strategies for Integrating Behavioral Health and 
Primary Care: A Hybrid Review 

Abstract  

Objectives: This review aims to support future work promoting behavioral health and primary 
care integration by (1) describing integration approaches that have been implemented; (2) 
identifying how effectiveness of approaches vary; (3) documenting barriers to and facilitators of 
implementation and maintenance of integration; (4) identifying measures specific to behavioral 
health primary care integration; and (5) describing research on care team roles, workflows, and 
training to support integration.  
  
Review Methods: We searched Ovid MEDLINE®, PsycINFO®, CINAHL®, SocINDEX™, 
and Cochrane CENTRAL from 2008 through August, 2022. Included studies evaluated 
integration approaches involving primary care and behavioral health professionals who routinely 
collaborate to address behavioral health issues as part of primary care. We used Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) guidance for search, triage, data management, and to 
answer the questions when it was applicable. For the other questions, we adapted systematic 
methods and documented our strategies: to describe current approaches to integration, we 
identified the frequencies and combinations of operational components and the behavioral health 
professions/roles cited in the descriptions of approaches and then created groups of similar 
approaches; and to categorize barriers to and facilitators of integration we applied a model (the 
social-ecological model) and created a causal-loop diagram to explore how they are related and 
may impact outcome. The protocol was developed with input from our technical expert panel, 
registered with PROSPERO (CRD42022364850), and published on the AHRQ website. The 
search will be updated and any new studies added to the final report. 
  
Results: We included 134 articles to address the five questions. We described 87 integration 
approaches that were implemented, evaluated, and described in the included research studies. 
Although there are two predominant models, Collaborative Care Model (CoCM) and Primary 
Care Behavioral Health (PCBH), most integration approaches do not map cleanly to these 
models. Therefore, we identified key components and professions that are included in the 
different approaches and used those to assign approaches to groups. We identified four groups – 
Structured Collaboration (containing some elements of CoCM – n=22), Rapid Access (similar in 
some aspects to PCBH – n=22), Blended (Combined Structured Collaboration and Rapid Access 
– n=10), and Other (neither structured collaboration nor rapid access – n=33). 

When considering effectiveness, behavioral health outcomes were consistently better with 
integration compared with usual care. Most studies of integration reported positive patient 
behavioral health across patient groups and regardless of whether integrated care was focused on 
a single or multiple conditions. Data were identified to allow assessments of variations in 
effectiveness by practice and environmental factors. Six comparative studies found that more 
complex integration approaches were associated with better outcomes than simpler approaches. 
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Barriers and facilitators to integration were grouped into two overarching themes: 
organizational and professional culture (most common barriers were lack of team approach, 
staffing, and training), and policy/structure (most common barriers were lack of self-sustaining 
structure and existing regulations and contracts). The causal loop diagram method demonstrated 
several ways that barriers and facilitators may interact dynamically to shape implementation and 
sustainability of integration and highlighted the importance of communication, team culture, and 
continuing financial support.  

We identified 15 named measures specific to integrating behavioral health and primary care 
that assess different aspects of integration (e.g., readiness, level, fidelity). Most of these were 
developed relatively recently, have been subjected to only limited testing and evaluation, rely on 
self-reported information from selected people at practices, and rarely incorporate patient 
perspectives. 

Very few studies directly examined and evaluated care team roles, workflows, or training. 
The few studies identified support the use of peer providers, underscore the needs for additional 
staff and customized health information technology to support integrated practice, and suggest 
short training sessions may be sufficient to enhance understanding and promote use of integrated 
behavioral health services if training is supplemented by regular team meetings. 
  
Conclusions: There are a wide range of approaches to integrating behavioral health and primary 
care that have been documented and evaluated. Although heterogeneity precludes meaningful 
comparisons of specific approaches, research consistently reports positive patient outcomes. This 
pattern of positive outcomes persists across available patient, practice, and environmental 
characteristics. To move the field forward, standardization of terminology and categorization of 
integration approaches are needed to improve descriptions and understanding of approaches and 
assess the contribution of different components to successful integration. Prospective data are 
needed to move the assessment of the interactions of barriers and facilitators from the current 
theoretical model to a computational model, confirming and correcting those interactions with 
evidence. Measurement tools exist but need more validation and development. More research is 
need about the of roles, workflows, and training needed specifically for successful integration. 
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Executive Summary 

 
 

       Main Points 

 
• We identified 87 approaches to integrating behavioral health and primary care 

described in 76 studies. 
• We demonstrated that there is currently no single dominant approach to 

integration.  
o Integration approaches that have been implemented and evaluated have 

a wide range of names. 
o Many do not cleanly map to the two predominate integration models, 

Collaborative Care Management (CoCM) and Primary Care 
Behavioral Health (PCBH). 

• We characterized identified approaches by operational components and the 
behavioral health professionals involved. Examples include: 

o Frequently cited ways to structure communication included team 
meeting and shared care plans; and 

o Psychiatrists (52.9%), psychologists (49.4%), and care managers 
(41.4%) were the most commonly cited professions.  

• We created four groups of approaches based on similarities and differences in key 
components and behavioral health professionals to characterize approaches: (1) 
Structured Collaboration (n=22), (2) Rapid Access to Behavioral Health (n=22), 
(3) Blended (Combined Structured Collaboration and Rapid Access; n=10), and 
(4) Other (n=33). 

• Studies consistently reported positive behavioral health outcomes for patients 
across approaches, patient age groups, and multiple or single conditions; results 
for physical health outcomes and cost were less consistent, but these outcomes 
were included in few studies. 

• Six studies that compared different approaches to integration reported that the 
more complex versions of integration produced better outcomes than less complex 
approaches. 

• Key barriers to integration included:  
o Conflicting organizational and professional cultures 
o Existing regulations and contracts. 

• Key facilitators to integration included: 
o Team approach 
o Staffing and training 
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Background and Purpose 
Efforts to integrate behavioral health and primary care are rooted in a growing 

recognition that individuals, families, and communities are better cared for by systems 
that address physical and behavioral healthcare together. A recent National Academies of 
Sciences, Engineer, and Medicine (NASEM) report defines whole health as “physical, 
behavioral, spiritual, and socioeconomic well-being as defined by individuals, families, 
and communities.”1 Whole healthcare is “an interprofessional, team-based approach 
anchored in trusted relationships to promote well-being, prevent disease, and restore 
health.” Evidence supports the value of developing systems that can deliver whole-person 
care that is person centered. Individuals with behavioral health conditions have 
significantly higher prevalence of chronic diseases, higher healthcare costs, reduced 
quality of life, and shorter life expectancies compared with those without behavioral 
health disorders.2 Management of physical conditions is improved when behavioral health 
needs are addressed. In an ideal system, primary and behavioral healthcare would be 
integrated and provided without artificial distinctions. 

The purpose of this review is to provide healthcare systems, individual clinical 
practices, and others seeking to promote behavioral health and primary care integration 
with a foundation on which expertise and experience can be added to create practical 
guidance on selection, implementation, sustainability, and ongoing assessment of 
approaches to integrate behavioral health in primary care. We aimed to do this by: (1) 
characterizing integration approaches that have been used in practice, (2) describing how 
effectiveness of approaches vary across patient population and other characteristics, (3) 
documenting barriers to and facilitators of implementation and maintenance, (4) 
identifying existing measures specific to behavioral health integration, and (5) assessing 
care team roles and workflows across currently used behavioral health and primary care 
integration approaches. Ultimately, the goal is to contribute to improvements in 
healthcare that maximize health and well-being for individuals, families, and 
communities. 

• A systems perspective suggested that: 
o Success requires extensive and effective communication among 

providers, and time to plan, train, and develop shared vision and 
workflows. 

o Barriers are professional hierarchies, different languages and treatment 
approaches, and insufficient electronic health records systems. 

o Self-sustainment occurs by support provided over time and improved 
patient outcomes. 

• More information and research are needed about professional roles, workflows, 
and training needs specific to integrating behavioral health and primary care. 

• That there is not a single best approach to integration is supported by successful 
implementation of a range of approaches and consistent evidence of benefits 
across different approaches. 
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Methods 
We conducted this systematic review based on methods developed by the Agency for 

Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Methods Guide for Effectiveness and 
Comparative Effectiveness Reviews.3 However, this review included questions about 
aspects of integration interventions other than effectiveness that required adaptations of 
these methods or development of different approaches for summarizing information. Our 
methods are described in detail in the full report and the appendix. We included studies 
published from 2008 through August 2022 and will update the search for the final report.  

 

Results 

Description of Integration Approaches 
Our response to Question 1 is based on examination of the components and 

professions included in descriptions of integration efforts that were implemented, 
evaluated, and described in published studies. Of 19 practice components, we identified 7 
that were a component in over 50 of the 87 approaches in our literature base, suggesting 
that these were complex interventions. The most common components were Colocation 
(in 74 approaches), Population Management (in 65 approaches), and Shared Care Plans 
(in 60 approaches). We used these components and the behavioral health professions that 
to create four groups of approaches that differed on key characteristics: (1) Structured 
Collaboration (includes a psychiatrist and a behavioral care manager, elements that are 
often part of  Collaborative Care Model [CoCM] [22; 25.3%]), (2) Rapid Access 
(frequently a key part of Primary Care Behavioral Health model [PCBH] [22; 25.3%]), 
(3) Blended (Combined Collaboration and Rapid Access [10; 11.5%]), and (4) Other 
(neither combined collaboration nor rapid access [33; 37.9%]). We looked for patterns in 
patient, practice, and other approach characteristics. For example, integration approaches 
in the group we defined as Rapid Access (similar to PCBH group) were more frequently 
used when the integration was for all or multiple behavioral health concerns. In contrast, 
the integration approaches we labeled Structured Collaboration (similar to Collaborative 
Care Model) were often used when integration focused on patients with depression or 
another single condition. Although a sizeable proportion of studies did not report 
geographic location, there appeared to be a lack of focused implementation in rural areas. 
We present the distributions and variations of the different integration approaches in the 
full report.  

Variation in Effectiveness of Integration Approaches  
To respond to Question 2, we used the same four integration approach groups used in 

Question 1 to present and identify patterns of effectiveness. The majority of studies 
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reported positive outcomes. Behavioral health outcomes were consistently better with 
integration compared with usual care across all available factors. For other outcomes 
there were some studies with mixed results; the hypothesized impact of integration on 
physical health measures was not always realized. Cost outcomes were less frequently 
reported and not consistently positive. Six studies that compared different approaches to 
integration reported that the more complex versions of integration produced better 
outcomes than less complex approaches. 

Barriers and Facilitators to Implementation and 
Sustainment 

We used a social-ecological model (SEM) to organize the barriers and facilitators 
reported in the literature into two overarching themes and then identified the most 
common factors under each theme. For Theme 1, Organizational & Professional Culture, 
the most common factors identified were Team Approach, Staffing, and Training. When 
present, they are facilitators; when absent, they are barriers. For Theme 2, 
Policy/Structure, the most common facilitator identified was Self-Sustaining Structure; 
the most common barriers were Regulations & Contracts. 

Based on what providers, staff, and patients described as barriers and facilitators in 
the literature, we developed a causal-loop diagram to map how identified barriers and 
facilitators interact dynamically to shape implementation and sustainability of integration. 
This map illustrates: (1) existing financial and staffing structures that constrain 
implementation, (2) how components of integration act on existing context, and (3) how 
integration is sustained (or not) over time. An interactive version of the model is 
available (https://kumu.io/ekenzie/bhi-review-draft) and static illustrations are included in 
the report. 

This model suggested that success of integrated care requires extensive and effective 
communication among providers, and time to plan, train, and develop shared vision and 
workflows. Professional hierarchies, different languages and treatment approaches, and 
insufficient electronic health records systems impede team development. A shift to the 
ability to be self-sustaining can emerge when support is provided over time for the 
activities required to produce a team culture, and when results are seen in patient 
outcomes and in the effectiveness of the integrated system. 

Measures, Training, and Other Aspects of Integration 
Approaches 

We identified 15 named measures that are specific to behavioral health integration 
and were designed with different intentions including assessing readiness or capacity, 
integration components used, level of integration achieved, fidelity to a specific model, or 
integration outcomes. Most have been subjected to only limited testing and evaluation. 
Only one could be considered patient-centered.  

We found limited literature that described and evaluated staff training, specific roles, 
and workflow for integrated practice. The few studies identified support the use of peer 

https://kumu.io/ekenzie/bhi-review-draft
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providers, underscore the needs for additional staff and customized health information 
technology to support integrated practice, and suggest short training sessions may be 
sufficient to enhance understanding and promote use of integrated behavioral health 
services if training is supplemented by regular team meetings. However, all of these 
require more documentation and evaluation, as the small set of included studies does not 
constitute sufficient evidence for recommendations. 

 

Implications and Conclusions 
A wide range of approaches to integrating behavioral health and primary care have 

been documented in the literature. Although heterogeneity precludes comparison of 
specific approaches, research has consistently reported positive patient outcomes. This 
pattern of positive outcomes persisted across patient, practice, and environmental 
characteristics. To move the field forward, future research should begin with 
standardization of terminology and categorization of integration approaches, in order to 
compare approaches and assess them for each component’s contribution to the outcome 
of successful integration. Subquestions need to be explored related to clinic 
characteristics like geographic location, and to variation in resources required and 
mechanisms used for care integration. Characteristics like race, ethnicity, and practice 
ownership are missing in the published literature. 

In studies measuring outcomes over time, the benefits were greater for integration in 
earlier periods then either less or similar to usual care at later follow-up periods. This 
may indicate that integrated care can deliver faster benefits, but usual care can “catch 
up”. An alternative interpretation is that the benefits from integration interventions may 
not persist, which needs to be explored and addressed in future research that focuses on 
implementation and sustainment. 

Prospective data are needed to move the assessment of the interactions of barriers and 
facilitators from the current theoretical model to a computational model, confirming and 
correcting those interactions with evidence. Measurements of integration need ongoing 
validation and further development, particularly related to making them more patient-
centered and addressing sources of bias. More research is needed that studies roles, 
workflows, and training that are specific to integration strategies.  
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Chapter 1. Background, General Methods, and Search 
Results 

Background 
In 2022, President Biden announced a strategy to address the mental health crisis in the 

United States in his first State of the Union address.1 Shortly thereafter, Secretary Becerra, in an 
article authored by all of the Department of Health and Human Service (HHS) leaders,2 
published a roadmap3 to address the Nation’s behavioral health crisis and outlined how HHS 
efforts will support behavioral healthcare integration “into healthcare, social services, and early 
childhood systems to ensure all people have equitable access to evidence-based, culturally 
appropriate, person-centered care.”2 A challenge identified in the roadmap was the need to 
connect people to care. A key solution proposed by HHS was to “redefine primary care to 
include behavioral health.”2  

Efforts to integrate behavioral health and primary care are rooted in the growing recognition 
that individuals, families, and communities are better cared for by systems that address physical 
and behavioral care together. The need for change and potential approaches have been advanced 
by other individuals and organizations, in addition to President Biden and HHS. For example, a 
recent National Academies of Sciences, Engineer, and Medicine (NASEM) report defined whole 
health as “physical, behavioral, spiritual, and socioeconomic well-being as defined by 
individuals, families, and communities.”4 Whole healthcare is “an interprofessional, team-based 
approach anchored in trusted relationships to promote well-being, prevent disease, and restore 
health.”  

The NASEM report provided evidence to support the value of developing systems that can 
deliver whole-person care that is person-centered. There is a robust body of evidence to suggest 
that individuals diagnosed with behavioral health disorders have significantly higher prevalence 
of chronic diseases, higher healthcare costs, reduced quality of life, and shorter life expectancies 
compared with those without behavioral health disorders.5 As seen in the NASEM report, an 
ideal system would provide primary and behavioral healthcare without artificial distinctions, and 
in an inclusive context. 

In the absence of this ideal system, integration approaches presented a promising range of 
incremental ways to close the large gap between the need for behavioral healthcare services and 
their availability in the United States. In 2020, approximately one in five adults in the United 
States experienced a mental illness and 17 million had a substance use disorder (SUD).6 
Prevalence of behavioral health disorders among children and young people is estimated to be 
between 10 to 20 percent, but more precise estimates are difficult, as few receive care for these 
illnesses (e.g., only about 20% receive mental health services, and even fewer receive services 
from a pediatric psychiatrist).7,8 Early evidence has suggested the COVID-19 pandemic has 
fueled an increase in several behavioral health disorders, including anxiety and SUD, in all age 
groups, with a notable increase among adolescents.9-12 Yet despite the high prevalence of 
behavioral health disorders in the United States, and their devastating impact, less than half of 
the 59 million Americans experiencing mental illness in 2020 received any treatment.6 This has 
contributed to President Biden’s prioritization of behavioral health, the Federal Government’s 
development strategy, and growing concern and involvement of other organizations. 

While integration could, and perhaps should occur across all healthcare settings, primary care 
is where people receive most of their healthcare, most of the time.13 For this reason, integration 
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of behavioral health and primary care may have the potential to increase access to behavioral 
healthcare and improve both physical and mental health outcomes for the greatest number of 
people. 

An increasing number of studies have demonstrated that a range of approaches to integrating 
behavioral health and primary care can result in better access, improvements in health outcomes 
for patients, and less stress for providers.14-17 Based on this evidence, studies and practice change 
efforts have sought to develop, standardize, implement, and evaluate comprehensive integration 
models. Two often cited examples are the Collaborative Care Model (CoCM)16 and the Primary 
Care Behavioral Health (PCBH) model.18 The recent dissemination of two integration 
frameworks has also reflected growing interest in how to promote and achieve behavioral health 
and primary care integration.19,20 

Despite past experience and evidence, the growth of integrated behavioral health and primary 
care outside of research and demonstration projects has been more limited than most advocates 
for whole healthcare expected or hoped. Additionally, applying to routine practice successful 
programs developed as demonstration or research has been challenging. Behavioral health, and 
integration of behavioral health into whole health models of care are relatively young fields, and 
lack a standardization in terminology, practice, and policy that can contribute to these challenges. 
This limits the ability to systematically assess and synthesize the literature. As one expert 
expressed, this is “an emerging field that is not well organized.” As such, part of the objective of 
this review is to describe the current condition of the field, as a first step toward being able to 
assess its component parts. 

Given the current increase in need and the national focus on behavioral health, leaders and 
decision makers in health policy and practice want an understanding of the current state of the 
knowledge in the field. There is interest in better information on the specific composition of 
integration approaches, their impact, what helps and hinders implementation, and how 
implementation should be monitored and measured. These needs and interests inform the 
purpose and scope of this review, and are reflected in the questions it seeks to answer and 
methods used to obtain, summarize, and present the information identified.  

Purpose and Scope of this Review 
The purpose of this review is to identify and summarize the available information on key 

aspects of behavioral health and primary care integration that can help inform future work, 
including research, policy, practice transformation, and workforce development. The goal is to 
provide organizations, including healthcare systems, and individual clinical practices seeking to 
implement behavioral health and primary care integration, with a foundation on which expertise 
and experience can be added to create practical guidance on selection, implementation, 
sustainability, and ongoing assessment of approaches to integrate behavioral health in primary 
care. Other audiences include policymakers and funders considering how to best support 
integration efforts. Ultimately, the goal is to contribute to improvements in healthcare that 
maximize health and well-being for individuals, families, and communities.  

While the long-term goal is broad, a defined and more constrained purpose and scope is 
required that can be translated into a methodology for this review, and into the production and 
presentation of the results. An essential element of the scope is defining behavioral health. For 
this report, we adopt a broad definition, based on the language Secretary Becerra used in the 
HHS roadmap: behavioral health includes mental health and substance use, as well as life 
stressors and crises, stress-related physical symptoms, and health behaviors.3  
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Next, the scope is defined by the questions the review strives to answer. There are many 
interesting questions about behavioral health and primary care integration that could be explored. 
The questions this review attempts to answer were developed by the Agency for Healthcare 
Research and Quality (AHRQ) Effective Healthcare Program, based on prior work by the AHRQ 
Integration Academy, and by the needs and interests of collaborating health system partners.  

 
The topics covered by the review questions include: 
• What approaches to integration have been used in practice, and how do these vary by 

different patient, practice, or environmental characteristics? 
• How effective are these approaches and does effectiveness vary by different patient, 

practice, integration, or environmental characteristics? 
• What are the barriers to and facilitators of implementation and sustainment of integration 

approaches and how do they interact with other system variables and each other? 
• What measures are available, specific to behavioral health and primary care integration, 

and how can they be used for monitoring and evaluation? 
• How are professional roles and workflows defined in behavioral health and primary care 

integration, and what approaches to training are effective? 
 

The term “approaches” is used in these topics, the complete review questions below, and 
throughout this report. The term was selected by the Technical Expert Panel (TEP) and the 
review team, as it is general and refers to any combination of behavioral health professionals and 
service components that make up a behavioral health and primary care integration intervention or 
program. Using the term “approaches” allows us to include behavioral health integration 
interventions that do not rise to the level of a formal model or that only partially implement an 
established model. 

Methods Summary 
This review started with methods described in the AHRQ Methods Guide for Effectiveness 

and Comparative Effectiveness Reviews (hereafter the “AHRQ Methods Guide”) as a base.21 
However, the review questions include aspects of integration interventions other than 
effectiveness, and required adaptations of standard methods and application of alternate methods. 
Here, we provide an overview of methods common across all questions. Methods specific to 
each question are included in the Chapter for that question. Additional technical details are 
provided in the appendix. 

Design 
Methods were determined a priori and a protocol was developed through a standard AHRQ 

process that included collaboration with Federal partners, Key Informants (KIs), and TEP. The 
protocol was registered on the PROSPERO systematic reviews registry (CRD42022364850) and 
published on AHRQ’s website: https://effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov/products/strategies-
integrating-behavioral-health/protocol. 

The following questions were included with a scope of work issued by AHRQ and revised 
with input from Federal partners, KIs, and TEP.  

https://effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov/products/strategies-integrating-behavioral-health/protocol
https://effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov/products/strategies-integrating-behavioral-health/protocol
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Questions 
Question 1 (Scan). What approaches have been used to integrate behavioral health and primary 
care? 

a. How do these approaches vary by: 
(i) patient characteristics (e.g., clinical focus/conditions/patient subgroups) 
(ii) core components of the approach  
(iii) practice/care delivery setting characteristics such as the policy environment, and 

geographic location. 
(iv) resources and infrastructure required, such as staffing, payment models, 

financing, and technology 
(v) mechanisms of care integration 

Question 2 (Effectiveness). How effective are approaches to integrating behavioral health and 
primary care?  

a. Does effectiveness vary by: 
(i) patient characteristics (e.g., clinical focus/conditions/patient subgroups) 
(ii) core components of the approach 
(iii) practice/care delivery setting characteristics, such as the policy environment, 

and geographic location.  
(iv) resources and infrastructure required, such as staffing, financing, payment 

models, and technology 
(v) mechanisms of care integration 

 
b. How do interactions among the components of integration approaches impact 

effectiveness and maintenance of the integration of behavioral health and primary care? 
 

Question 3 (Barriers and Facilitators). What are the barriers to and facilitators of implementing 
and sustaining different approaches to integrating behavioral health and primary care? 

a. How do the barriers, facilitators, and other factors involved in the implementation of 
behavioral health and primary care interact to affect implementation and sustainability? 

Question 4 (Measures). What reliable, valid, clinically meaningful, and/or patient-centered 
measures and metrics are available to monitor and evaluate integration approaches? 

a. How is measurement integrated into clinical care and the ongoing monitoring and 
evaluation of integration? 

b. Are the measures or metrics specific to characteristics; level of complexity; or the 
structure, process, or outcomes of care integration? 

c. Are there models or standards for how frequently the effectiveness of approaches to 
integration should be reassessed? 

d. What are the gaps in measurement and what are the implications for our current ability to 
measure and assess integration? 

Question 5 (Roles, Workflows, and Training). How are care team member roles and their work 
flows defined in different approaches to integrating behavioral health and primary care? 

a. What training interventions (e.g., mode and content, trainee credentials, dose and timing 
of training) are effective in facilitating integrated care team functioning? 
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Analytic Framework 
The analytic framework (Figure 1), for this review depicts a visual representation of how the 

elements in the questions are connected.  

Figure 1. Analytic frameworka 

 
Q = Question 
a The analytic framework illustrates how the populations, interventions, and outcomes relate to the Questions for the review. 

PICOS 
 The PICOS (population, interventions, comparators, outcomes, setting) framework helps 

operationalize questions and definitions into criteria for searches and inclusion/exclusion 
decisions. Behavioral health and primary care integration includes several possible strategies and 
models22,23 (our term “approaches”) designed for different settings,24-29 patients,30-35 and clinical 
conditions.36-39 The following definition was adopted after collaboration with partners and 
experts. The baseline requirement was that the integration approach facilitates interaction 
among primary care and behavioral health providers in the provision of ongoing, shared 
patient care. Summarized criteria specific to the PICOS framework is in Table 1, with additional 
details in Appendix A. 
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Table 1. PICOS 
PICOS Inclusion Exclusion 
Population Individuals with BH needs • No exclusions for age or condition 
Intervention Different approaches to integrating BH and PC services, 

including program/model components and strategies to 
integrate care. 
 
We use the term approach as it is general and does not 
require that the integration has to be a formal model and this 
is the term used in the review questions. 

• Colocation without collaboration 
• Referral only (cold handoff) 
• Warm handoff without plan for 

coordination of care 
• Population level health promotion 

programs that are not 
individualized, integrated care 

• Interventions for chronic conditions 
that do not include a BH 
component 

Comparator • Care as usual in a different group or time period 
• Alternative care integration strategy or strategies 
• No care 

• No comparator for Q 2/5b  

Outcomes Outcomes of interest include but not limited to (see Appendix 
A-1 for full list of outcomes): 
PATIENT LEVEL 

• Clinical Health outcomes (Physical and Behavioral) 
• Patient reported outcomes 
• Measures of care utilization 
• Measures of access to care 
• Harms 

CLINICIAN AND PRACTICE LEVEL 
• Clinician outcomes 
• Population/community/clinic panel health outcomes 
• Cost outcomes 
• Implementation outcomes 

• Simulated results or responses to 
hypothetical scenarios or questions 

Setting • Health systems and community-based PC practices 
• Nonhealthcare settings providing outpatient BH/PC  
• Long-term residential settings  

• Hospitals 
• Prehospital/EMS/crisis care 
• Prisons 

Study 
Designs 

• Studies that describe and evaluate an integration 
approach 

• For Q 1, 3, and 5: Survey and qualitative studies 
• For Q 4: Psychometric studies 
• Systematic reviews that directly address one of the 

review questions 

• Articles without data 
• Proposals for approaches, not 

implemented 
• Descriptions of approaches, not 

evaluated (for Q2) 
• Articles reporting simulation or 

speculation 
BH = behavioral health; EMS = emergency medical services; PC = primary care; Q = question; U.S. = United States 

Systematic Review Procedures 

Study Identification and Selection 
During topic refinement, KIs provided descriptions of integration models and approaches that 

we translated into our initial search strategy. Target studies of interest were used to validate the 
strategy. A research librarian, with expertise conducting searches for systematic reviews, 
developed the search strategies, which were reviewed by the TEP and a second research 
librarian. We constructed an initial, broad search for all the questions. The search strategies are 
included in Appendix A. We searched Ovid MEDLINE®, PsycINFO®, CINAHL®, 
SocINDEX™, and Cochrane CENTRAL from 2008 through August, 2022. We also reviewed 
references of included studies; studies cited in recent frameworks, related reviews, or 
commentaries; websites of Federal agencies, foundations, and other organizations that have 
produced reports or funded projects on these topics; and suggestions from KIs and TEP 
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members. Searches will be updated while the draft is being reviewed and we will consider 
suggestions received from reviewers and in public comments. 

Criteria used to triage abstracts and review full-text articles for inclusion and exclusion were 
pre-established, in accordance with the AHRQ Methods Guide,21 the PICOS specified for this 
project, and each specific question. To ensure accuracy, all excluded abstracts were dual 
reviewed by a second team member to confirm exclusion. Full-text articles were retrieved for 
abstracts deemed potentially relevant by one reviewer. Each full-text article was independently 
reviewed for eligibility by two team members and disagreements were resolved by consensus of 
the reviewers involved or discussion by the research team. Authors of a paper who were on the 
research team did not review their own publications. Publications were then triaged a second 
time according to question-specific criteria, as needed. For Questions 3 and 5 we prioritized U.S. 
national and regional studies over local reports and limited inclusion of data from other 
countries. Any additional question-specific criteria are included in the Chapter for that question 
prior to the results. 

Data Extraction 
Data from included studies were abstracted by one team member into Distiller SR®, a 

systematic review software, and Excel, and translated into summary tables. Data were verified 
for accuracy and completeness by a second team member.  

We extracted general data from studies that included: study design, year of publication, 
setting, country/geographic location, sample size, number of practices/sites, patient or provider 
population characteristics, behavioral health issues addressed, and whether the integration 
approach or approaches were named.  

Other data extracted varied by question: 
• For Question 1 (Scan) we noted whether the articles described integration specific 

components and what behavioral health professions were included in the patient care 
teams. Details on these lists and how they were developed are provided in the section 
of this report on Question 1.  

• For Question 2 (Effectiveness) we extracted the type of outcome(s) (e.g., clinical, 
utilization, cost), the specific outcomes measured (e.g., depression symptom score 
after 6 months), the comparator (e.g., depression symptom score at enrollment), the 
reported values, and any statistical tests (e.g., t-test) or models.  

• For Question 3 (Barriers and Facilitators) we extracted all cited barriers and 
facilitators to implementation of integration, as well as the impact or outcome, cited 
by the study authors.  

• For Question 4 (Measures) we collected information on how measures were 
developed, evaluated (psychometrics), and examples of how they were used.  

• For Question 5 (Roles, Workflows, and Training) we looked for descriptions of roles 
of different team members and workflows in integrated practices. For Question 5a we 
extracted any information on evaluations of training.  

Assessment of Individual Studies 
The method to assess risk of bias standard in systematic reviews was applicable for 

Questions 2 and 5a. For these, predefined criteria were used to assess the risk of bias of included 
studies. Study design-specific criteria were used, as recommended in the chapter, “Assessing the 
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Risk of Bias of Individual Studies When Comparing Medical Interventions” in the AHRQ 
Methods Guide.21 Randomized controlled trials were evaluated using Cochrane risk of bias 
criteria,40 and observational studies were evaluated using criteria developed by the U.S. 
Preventive Services Task Force.41 To evaluate the quality of the qualitative studies for Questions 
3 and 5, we developed a simple set of criteria adapted from several sources,42,43 with guidance 
from experts on the team (Appendix A). Cross-sectional studies were not assessed for risk of 
bias. 

For Question 4, the quality of the studies was not evaluated; rather we focused on whether 
the development process for the identified measures was reported and assessments of those 
measures had occurred, given that the field is comparatively young and the literature limited. 

Analysis and Synthesis 
Data analysis and synthesis differed across the questions. We include brief descriptions of the 

synthesis methods for each question here, with more detailed descriptions included in the 
Chapters of each question and in Appendix A. 

For Question 1 we described the different approaches to behavioral health and primary care 
integration identified in the literature in several ways. First, we described how frequently 
different components and professions were reported as part of integration approaches. Next, we 
created categories of approaches defined by the number of components or professions included 
and listed what specific components and professions were most frequent when an approach 
reported a low or high total number. Then, we created major groups of approaches. The 
definitions of major groups were both empirically driven (we divided approaches into four 
mutually exclusive groups) and theoretically informed (we used components and profession 
combinations that have been proposed as core to different models of integration). Details on how 
groups of approaches were created for and applied to this report are included in Chapter 2. We 
then looked at how these major groups were distributed in subgroups of interest (e.g., care for 
pediatric patients, rural practices), when the information was available.  

For Questions 2, 3, and 5, we excluded studies rated high risk of bias (or low quality for 
qualitative studies) from the synthesis of outcomes, in accordance with a best evidence method 
and to emphasize the outcomes of more rigorous studies. 

For the effectiveness Question (Question 2), we organized studies by the unit of analysis 
(patient, provider, practice) and type of outcome (e.g., patient behavioral/physical health, 
provider, utilization, cost), and then constructed evidence tables containing key study elements 
and results. Studies were also organized by the major groups of integration approaches we 
created. Our synthesis for Question 2 consisted of matrixes that presented how many studies 
were identified for approach group/results combinations and whether the findings were: better 
for integration, no difference, better for the comparator, or harms. The small number of studies 
that compared different approaches head-to-head were reported separately. We did not attempt to 
assign a strength of evidence rating due to concern that the heterogeneity of strategies and 
inconsistent reporting would require complex, indirect comparison that would not address our 
partner, KI, and TEP questions and lead to unreliable and potentially misleading conclusions. 

For Question 3 we adapted a social-ecological model developed by Peer and Koren44 to 
broadly categorize the barriers and facilitators reported in the studies and analyzed data using a 
causal-loop diagram developed iteratively with Kumu XXX software.45 The processes we 
followed to categorize barriers and facilitators, and to derive the causal-loop diagram are 
described in detail in Chapter 4 and in Appendix A.  
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For Question 4 we grouped the studies by the purpose of the measure, then grouped articles 
to consolidate information on how the measure was developed, available psychometric 
evaluations, and descriptions included in studies that use the measures.  

For Question 5 we grouped studies according to whether they reported training interventions, 
definitions of team member roles, or definitions of team workflows. For Question 5a (Training 
Effectiveness) we summarized study results by type of training and outcome measured. 

Description of Included Studies  
A total of 4,665 references from electronic database searches and reference lists were 

reviewed. After dual review of titles and abstracts, 937 papers were selected for full-text review, 
of which 803 articles were excluded (Appendix B). We included 134 articles across all 
questions: 26 randomized controlled trials, 52 observational cohort studies, and 56 studies of 
other designs (e.g., surveys, interviews, measure validity studies, etc.). Results are arranged and 
summarized by Question. 

A list of included studies can be found in Appendix C and a list of excluded studies with 
reason for exclusion are in Appendix D. Data abstraction tables are available in Appendixes E, 
and risk of bias (or quality) for studies are available in Appendixes F.  
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Chapter 2. What approaches have been used to 
integrate behavioral health and primary care? 

(Question 1)  
Key Points 

• The review identified 87 approaches to behavioral health integration that were described 
and evaluated in 76 studies. 

• Characterizing integration approaches by the combinations of and operational 
components and behavioral health professions demonstrated that a wide variety of 
approaches have been implemented and no one model or combination is currently 
dominant. 

• Findings about operational components of integration approaches:  
o The most frequently mentioned components were colocation (85% of approaches) 

and systematic screening for behavioral health needs (75%).  
o Team meetings (67%) and shared care plans (69%) are ways to structure 

communication that were also frequently included in integration approaches. 
o Examples of specific care options were cited, but no one was included in the 

majority of the identified approaches. Examples included: treatment to target 
(18%), protocolized care (26%), and substance use disorder program (23%) 

• Findings about behavioral health professional in integration approaches: 
o Psychiatrists (52.9%), psychologists (49.4%), and care managers (41.4%) were 

the most commonly cited professions.  
o In some descriptions, the person was generically referred to as a behavioral health 

professional, so what is known about them was limited. 
• Over half (55%) of approaches that included a psychiatrist and a behavioral healthcare 

manager, key elements of the Collaborative Care Model (CoCM), also included treatment 
to target, often presented as the essential element of this model. Eighty-two percent of 
approaches in this group also included training as part of their integration intervention. 

• Approaches defined by the provision of rapid access (e.g., warm hand-offs/introductions, 
same-day appointments to behavioral health providers) were most frequently employed to 
provide care for a population of patients with a range of conditions or needs.  

• The only information identified about practice characteristics was geographic location 
(e.g. rural, suburban or urban), and no information was identified about the resources 
required for integration or the mechanisms used for care integration. 

Context for Question 1 
A number of reviews have established the value of integrating behavioral health into primary 

care. A 2008 AHRQ review46 reported integration was associated with better outcomes, however 
it was unable to attribute improvements to a specific integration strategy distinct from increased 
attention to mental health. A Millbank Quarterly review published in 201047 defined a continuum 
of collaboration from minimal to fully integrated. The review situated studies in eight models 
along this continuum, summarized the evidence base, and then outlined the implementation and 
financial considerations that policies need to address to support each of the models. The 2016 
update to this review48 concluded that the question is not whether, but how to promote 
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integration, suggesting that the resources exist to accomplish this task. The dilemma facing 
decision makers is matching integration approaches, resources, and environments so results are 
successful, sustainable primary practices in supportive health systems. 

Describing what approaches to integration have been implemented and are currently being 
used in different settings with different resources, for different populations, to address different 
needs, may aid in matching integration approaches to resources and environments. This is the 
underlying reason for the first question: 
 
What approaches have been used to integrate behavioral health and primary care? 

a. How do these approaches vary by: 
i. patient characteristics (e.g., clinical focus/conditions/patient subgroups) 

ii. core components of the approach  
iii. practice/care delivery setting characteristics such as the policy environment, and 

geographic location. 
iv. resources and infrastructure required, such as staffing, payment models, 

financing, and technology 
v. mechanisms of care integration 

This question outlined what Key Informants (KIs) and partners wanted to know, and was 
used to inform the search and summary of results. However, the Technical Expert Panel (TEP) 
and KIs acknowledged that these details may not be included in published studies.  

This first question was answered by the descriptions of behavioral health models provided in 
studies that have been implemented and evaluated. Key examples that have shaped the field, and 
are reflected in the approaches used by health systems and practices, have informed this review, 
and are: 

Models: A model refers to a specific, well-defined approach to behavioral health integration. 
Two prominent models have been the subject of numerous demonstration projects and research 
are the Collaborative Care Model (CoCM)16 and Primary Care Behavioral Health (PCBH).18  

• CoCM creates structured collaboration through a behavioral care manager, who 
creates routine consultations between a psychiatrist (or other psychiatric provider) 
and primary care clinicians and their teams. The care manager often provides patient 
assessment, monitoring, and treatment that aims to achieve specific targets and 
adjusts care plans if targets are not met. CoCM often focuses on one or a limited 
number of conditions or concerns, and much of the research supporting its 
effectiveness concerns depression.  

• PCBH usually does not focus on a specific condition, but takes a population health 
approach and includes prevention and risk assessment as well as diagnosis and 
treatment, which resembles primary care more than specialty care. In PCBH the 
behavioral health providers are usually regular members of the primary care team 
who are readily available at the practice to address behavioral health problems or the 
behavioral health elements of any health condition. An element of PCBH is often 
same day access or rapid initiation of behavioral health, as the goal is often to initiate 
the less intensive interventions (e.g., information, education, short sessions) as soon 
as possible and only increase intensity of care if needed. 

Definitions: The work of The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) 
Academy for Integrating Behavioral Health and Primary Care included a lexicon developed by 
Peek et al. that sought to clarify and define key concepts and terms for several audiences and to 
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facilitate effective communication.49 The lexicon sought to enumerate what integrated care is, 
how it can be achieved, the supports needed, and the differences that may be observed across 
practices. The lexicon also included definitions of related terms.  

Frameworks: In 2022, two frameworks (e.g., overarching conceptual structures potentially 
including multiple models serving broad purposes) were widely distributed. The Comprehensive 
Healthcare Integration Framework was designed to allow providers and programs to demonstrate 
the value of integrated services to payers and others and build on their progress toward 
delivering integrated care.19 Activities in eight domains defined progress, and accomplishments 
in the domains were combined to create three increasing levels of integration. The Building 
Blocks of Behavioral Health Integration was a framework designed to align expectations of 
payers, providers, and health systems leaders. It allows health systems and practices to use 
different building blocks and add them in an order that is flexible and meets their needs, without 
requiring a specific progression.20  

However, as behavioral health is a comparatively recent movement tied to a younger field, 
these models, definitions, and frameworks have not resulted in a consensus and standardization 
across the field that can be relied upon when describing approaches to integration. This is 
illustrated in the Box below, which provides examples of the variation in names given to the 
approaches in the included studies. All names used by study authors are included in the evidence 
table in Appendix E. 
 
Box: Examples of Names Given to Behavioral Health and Primary Care Integration 
Approaches in Included Studies 
Behavioral Health Consultation Model Enhanced Clinical Integration 
Behavioral Health Integration Program Healthy Steps 
Blended Model Integrated Care Intervention Model 
Collaborative Care Management Primary Care Behavioral Health 
Collaborative Care Model of Integrated Behavioral Health Integrated Behavioral Health 
Collaborative Stepped Care Mental Health Integration 
Doctor Office Collaborative Care Three Component Model  

Methods for Question 1 
First, providing meaningful, useful descriptions requires more than cataloging what authors 

present, particularly as the number of cases (i.e., included integration approaches) and variables 
(i.e., potential integration components and professions) increase beyond what most people can 
retain or synthesize from reviewing many single descriptions. While we provided details about 
each approach and what we abstracted from the included studies in the appendices, we also 
looked across approaches and drew on the models, lexicon, and frameworks mentioned above to 
structure our description in terms that were consistent across approaches and with the current 
state of the field.  

We started with language used by the study authors, our objective being to describe their 
actual (not an ideal) approaches to behavioral health and primary care integration. Then we used 
the models, lexicon, and frameworks to expand our list, select terms to apply consistently, and 
develop definitions. We divided the description of the approaches into the components included 
and the people involved, specifically the behavioral health professions or roles. We used the term 
components because it is a general term and can include functions, strategies, processes, or 
structures. While the distinctions among these can be important in theories and analyses, they 
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were not always clear or considered as important in operational implementations and 
descriptions. 

Our inclusion criteria were based on our definition of integration, which requires behavioral 
health provider involvement with a primary care provider in care delivery. We focused on 
behavioral health professions/roles that were cited as contributing to care and on components 
listed as part of integrated care. We noted which term was used in the article, but also looked for 
any description of activities and assigned the code that was closest based on activities rather than 
title. 

For components, we started by developing a list based on reviewing our initial data 
abstraction of a subset of articles. We added definitions for the components, and considered if 
additional components were needed in our lists based on the models, lexicon, and frameworks, 
and applied this to the next set of articles, revising the list iteratively as we continued our review. 
For example, we added “treatment to target” as a component because the developers of the 
CoCM model emphasized it is key, and separated warm introductions from warm hand-offs as 
some descriptions made the distinction. We revised the definition we employed for the 
component “psychiatric consults” to refine it and make the distinction between this component 
and having a psychiatrist on the team, or referring a patient out to an external specialist. Finally, 
we added substance use disorder (SUD) care as it is included in the Building Blocks framework20 
and specifically mentioned in some integration descriptions. After all descriptions were either 
discussed at a team meeting or reviewed by a team member, one investigator completed a second 
confirmatory review of all the approach descriptions to assure that definitions were applied 
consistently. We will consider additional revisions when new studies are added from the updated 
literature search and based on peer review and public comments.  

These lists of components and professions served as the basis for the different levels of 
description provided as our findings for Question 1. First, we provided information on how 
frequently the components and professions were reported in the included approaches. This 
analysis is simple. However, it was endorsed by our KIs and TEP as an initial way to provide 
insight into what is most common or has become routine verses what is still more rarely used in 
integration approaches. If components or professions that are desired or effective are less 
common, this may suggest there are barriers to their implementation or their use requires more 
support or incentives. 

Second, we reported how many components and professions were included in the different 
approaches. Including more components and professions may be an indicator of a more complex 
approach. Integration approaches that involve multiple components or multiple types of 
behavioral health professionals that are part of integrated care will require more changes to 
workflows, more commitment from organizational leadership and staff involved, and may be 
more visible to patients or change their experience of care. When there were multiple 
components or professions, we attempted to describe which were used together. 

Third, we used the components and professions to assign the approaches to groups because 
groups are easier to describe and assess than dozens of individual approaches separately. As 
suggested by the sample of approach names provided in the Box earlier in this Chapter, few 
approaches exactly match either the CoCM or PCBH models. For this reason, we did not create 
groups that correspond exactly to the models.  

To sort approaches, we looked for components, professions, or combinations that defined 
mutually exclusive subsets of approaches (i.e., discriminant variables). The variables 
(components or professions) used to assign an approach to a group were those that best divided 
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the sample we had into meaningful groups. However, the variable may not be the most important 
aspect of that approach or the only element in the approaches in the group. Variables that are 
extremely common, such as screening or team meetings, may be important, but do not help 
create subgroups. Each individual approach and each group is characterized by all the 
components and professions included, even though only a small number of variables are used to 
create it.  

We did not use the model names they are related to as we did not want to suggest that the 
approaches in the groups adhere to the complete definition of that model. The four groups of 
approaches we created are: 
 

1. Structured Collaboration. This group of approaches resembled CoCM in that they 
included a psychiatric clinician (psychiatrist, psychiatric nurse practitioner, or 
psychologist) and a behavioral healthcare manager as part of their program. The behavior 
healthcare manager played a specific and important role in structuring how primary care 
team members interacted with the manager and the psychiatrist in the CoCM model. 
Another component, “treatment to target” was considered an essential element of the 
formal CoCM model by the developers, but we did not require it (i.e., we did not use it as 
a discriminant variable) as it was not always included in early descriptions of the model 
and was not as frequently included in the integration descriptions. However, we did 
report when it was included.  

2. Rapid Behavioral Health Access in Primary Care. These approaches included one or 
more of the following components: warm introductions, warm hand-offs, and same-day 
appointments with a behavioral health professional. The behavioral health professional 
collaborates with the primary care team. These approaches required workflows and 
staffing that allow patients to be connected to behavioral health professional quickly and 
receive behavioral health interventions as part of their primary care. This is one 
characteristic of the PCBH model. 

3. Combined Collaboration and Rapid Access. This group included approaches that were 
comprehensive or blended in that they included the required elements of both Structured 
Collaboration and Rapid Behavioral Health Access in Primary Care. 

4. Other: Neither Combined Collaboration nor Rapid Access. These approaches were 
not included in any of the three other groups. 

Summary of Findings 

Identified Integration Approaches in Included Studies 
We included 87 approaches described in 76 studies (79 publications) in developing our 

response to Question 1. We did not include articles that included many different approaches but 
did not provide separate descriptions of each of the approaches. If a study compared two or more 
approaches to behavioral health and primary care integration, we noted the professions and 
components included in each approach, and counted and described each approach separately. We 
did not categorize and count usual care if that was the comparator in the study. Our coding of 
what professions and components were identified in each of these approaches is provided in 
Appendix E, and throughout this Chapter the 87 approaches are the basis for all descriptions 
and counts.  
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Components  
Table 2 lists the components identified through the process described above in Methods for 

Question 1. This table provides brief definitions and reports the number of approaches and the 
proportion (out of 87) that included each component. Colocation of behavioral health and 
primary care, and systematic screening for behavioral health needs were the most frequently 
identified and are listed first. The remaining components were grouped and labelled by similar 
component. For example, warm introductions, warm hand-offs, and same-day appointments are 
all ways to provide rapid access to initiation of behavioral healthcare. In another example, 
structured communication included two components, team meetings (66.7%), and shared care 
plans (69.0%) that were common in over two-thirds of the approaches. We grouped components 
together in the table that may require health system, not just practice level, changes including 
integrating finances (20.7%) or telehealth (21.8%). 

Table 2. Components included in identified integration approaches 

Component 
Category Component Brief Definition 

Number of  
Approaches Including 
this Componenta 

Population 
Management 

Systematic 
screening for 
behavioral 
health 
need(s) 

All or a larger subset of patients are screened 
using a validated test or questions for ≥1 
behavioral health issue(s) and further 
assessments and/or referral to behavioral health 
are made for patients who screen positive. 

65 (74.7%)38,50-106 

Immediate 
Access 
 
 

Warm 
introduction 

The patient is introduced to a behavioral health 
professional in person as part of a primary care 
visit. 

5 (5.7%)57,66,97,107,108 

Warm hand-
off 

The patient is introduced to a behavioral health 
professional and has an initial visit as part of the 
primary care visit. The primary care provider may 
or may not participate beyond the introduction. 

24 
(27.6%)55,56,59,62,63,67,73,74,78-

80,83,85,90-92,95,97,107,109-114 

Same-day 
appointment 

The patient is offered a time for an appointment 
with a behavioral health professional the same 
day as their primary care appointment. 

22 (25.3%)38,55,57,59,62,67-

69,73,74,78,79,83,95,104,107,111-114 

Care Options 
 
 

Treatment to 
target 

Specific, quantitative outcome targets are 
established (e.g., a specific score or a 
percentage improvement) and progress is 
monitored. If the target is not achieved the 
treatment plan is changed. 

16 
(18.4%)57,60,63,64,66,72,75,86,87,

93,98,99,101,103,115-117 

Protocolized 
care 

Care plan templates and procedures are 
established by the practice as the basis for care 
for ≥1 condition(s). These may specify who on 
the team takes the lead or the initial visit with 
certain types of patients and/or what treatments 
and monitoring should be. This may also be 
called stepped care. 

23 
(26.4%)38,50,52,53,62,70,71,74,80,

81,83,85-87,89-

93,96,97,100,104,107,113,117 

SUD 
program 

A program for SUD is provided by the integrated 
practice; so that patients with SUD are not 
automatically referred to other programs. May 
include medication management. 

20 
(23.0%)38,58,60,61,63,65,67,68,71,

76,77,82,83,85,97,106,109,118 

Structured 
Communication 
 

Team 
meetings 

Routine meetings to review and discuss 
treatment and progress for specific patients. 

58 (66.7%)38,50,52-

60,62,64,67,68,70,73,75,76,78,79,82-

92,94,96-99,101-

108,111,112,114,116,119-126 
Shared care 
plans 

The patient care plan includes both primary care 
and behavioral health interventions and 
objectives. 

60 (69.0%)38,52-60,62-66,68,70-

73,77,78,82-97,99,101-109,111-117,119-

125 
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Component 
Category Component Brief Definition 

Number of  
Approaches Including 
this Componenta 

Practice 
Support 
 
 
 

System for 
psychiatric 
consults 

Established relationship, usually with a 
psychiatrist(s), who are not routinely part of the 
care team, but are available to the primary care 
and behavioral health providers for consultations 
when requested. 

31 
(35.6%)53,56,58,62,66,68,69,74-

76,79,81-83,86-88,93,99-

101,104,105,112,114,117 

Training Training specifically related to behavioral health 
interventions or processes related to integration. 

48 (55.2%)53,62,66,68,69,81-

83,86-88,93,99-101,112,117 
QI/QA for 
integration 

Monitoring and improvement activities for either 
behavioral health or integration processes and 
outcomes. 

11 (12.6%)38,62,64,70,78,82,84-

87,107,116 

Patient tools 
for behavioral 
health 

Workbooks, apps, websites, or other patient-
facing materials are mentioned as part of 
behavioral healthcare. 

23 
(26.4%)38,50,52,53,55,61,67,68,71,

73,75,78,86,87,89,93,94,96,102,103,120,

123,125 
Infrastructure 
Supports 
 
 
 

Colocation Primary care and behavioral health are located in 
the same physical space. Details may not be 
provided. Could be the same suite, floor, or 
building. 

74 (85.1%)38,51,53-76,78-

101,104-115,117-119,121,124-127 

Shared or 
single record 

Primary care and behavioral health use a single 
electronic health record or there is a system to 
share/link records. 

52 (59.8%)38,50,52-58,60,62,64-

66,68,70-73,75,77,78,82-

87,89,94,96,97,100,102-105,107-

113,115,116,120,123-126 
Telehealth Telehealth, which may be synchronous or 

asynchronous, and includes video or audio only 
is used for patient visit or provider-to-provider 
consultations. 

19 
(21.8%)38,50,52,54,60,62,67,68,71,

80,82,86,87,89,101,102,104,123,126 

Integrated 
finances 

Charges and/or payments are bundled or at a 
minimum administered and received by the 
integrated practice. 

18 
(20.7%)55,62,64,65,68,69,78,84-

89,94,97,103,120,124 
External 
Linkages 
 

Plan for 
referrals for 
serious 
illness or 
long-term 
needs 

There are criteria for referral and a network of 
external providers established for patients with 
serious mental illnesses or long-term behavioral 
health needs that cannot be address by the 
practice in the integration intervention.  

49 (56.3%)38,51,53,55-58,60-

63,65,68,70,71,73,76,79,81,84-88,90-

97,99-105,109,112,114,115,117,120,126 

To 
community 
services 

The integration program has relationships with 
social services that can help address needs 
related to social determinants of health such as 
food, housing, employment, and social supports. 

28 
(32.2%)50,52,55,57,58,60,61,67-

69,76,79,81,84,85,96-

98,100,105,109,113,115,117,122,125,126 
QA = quality assessment; QI = quality improvement; SUD = substance use disorder 

a Counts include multiple approaches from studies that compare different approaches and include one approach if the comparator 
is usual care. 

Approaches included 1 to 14 components, which we grouped into those that included 1 to 4, 
5 to 6, 7 to 8, 9 to 10, and 11 to 14 to produce groups of approximately similar size. To simplify 
the presentation, we combined frequently included components, colocation and systematic 
screening, as these were the most common, and we grouped team meetings/shared care plans 
and/or shared records as these were consistently the next most frequently mentioned/included. 
This made it easier to see how the other components varied across the groups as the number of 
components increased. For example, training moved up on the lists (was more frequently 
included) as the approaches included greater numbers of components. This could reinforce the 
idea that the number of included components indicates complexity, and increasing number and 
complexity would require training. Other components are consistently more or less common. For 
example, having a plan for when patients need referrals to outside providers for serious mental 
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illness or long-term behavior healthcare is near the top of almost every list, indicating this is a 
common component regardless of the number of components reported. Additional patterns are 
also possible, such as Quality Improvement, which is not or rarely included in the approaches 
with up to 9 components, is in a quarter of the approaches with 9 to 10 components, and is in 
almost half of the approaches with 11 or more components. 

Table 3. Number and frequency of components included in integration approaches 
Total Number 
of Components Frequency of Included Components 

Number of Included 
Approachesa 

1-4 14: Colocation and/or systematic screening 
 6: Team meetings/shared care plans and/or shared records 
 3: Psychiatric consult available 
 3: Plan for referral for serious illness or long-term needs 
 2: Immediate access  
 2: Training 
 None: Treatment to target, protocolized care, quality 
improvement, telehealth, integrated finances, patient tools 

15 
(17.2%)51,74,75,77,81,104,110,

118,119,121,122,127 

5-6  15: Colocation and/or systematic screening 
14: Team meetings/shared care plans and/or shared records 
 6: Plan for referral for serious illness or long-term needs 
 5: Immediate access  
 4: Treatment to target 
 4: Links to community services 
 4: Substance use disorder program 
 3: Telehealth 
 3: Training 
 2: Protocolized care 
 2: Psychiatric consult available 
 2: Patient behavioral health tools 
 1: Quality improvement 
 1: Integrated finances 

16 
(18.4%)72,74,76,80,95,98,106,1

08,115,116,123,124,126 

7-8 24: Colocation and/or systematic screening 
23: Team meetings/shared care plans and/or shared records 
17: Plan for referral for serious illness or long-term needs 
16: Training 
14: Psychiatric consult available 
11: Immediate access  
11: Links to community services 
 6: Protocolized care 
 5: Treatment to target 
 5: Patient behavioral health tools 
 4: Substance use disorder program 
 4: Telehealth 
 4: Integrated finances 
 0: Quality improvement 

25 
(28.7%)50,54,56,63,65,66,69,75,

76,79,81,88,90-

92,99,100,102,104,105,109,111,113,1

14,117,120,125 

9-10 20: Colocation and/or systematic screening 
20: Team meetings/shared care plans and/or shared records 
17: Training 
14: Plan for referral for serious illness or long-term needs 
11: Patient behavioral health tools 
 9: Protocolized care 
 8: Psychiatric consult available 
 7: Telehealth 
 6: Integrated finances 
 5: Quality improvement 
 5: Immediate access 
 5: Links to community services 
 4: Treatment to target 
 4: Substance use disorder program 

20 
(23.0%)52,53,58,64,67,70,71,73,

82,84,86,87,89,93,94,96,101,103,104,

107,112 
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Total Number 
of Components Frequency of Included Components 

Number of Included 
Approachesa 

11-14 11: Colocation and/or systematic screening 
11: Team meetings/shared care plans and/or shared records 
10: Training 
 9: Immediate access 
 9: Plan for referral for serious illness or long-term needs 
 7: Integrated finances 
 6: Protocolized care 
 6: Substance use disorder program 
 6: Links to community services 
 5: Patient behavioral health tools 
 4: Psychiatric consult available 
 5: Telehealth 
 5: Quality improvement  
 3: Treatment to target 

11 
(12.6%)38,55,57,60,62,68,78,83,

85-87,97 

a Counts include multiple approaches from studies that compare different approaches and include one approach if the comparator 
is usual care. 

Professions and Roles  
Table 4 lists the behavioral health professions most frequently cited as part of behavioral 

health integration, provides an overview of their role in integrated care, and includes the number 
and percentage (out of 87) of included approaches that mentioned including each profession.  

Psychiatrists (52.9%), psychologists (49.4%), and care managers (41.4%) were most 
common, with social workers included in more than one-quarter of the analyzed approaches 
(28.7%). In some descriptions, the person was referred to generically as a behavioral health 
professional, and other professions such as specialized nurses, therapists, and community health 
workers were less frequently mentioned or rarely used in published descriptions.  

The professions and roles were relatively straightforward to note and classify and we created 
an “other” category and noted any less frequently cited titles or professions. An exception was 
case manager and care manager. Both of these roles could be filled by nurses, social workers, or 
unlicensed staff and it was not always clear they were used consistently. The behavioral 
healthcare manager has a very specific role in CoCM model that often includes providing some 
care or intervention, assessing and monitoring patients, and being a liaison between a psychiatrist 
and the primary care team. Case managers in behavioral health integration were often similar to 
case managers in physical health, in that they focused on coordinating care; assuring followup, 
compliance with treatment, medication, appointments; and facilitating referrals to specialists and 
community services.  

Table 4. Behavioral health professions included in integration approaches 

Profession Overview of Rolesa 

Number of 
Approaches 
Including This 
Professionb 

Psychiatrist Not consistently described in detail. As a member of the team, 
can prescribe medications or advise primary care provider on 
medications; supervise and/or support other behavioral health 
team members; routinely review patient care plans and 
progress; and may provide patient care. 

46 
(52.9%)38,50,52,53,57,58,61,63,

64,68,70,72,75,76,80-82,84,86,87,89-

93,95,96,99-106,113-

116,118,120,122,125-127 
Psychiatric 
nurse 
practitioner 

Can prescribe and manage medications; may have similar roles 
as psychiatrist. 

4 (4.6%)57,60,106,125 
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Profession Overview of Rolesa 

Number of 
Approaches 
Including This 
Professionb 

Psychologist Often provides direct care (e.g., cognitive behavioral therapy, 
behavioral activation), may advise primary care providers, train 
or supervise others. Can prescribe medications in some US 
states. 

43 
(49.4%)38,50,52,55,56,58,59,62,

65,66,68,70,73,74,78,80-

87,93,95,100,101,103,106,108,111-

114,117-119,121-124,126 
Licensed 
clinical social 
worker 

Provides direct care (e.g., cognitive behavioral therapy, 
behavioral activation), may also advise primary care providers, 
provide access to community services. 

25 
(28.7%)38,57,60,62,63,65,68,70,

75,78,79,81,82,88,95,97,100,112,113,

115,118,121,122,126 
Counselor Usually focuses on providing direct care. May focus on a 

specific issue (e.g., substance use, weight management). 
12 
(13.8%)56,58,61,70,86,87,96,10

4,118,122 
Care manager Manages behavioral healthcare. Has a specific role in the CoCM 

model as the liaison between primary care providers and 
psychiatrists or other behavioral health providers. Often delivers 
brief interventions for a limited number of visits; may complete 
assessments, and monitor progress. May be a social worker, 
nurse, trainee, or unlicensed and specifically trained for this role. 

36 (41.4%)38,53-55,57,60,62-

64,67,68,72,75,81,86-94,96,97,99-

104,109,113,116,117,122,125,126 

Case manager Focus is frequently on coordinating care including managing 
appointments, reminders and referrals, and helping patients 
establish eligibility or access health and social programs.c 

10 
(11.5%)50,52,58,68,71,76,98,10

6,112,123 
Psychiatric 
registered 
nurse 

Role described as similar to care managers in some studies or 
as clinical nurse specialists in others who were one of several 
professions who provided mental health services. 

6 (6.9%)53,68,93,100,106,113 

Other Includes studies in which details were not provided or specific 
types of providers or staff were listed infrequently.  

38 (43.7%)38,51,55,60-62,66-

72,76,77,79,82-87,97,98,105,107,109-

112,115,118,120,122,123,126 
Details of other 
professions 

Not specified or multiple options listed as possible 18 (20.7%)38,51,67-

70,72,76,77,85,97,109,110,112,120,1

26 
Trainees/graduate students 5 (5.7%)55,66,83,107,111 
Therapist, family/marriage therapist, substance abuse 
counselors 

4 (4.6%)71,115,118,122 

Dieticians and pharmacist 3 (3.4%)60,122,123 
Community health worker, health coach 2 (2.3%)69,71 
Panel manager, consultants (quality improvement, behavioral 
pediatrician, faculty) 

2 (2.3%)62,71 

Peer recovery coach, parent partner, mental health partner 3 (3.4%)61,79,82 
a Roles are not always well specified in the articles reporting study results or design. These summary statements are based on the 
report authors’ interpretation of what was most frequently described.  
b Counts include multiple approaches from studies that compare different approaches and include one approach if the only 
comparator is usual care. 
c In two studies conducted in the United Kingdom of collaborative care for older people with major depression50 and subthreshold 
depression,52 the behavioral health team member is called a case manager, but the description resembles care managers in other 
studies in that this person delivers a 6-session behavioral activation intervention by phone or in person. 

Table 5 splits the 87 approaches into 21 (24.1%) that specifically reported including one type 
of behavioral health professional, 29 (33.4%) two types, 19 (21.8%) three types, and 18 (20.7%) 
that mention four to seven different types of behavior health professionals involved in integrated 
care. The table also includes which professions are listed and how frequently they were included 
in each group.  

In the cases where one profession is mentioned in the description of integration, it was 
usually a psychologist, or the profession was not specified. In approaches where two are 
mentioned, psychiatrists and care managers were the most common, and this remained the case 
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for approaches that included three behavioral health professions/roles, though the number with 
psychologists remained steady. In the fourth group with multiple professions (4 to 7), 
psychologists and psychiatrists were the most frequently mentioned and they were closely 
followed by licensed clinical social workers and care managers. As the number of behavioral 
health roles increased, the variety of professions and roles increased. There may be no definitive 
way to interpret this information, but it appeared that some behavioral health-primary care 
integration approaches were including not just more people, but a range of behavioral health 
skills in their integrated care approach, impacting multiple aspects of practice, including 
workflows, physical space needs, and billing. 

Table 5. Number of types behavioral health professions included in integration approaches 
Number of Types 
Professions 
Included in 
Approaches Frequency of Included Professions 

Number of 
Approaches With 
This Number of 
Professionalsa,b 

1 1: Psychiatrist 
0: Psychiatric nurse practitioner 
8: Psychologist 
1: Licensed clinical social worker 
0: Counselor 
2: Care manager 
0: Case manager 
0: Psychiatric registered nurse 
9: Other; 7 not specified, 1 marriage or family therapist, 1 nurse 
mental health specialist, 1 community health worker 

21 
(24.1%)51,54,59,69,73,74,76

,77,81,94,107,108,110,119,124,12

7 

2 14: Psychiatrist 
 0: Psychiatric nurse practitioner 
 6: Psychologist 
 6: Licensed clinical social worker 
 3: Counselor 
10: Care manager 
 3: Case manager 
 0: Psychiatric registered nurse 
11: Other; 3 not specified, 3 trainees, 2 masters-level 
providers/social workers, 1 health coach and panel manager, 1 
family support specialist, 1 parent partner 

29 (33.3%)64-67,71,75,76, 

78-80,83,85,88-92,98,99,102,104, 

105,114,116,117,120,121 

3 16: Psychiatrist 
 1: Psychiatric nurse practitioner 
 9: Psychologist 
 5: Licensed clinical social worker 
 3: Counselor 
12: Care manager 
 3: Case manager 
 1: Psychiatric registered nurse 
 7: Other; 1 not specified behavioral health clinician, 1 trainee, 1 
peer recovery coach, 1 consultant, 1 operations manager, 1 family 
therapist, 1 dietician 

19 
(21.8%)50,52,53,55,61,63,72

,75,81,84,95-97,101,103,104,115, 

123,125 

4-7 15: Psychiatrist 
 3: Psychiatric nurse practitioner 
15: Psychologist 
13: Licensed clinical social worker 
 6: Counselor 
12: Care manager 
 4: Case manager 
 5: Psychiatric nurse 
12: Other; 7 not specified or options from multiple behavioral 
health clinician, 1 pharmacist and dietician, 1 substance abuse 
counselors, 1 abuse counselor and pharmacists, 1 mental health 
partner, 1 consultant (quality improvement, behavioral pediatrics) 

18 
(20.7%)38,57,58,60,62,68,70

,82,86,87,93,100,106,112,113,118

,122,126 
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a Counts include multiple approaches from studies that compare different approaches and include one approach if the comparator 
is usual care. 
b In counts of professions, “other” is counted as one, however, some articles list more than one other profession. 

Grouping Integration Approaches 
Table 6 reports the frequencies for the four groups of approaches we created to allow us to 

present information about approaches that is “rolled-up” rather than as a catalog of 87 separate 
approaches. This table includes a definition/description that specifies the variables used to create 
the groups. Information on the other professions and components that were also included in each 
group are then provided in subsequent text and tables.  

 
Structured Collaboration 
The Structured Collaboration group included approaches with a high-level behavioral health 

provider and a behavioral healthcare manger and represented 22 percent of the included 
approaches. This group contains approaches that stated they were attempting to implement the 
CoCM model. It also contains those that did not say this explicitly. These approaches were 
included based on their use of psychiatrists and the creation of the behavioral healthcare manager 
role.  

Rapid Access  
The Rapid Access group represented 23 percent of the included approaches. All the 

approaches in this group had at least one component that facilitated rapid access to behavioral 
health when and where the patient is receiving primary care. In most cases (12 of 22), the 
approaches included the capacity for warm hand-offs and same-day appointments, one approach 
included warm introductions and warm hand-offs, and one approach included all three. The eight 
approaches that included one of these three included five reporting warm hand-offs, two same-
day appointments, and one warm introductions. By definition, all of these approaches also 
include a behavioral health professional and most include other components, which are described 
in the next table and section. While some authors identify their intervention as the PCBH model, 
all do not.  

Blended: Structured Collaboration and Rapid Access 
The group of approaches that included both the professions required for our structured 

collaboration and the components for rapid access is the smallest, containing 10 or 11.5 percent 
of the 87 included approaches. This was not surprising as including the combination of these 
professions and components likely requires significant resources and changes to practice staffing 
and organization.  

Other 
The fourth group included approaches that did not include any of the key components we 

used to define structured collaboration or rapid access. These approaches all included a 
behavioral health professional, as that was a minimum requirement for an integration 
intervention to be included in the review, in addition to other components. Information on what 
was included in the approaches in this group is provided in the next table.  
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Table 6. Identified behavioral health integration approaches allocated to four groups (defined by 
report authors) 

Discriminating 
Components/Professions Definition Number Included in Groupa 

Structured Collaboration Approaches that include at a minimum, 
psychiatrist, psychiatric nurse practitioner, or 
psychologist and a care manager and/or treatment 
to target as an element of the approach. 

22 
(25.3%)53,60,64,72,75,81,86,87,89,93,96,99-

103,115-117,122,125,126 

Rapid BH Access in PC Approaches that include ≥1 of: warm introduction, 
warm hand-off, or same-day appointments with at 
least one type of behavioral health professional as 
well as other components 

22 (25.3%)56,59,67,69,73,74,78-

80,83,85,95,97,104,107-112,114  

Combined Collaboration 
and Rapid Access 

Includes the components and professions that 
define both of the above groups; Must include at 
least one Rapid Access component AND meet the 
requirement for Structured Collaboration. 

10 (11.5%)38,55,57,62,63,66,68,90-

92,104,113 

Other Does NOT contain the defining components or 
professions for structured collaboration or rapid 
access: Specifically, does NOT contain a 
component for rapid access; and does not contain 
the combination of a high-level psychiatric care 
provider and a care manager. Includes some other 
behavioral health professional and other 
components. 

33 (37.9%)38,55,57,62,63,66,68,90-

92,104,113 

BH = behavioral health; PC = primary care 
a Counts include multiple approaches from studies that compare different approaches and include one approach if the comparator 
is usual care. 

Table 7 provides information on the additional components and professions included in the 
four groups we created. The table includes the mean and range for the number of components 
and professions. Those we coded are listed, and the percentage in each group that includes that 
component or profession are reported to show how common they are in each group, and to allow 
comparisons as to how common specific components or professions are across groups. We have 
indicated, with a footnote, which components or professions were used to define the group (these 
are expected to be high), and another footnote indicates which group has the highest frequency 
for each component and profession across the four groups. 
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Table 7. Components and professions in major groups of approaches 

Component or 
Profession 

General 
Component or 
Profession 

Specific 
Component or 
Profession 

(n=22) 
Structured 
Collaborationa 

Group 

(n=22) 
Rapid 
Accessa 
Group 

(n=10) 
Combinationa 
Group 

(n=33) 
Othera 

Group 
Components 
(19 possible) 
 
Structured 
Collaboration 

Group 
Mean: 8 
Range: 4 to 14 
 
Rapid Access 
Group 
Mean: 8 
Range: 3 to 13 
 
Combination 
Group 
Mean: 10 
Range: 7 to 14 
 
Other Group 
Mean: 6 
Range: 1 to 10 
 

Population 
management 

Systematic 
screening for BH 
need(s) 

73% 68% 90%b 76% 

Immediate 
access 

Warm introduction 0% 14%c 20%b,c 0% 
Warm hand-off 0% 86%b,c 50%c 0% 
Same-day 
appointment 

0% 68%c 70%b,c 0% 

Care options Treatment to target 55%b,c 0% 30%c 3% 
Protocolized care 36% 27% 50%b 12% 
SUD program 5% 23% 30% 33%b 

Structured 
communication 

Team meetings 73%b 68% 70% 61% 
Shared care plans 82% 64% 100%b 55% 

Practice 
support 

System for 
psychiatric consults 

45%b 41% 40% 24% 

Training 82%b 45% 70% 39% 
QI/QA for 
integration 

14% 14% 20%b 9% 

Patient tools for BH 45%b 14% 30% 21% 
Infrastructure 
supports 

Colocation 77% 95% 100%b 79% 
Shared or single 
record 

73% 55% 80%b 48% 

Telehealth 27% 14% 40% b 18% 
Integrated finances 23% 18% 30%b 18% 

External 
linkages 

Referral plan 68% 45% 80%b 48% 
To community 
services 

41%b 27% 40% 27% 

Professions 
(9 possible) 
 
Structured 
Collaboration 

Group 
Mean: 3 
Range: 2 to 6 
 
Rapid Access 
Group 
Mean: 2 
Range: 1 to 4 
 
Combination 
Group 
Mean: 4 
Range: 2 to 7 
 
Other Group 
Mean: 2 
Range: 1 to 5 

Behavioral 
health 
professionals 

Psychiatrist 
95%b,c  18% 70%c 45% 

Psych nurse 
practitioner 

5%c 0% 10%b,c 3% 

Psychologist 
41%c 64%b 60%c 42% 

Licensed clinical 
social worker 

27% 23% 60%b 24% 

Counselor 
18% b 9% 10% 15% 

Case manager 
0% 5% 10% 24%b 

Care manager 
95%b,c 14% 90%c 9% 

Psych registered 
nurse 

14% 0% 20%b 3% 

Other 
32% 50%b 50%b 48% 

QA = quality assessment; QI = quality improvement; SUD = substance use disorder 
a Counts include multiple approaches from studies that compare different approaches and include one approach if the comparator 
is usual care. The count is of approaches not studies 
b Highest percentage across groups 
c Component or profession used in the definition group 
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The analyzed integration approaches included different numbers of components in their 
descriptions, ranging from only 1 to as many as 14 out the 19 we looked for in our data 
abstraction. Out of nine possible categories of professions/roles, the approaches we analyzed 
included one to seven.  

The approaches in the structured collaboration group continued to reflect, though not 
perfectly mirror, the CoCM model. More than half (55%) of the approaches in the group, but not 
all, included treatment-to-target. Another key element seemed to be training, which was part of 
82 percent of the approaches in this group. This may reflect the unique or evolving role of the 
care manager as the interface between the psychiatrist and primary care providers and staff. The 
care manager may also provide patient interventions. Training may be needed for the people who 
take on this new role and primary care clinicians and teams may need orientation to how to 
incorporate these new roles into their patient care processes. 

For the Rapid Access Group, the dominance of warm hand-offs was expected. Another 
characteristic of note is that this group had the highest percentage of approaches with 
psychologists. The approaches in this group needed behavioral health professionals available to 
engage patients quickly in the context of their primary care. Other professions in this group also 
included various types of therapists as well as generic descriptions (e.g., behavioral health 
professional). As expected, colocation was common (in 95% of the approaches in this group, 
only higher in the combination group). The frequently described components we were able to 
abstract did not map neatly to the PCBH model as it has been defined. Although there may have 
been approaches in this group that were implementations of PCBH, they did not state it.  

The approaches in the combination group averaged 10 components and 4 professions, the 
highest for the 4 groups. This was not surprising, as this group had to include the elements used 
to define the structured collaboration and rapid access. However, it was interesting to note that a 
higher percentage of approaches in the combination group than in other groups included 
components that could be viewed as more advanced or requiring more investment (e.g., 
protocolized care, telehealth, and integrated finances). These approaches may be customizing 
integration, pulling from different models, or instituting wide ranging transformations.  

The “Other” group was the hardest to characterize as since by definition it is comprised of 
approaches that did not fit the other definitions. This group had six components and two 
professions on average, and most approaches in the group also included components that were 
frequent overall, such as colocation, systematic screening, shared care plans, team meetings, and 
single or shared records. The two elements that were more common in the group were the 
inclusion of a SUD treatment capacity and case managers. This could suggest some of these 
integration approaches have a different focus; however, understanding more about the diversity 
of this group and any meaningful subgroups within the group would require additional 
information and data collection. 

Integration Approaches by Patient and Practice Characteristics 
Table 8 presents the distribution of the 87 integration approaches, first for all, then for each 

of the four groups across two patient characteristics and one practice characteristic. Information 
on patients and practices that could be used for these analyses was limited by what was included 
in the articles and what was consistently and reliably reported.  

We were able to determine if a behavioral health and primary care integration was designed 
for patients with a single behavioral health condition or concern, or if it was broader and 
included multiple conditions or any concern likely to be encountered in primary care. Most of the 
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studies and integration approaches were for multiple conditions. When the focus was on a single 
condition it was most frequently depression (n=12). Approaches focusing on single conditions 
were more common in the structured collaboration group. This group included the CoCM model 
that has been frequently used for depression.  

The Rapid Access group was almost exclusively devoted to multiple conditions. This seems 
logical, as having the ability to initiate behavioral healthcare quickly would be more practical if 
applied across a patient population rather than to a single condition. In this group, the approaches 
that focused on single conditions included adding behavioral health to care for two physical 
health conditions, reflecting the growing interest in using behavioral health to help patients 
manage chronic conditions. 

The second patient characteristic we were able to include was age. Most of integration 
approaches targeted adults (>18 years old), with few limited to adults under 65 years. A small 
number of studies of integrations were designed for older adults. Less than a quarter (20 out of 
87) were from pediatric studies and these included a mix of studies of anyone under 18 years old, 
children under 10 years old, and preteen through young adult (10 to 21 years old). About 10 
percent of approaches were of mixed ages (9 of 87) and in five cases ages were not reported. 
Looking at age across groups of approaches, there was no obvious pattern or differences, other 
than fewer pediatric practices in the combination group.  

We included the geographic location of the practice as the sole practice characteristic in 
Table 8. A sizable portion of articles did not report this and there was no obvious pattern other 
than a lack of focused implementation in rural areas, at least reported in studies. Even if rural 
communities were included in the mixed or the not reported/unclear, their experience was not 
described separately, making it hard for decision makers to consider what might work best for 
this historically underserved population. 

Table 8. Groups of integration approaches by patient and practice characteristics 

Patient and 
Practice 
Characteristics 

Characteristic: 
Number of 
Studies 

All 
Approaches 

Structured 
Collaboration 
Group: 22 
Studies 

Rapid 
Access 
Group: 22 
Studies 

Combination 
Group: 10 
Studies 

Other 
Group: 33 
Studies 

Behavioral 
health 
conditions 
 
 

Multiple: 68 88% 68% 95% 70% 76% 
Single:19 22% 32% 5% 30% 24% 
Specific condition, 
if single condition 

Depression: 
12 
Depression 
and heart 
failure: 1 
Anxiety:2 
PTSD: 1 
Diabetes: 1 
Obesity: 1 

Depression: 3 
Depression 
and heart 
failure: 1 
Anxiety: 1 
PTSD: 2 

Depression: 
1 
 
 

Depression: 1 
Anxiety: 1 
Diabetes: 1 

Depression: 
7 
Obesity: 1 

Age group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All adults (≥18 
years): 45 

52% 45% 41% 70% 58% 

Young adults (18 
to 65 years): 3  

3% 5% 5%  NR 3% 

Older adults (≥65 
years): 5 

6% 9% NR NR 9% 

Pediatrics (0 to <18 
years): 15 

18% 9% 23% 20% 18% 

Preteens/teens/ 
young adults (10 to 
21 years): 2 

2% 5% NR NR 3% 
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Patient and 
Practice 
Characteristics 

Characteristic: 
Number of 
Studies 

All 
Approaches 

Structured 
Collaboration 
Group: 22 
Studies 

Rapid 
Access 
Group: 22 
Studies 

Combination 
Group: 10 
Studies 

Other 
Group: 33 
Studies 

Children (<10 
years): 3 

3% 5% 9% NR NR 

Mixed, all ages: 9 10% 18% 18% NR 3% 
Not 
reported/unclear: 5 

6% 5% 5% 10% 6% 

Practice 
geographical 
setting 
 
 
 
 

Rural: 3 3% 5% 9% 0% 0% 
Urban: 35 34% 32% 55% 30% 36% 
Suburban: 6 6% 5% 5% 10% 9% 
Mixed: 29 28% 27% 18% 40% 42% 
Not 
reported/unclear: 
14 

16% 32% 14% 20% 12% 

NR = not reported; PTSD = post-traumatic stress disorder 

We did not identify any published information that directly addresses how integration 
approaches varied by the resources required or the mechanisms used for care integration. Patient 
and practice characteristics were more frequently available, but these were not always complete 
or consistent and reliable. For example, while age was available, race and ethnicity of patients 
was often not, making “not reported” a large category, limiting our ability to distinguish any 
patterns in differences in integration approaches. Similarly for practices, some reported 
ownership using a characteristic that was sufficient (Federally Qualified Health Center), but 
several did not, and many authors named the medical center or health system that the practice 
was affiliated with, without specifying if it was public, nonprofit, or for-profit.  

Another approach to understanding variation in integration approaches is to identify a 
subgroup that can be defined by a variable that is available and repeat the description of 
approaches for that subgroup. We did this for pediatric patients in the next sections.  

Integration Approaches for Pediatric Patients 
The next two tables provide descriptive information on the 20 included integration 

approaches that are specific to pediatric patients. Table 9 provides the mean and range, then the 
number and proportion for each component or profession. The pediatric integration approaches 
included a mean of seven components (range 2 to 14) and two professions (range 1 to 5). 
Overall, this was similar to the total group in that colocation and systematic screening were very 
common, and 60 percent of the approaches included team meetings and shared care plans. 
However, there were also some differences. Few pediatric approaches used patient tools, perhaps 
because there were not as many developed for children and teens. It was not immediately 
apparent why fewer pediatric approaches mentioned shared records, when this was common in 
the overall group. Other components were more frequently included in pediatric integration. 
More of the pediatric approaches included protocolized care and a system to access psychiatric 
consultations. Both of these may reflect the lack of routine availability of specialized support and 
acknowledge that behavioral health issues for children and teens require different approaches and 
skills that may or may not be adequately addressed in integration approaches that were designed 
primarily for adults. 



 

 

        
  

 
   

 
  

   
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

  

    
   

    
    

   
   

     
   

    
   

    
   

    
   

   
   

      
   

 
 

 
 

  
 

   
  

   
   

   
   
   

  
   

        

 
     

  

 

     
  

Table 9. Components and professions included in integration approaches for pediatric patients 
Component or
Profession 

General Component or
Professionals Grouping 

Specific Component or
Profession Number (%) 

Components (19 
possible) 

Mean: 7 
Range: 2 to 14 

Population management Systematic screening for BH 
need(s) 

16 (80%) 

Immediate access Warm introduction 1 (5%) 
Warm hand-off 7 (35%) 
Same day appointment 6 (30%) 

Care options Treatment to target 2 (10%) 
Protocolized care 8 (40%) 
SUD program 2 (10%) 

Structured communication Team meetings 12 (60%) 
Shared care plans 12 (60%) 

Practice support System for psychiatric consults 11 (55%) 
Training 11 (55%) 
QI/QA for integration 2 (10%) 
Patient tools for BH 2 (10%) 

Infrastructure supports Colocation 18 (90%) 
Shared or single record 7 (35%) 
Telehealth 4 (20%) 
Integrated finances 3 (15%) 

External linkages Referral plan 11 (55%) 
To community services 8 (40%) 

Professions (9 
possible) 

Mean: 2 
Range: 1 to 5 

Behavioral health 
professionals 

Psychiatrist 9 (45%) 
Psych nurse practitioner 0 
Psychologist 13 (65%) 
Licensed clinical social worker 6 (30%) 
Counselor 4 (20%) 
Case manager 2 (10%) 
Care manager 7 (35%) 
Psych registered nurse 0 
Other 7 (35%) 

BH = behavioral health; QA = quality assessment; QI = quality improvement; SUD = substance use disorder 

Table 10 continues presenting information on the subgroup of 20 integration approaches that 
specifically target pediatric patients. Here the approaches are split into the same four groups used 
for all approaches above in Table 8. Then, how the approaches in each group are distributed 
across the available patient characteristics (number of conditions and age) and practice 
characteristics (geographic location) are presented. Given the small numbers in each cell, it is 
difficult to identify patterns or suggest trends with any confidence. Nevertheless, this approach 
provides a strategy that can be used for other subgroups or repeated for pediatrics as more 
information becomes available. 
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Table 10. Major groups of integration approaches identified for pediatric patients by patient and 
practice characteristics 

Patient 
Characteristic 

Number of 
Studies 

Structured 
Collaboration 
Group:  
4 studies 

Rapid Access 
Group:  
7 studies 

Combination 
Group:  
2 studies 

Other 
Group:  
7 studies 

Behavioral 
health 
conditions 

Multiple: 18 75% 100% 100% 86% 
Single: 2 25% Not reported Not reported 14% 
Specific condition, 
if single condition 

Depression: 1 Not reported Not reported Obesity: 1 

Age group 
 

Under 18: 14 50% 57% 100% 86% 
Infants/children: 4 25% 43% Not reported  
Teens: 2 25% Not reported Not reported 14% 

Practice 
geographical 
setting 
 

Rural: 1 Not reported 14% Not reported  
Urban: 10 75% 43% Not reported 57% 
Suburban: 2 25% Not reported Not reported 14% 
Mixed: 4 Not reported 14% 100% 14% 
Not 
reported/unclear: 
3 

Not reported 29% Not reported 14% 
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Chapter 3. How effective are approaches to integrating 
behavioral health and primary care in different 

situations? (Question 2) 
Key Points 

• Most evaluations of integration, both randomized controlled trials and observational 
studies, reported positive patient behavioral health outcomes across age groups for those 
focused on multiple conditions or single behavioral health conditions.  

• The few studies that targeted physical health outcomes reported mixed results, with some 
finding improvement and others reporting no difference compared with usual care. 

• In the limited number of studies that included costs or utilization, integration approaches 
were not clearly linked to savings. Costs are difficult to measure and the desired 
outcomes may not be clear (e.g., integration may result in more appropriate service 
utilization by patients, savings for an insurer, and reduced revenue for a provider 
organization). 

• How effectiveness varies across practice and environmental factors was difficult to 
estimate due to lack of variation in outcomes and limited information on practice and 
environmental factors. 

• In six studies that compared simpler with more complex approaches to integration, or 
added additional elements, the complex or expanded integration approach was 
consistently associated with better behavioral health (3 studies), utilization (2 studies), 
and provider (1 study) outcomes. 

Context for Question 2   
It is widely accepted that integration of behavioral health and primary care is needed to 

provide whole person care and address mental health needs. The important questions raised by 
the partners, Key Informants, and Technical Expert Panel for this review focused on the need to 
understand what is currently known about what approaches to integration are most likely to work 
best for specific populations and in what specific practice environments. For this reason, we 
sought to identify and summarize what has been studied, and under what circumstances, rather 
than report whether integrated care performs better than care that is not integrated in general. 
This focus is reflected in the complete question which is: 
 
How effective are approaches to integrating behavioral health and primary care in different 
situations? 

a. Does effectiveness vary by: 
i. patient characteristics (e.g., clinical focus/conditions/patient subgroups) 

ii. core components of the approach 
iii. practice/care delivery setting characteristics, such as the policy environment, and 

geographic location.  
iv. resources and infrastructure required, such as staffing, financing, payment models, 

and technology 
v. mechanisms of care integration 
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b. How do interactions among the components of integration approaches impact 
effectiveness and maintenance of the integration of behavioral health and primary care? 
 

After reviewing the heterogeneity and reporting quality of the included studies, we determined 
that a formal strength of evidence analysis would be counterproductive and potentially 
misleading. Instead, we reported the numbers and quality (risk of bias) of studies that evaluated 
different integration approaches and reported on the populations and settings.  

Methods for Question 2 
For this question, we focused on studies that were rated moderate or low risk of bias and did 

not include those assessed as high risk of bias. We did not exclude studies based on study design, 
so several observational studies were included. The studies included here are a subset of the 
studies included for Question 1. For Question 1 we included studies regardless of risk of bias 
rating as the question is descriptive; for Question 2 we adopted a best evidence approach. 

As part of our response to Question 2, we used the four groups of integration approaches 
created for Question 1 (Structured Collaboration, Rapid Access, Combination, or Other) and 
assigned studies to one of these groups if a single approach was compared with usual care. 
Studies directly comparing different integration approaches (head-to-head) are included at the 
end of this chapter in a separate section.  

Summary of Findings 
To contribute to the understanding of effectiveness of behavioral health integration, the 

results of included studies are presented in one main and one ancillary set in the next sections. 
The focus is on the first and largest group of 68 studies38,50,52-63,65-73,77-80,82-85,88-103,105-118,120-127 that 
evaluated a single approach to integration through randomized controlled trials, observational 
studies, and cross-sectional studies. The second group consists of the six studies51,74-

76,81,86,87,104,119,128 that compared integration of two or more approaches with each other, or that 
evaluated the impact of adding elements to integration.  

Evaluations of Behavioral Health Integration: Overview of Studies 
We identified 22 randomized controlled trials, 40 observational studies, five cross-sectional 

studies, and one qualitative study that evaluated integration of behavioral health into primary 
care. A table providing an overview of these study characteristics is included in Appendix G, and 
the Evidence Tables are included in Appendix F. The trials and observational studies included 13 
rated low risk of bias, 37 moderate, and 12 high. Most included studies were about integration 
for multiple behavioral health conditions or issues (51 of 68), but more of the randomized 
controlled trials (14 of 22) were about integration for a single condition, and most of these were 
about depression. The majority of studies were in adult patients, 16 in pediatric patients, 8 
included all ages, and 3 studies did not report the age of the patients or it was unclear.  

Tables 11 to 14 present the findings from the included studies arranged by types of patients. 
Tables 11 and 13 present findings for adults (>18 years), mixed ages, and those not reporting 
ages or with unclear reporting. Tables 12 and 14 present findings for the pediatric populations. 
We grouped the studies by patient ages. Within age groups the studies of integration designed for 
any or multiple behavioral health conditions are listed first, followed by integration for one issue 
or condition (e.g., depression or anxiety). Tables 11 and 12 summarize the randomized 
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controlled trials and Tables 13 and 14 summarize the nonrandomized studies, which are 
predominately retrospective cohort studies and studies that reported outcomes before and after 
implementation of integration.  

While all the studies were assessed for risk of bias, this assessment was about the impact of 
the study design and conducted on our confidence in the results. Given the focus of this review, 
the study design may be important to consider because of its implications for how the integration 
approach was implemented. Interventions studied in trials are often more tightly managed, 
observed by research staff, and implemented all at once or on a schedule to facilitate subject 
enrollment and data collection. This increases consistency and confidence in results, but may 
make them difficult to replicate outside of research. In observational studies, less control, 
standardization, and information about implementation are more common. Confounding and 
other types of bias may raise concerns about whether the effect is actually due to integration, 
however, the experience is likely to be replicable or at least applicable in practice outside of 
research. 

In these tables, a row for each study provides study information, summarizes the impact 
integration had on different types of outcomes, and provides information on the effect of 
integration compared with usual care reported in that study. The first cell about a study provides 
the risk of bias assessment for the study, followed by selected practice and study information and 
sample size. As explained in the methods for this chapter, only studies rated low or moderate risk 
of bias were included in these tables. The risk of bias ratings for all studies are included in 
Appendix F. The results are represented using the symbols defined in the legend in the box 
below the table. The far right column provides a short narrative of the findings and the citation 
for the study that applies to the entire row. More detailed results are provided in the Evidence 
Tables in Appendix E. The purpose of these tables is to provide an overview of the scope of the 
evidence and facilitate the identification of patterns that may help address the subquestions.  

Evaluations of Behavioral Health Integration: Randomized 
Controlled Trials 

Tables 11 and 12 summarize the 22 randomized controlled trials that evaluated integration. 
These trials predominately reported patient behavioral health outcome and the findings in most 
studies were that the outcomes are better with integration than without. Looking across selected 
subgroups provides some additional insights, although the subgroups that can be considered are 
limited by the information reported in the studies. 

In studies of adults, four trials reported measures of physical, as well as behavioral, health 
(these include “PH” in the impact column). The findings from these trials were mixed. A study in 
one rural health center, targeting Hispanic patients with one or more chronic conditions 
comorbid with depression, reported targeted physiologic measures (blood pressure, HbA1c 
[hemoglobin A1c], and obesity) were very close and not significantly different.109 A trial in the 
United Kingdom that focused on depression reported reduction in depression symptoms, but no 
difference in general measures of physical health.109 However, two other studies reported 
positive physical health impact. A study of Latinx adults with depression demonstrated that 
integration resulted in better Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) scores but also better 
scores on measures of mental, physical, and global health.98 Another trial for patients with heart 
failure or diabetes, co-occurring with depression, reported lower depression levels and lower 
mortality, despite no difference in heart function, in the integration group.89 Based on the 
included studies, while part of the motivation for integration is to improve physical health as well 
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as mental health, the evidence for this is less conclusive. This may be due in part to the different 
conditions and measures included, as these four studies demonstrate. There are many 
combinations that could be studied in primary care, and developing a research agenda that 
prioritizes specific, probable impacts on physical health for specific patients, and prioritizes 
impact on practices, could help advance the integration agenda.  

Another pattern is when behavioral health outcomes are mixed, it is seen in studies in which 
they are measured at different time points. In four of the included studies,50,54,93,120 the behavioral 
health outcomes were initially better with integration at early followup, then the differences 
decreased and become nonsignificant. This could have multiple meanings and implications that 
trials may not be able to address, given limitations on followup data collection or evaluating 
trade-offs. Perhaps the earlier, better outcomes occurred because integrated care can deliver 
faster benefits, while usual care may “catch up” as patients progress (most people get better). An 
alternative is that the benefits from integration interventions, at least as they are implemented in 
these trials, do not persist and this might need to be addressed in research that focuses on 
implementation and sustainment. 

There were fewer pediatric trials of integration. They addressed different combinations of 
age subgroups and behavioral health concerns. Overall, the trials demonstrated success for 
integration in addressing obesity, major depression, and mental health issues in teens101,117,123 and 
a range of behavioral issues and conditions in younger children.90,96 

Table 11. Behavioral health integration effectiveness: results from randomized controlled trials of 
adult patients: by patient and practice characteristics  

Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information 

Impact: 
Direction of 
Effecta Detail: Effect of BHI Compared With Usual Care 

All Adults (≥18)  
Multiple 
Conditions 
(4 studies) 

Low: One center. BHI 
focused on care manager 
delivered interventions and 
the use of technology 
(n=704) 

+  
~ 

• Care manager facilitated CBT: better PROMIS and 
SF-12 

• Adding Internet-based support group: No 
difference102 

Moderate: One rural family 
health center; Hispanic 
patients, depression and ≥1 
chronic conditions 
(n=688) 

+  
~PH 

  

• PHQ-9 better for >51 yo 
• BP, HbA1c, Obesity no difference109 

Moderate: 3 FQHCs  
(n=285)  + 

• Clinically significant change in PHQ-9 and ORS66 

Moderate: Cluster 
randomization 30 GPs in 
Netherlands 
(n=163 patients) 

 
↑↓  

• Earlier response and remission (4-mo.), difference 
decreases over (8- and 12 mo.) and no longer 
significant93 

All Adults (≥18) 
Single Condition 
(7 studies) 

Low: Cluster randomization 
of 51 GPs in 3 UK primary 
care districts; patients with 
depression (n=581) 

 
↑↓  

~PH 

• PHQ-9 lower at 4,12 mo., general mental health 
better at 4 not 12 mo. 

• No difference in physical health54 

Low: Latinx adults with 
diabetes at one FQHC 
(n=456) 

+ 
• Larger change in depression, anxiety, and stress55 

Low: Patient with PTSD; 5 
VA primary care clinics 
(n= 195) 

~ 
• No difference in PTSD, depression symptoms, or 

function (SF-36)103 
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Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information 

Impact: 
Direction of 
Effecta Detail: Effect of BHI Compared With Usual Care 

Moderate: Cluster 
randomization of 43 PCPs in 
Netherlands pts with anxiety 
(n=180) 

+ 
• Better outcome scores at 3, 6, 9 and 12 months53 

Moderate: Single Medical 
Center, patients with 
depression 
(n=153) 

+S 

↑↓U 
 

• Higher mean days on medication at some time 
periods 

• Higher percentage use coping mechanisms 
• Higher satisfaction at 1, 4, and 7 months for all and 

severity subgroups120 
Moderate: Older Chinese 
adults with depression, 
single FQHC in a Chinatown 
neighborhood 
(n=57) 

~ 
• Both groups improved over time94 

Moderate: Latinx adults with 
depression, 3 public, 
university-affiliated clinics 
(n=400) 

+ 
+PH 

• Better PHQ-9 
• Better global, mental, and physical health98 

Younger Adults  
Single 
(18 to 65)  
(1 study) 

Moderate: Pts with PTSD, 6 
FQHCs, 52% Hispanic, 35% 
Black  
(n=355) 

~ 
• No difference in symptom severity or engagement125 

Older Adults  
(≥65) 
Single 
(5 studies) 

Low: Patients with heart 
failure and depression at 4 
VA Medical Centers and 
CBOCs (n=392) 

+ 
+PH 

~U 

• Lower PHQ-9 
• Lower mortality; similar heart function 
• No difference in Hospitalizations89 

Moderate: Patients with 
major depression in 69 sites 
in Northern England  
(n=485)  

↑↓ • Better scores earlier (4 mo.) 
• Difference decreases over time (12- and 18 mo.) and 

is no longer significant50 

Moderate: Patients with 
subthreshold depression in 
32 sites in Northern England 
(n=705) 

+ 
• Better PHQ-9 scores at 4- and 12‑months52 

Moderate: Cluster 
randomization of 16 clinics in 
China, patients with 
depression (n=326) 

+ 
• Improvement over time is greater in 3 measures, SF-

12, HAMD, CSQ-899 

Moderate: Mixed VA and 
non-VA sites, patients with 
depression  
(n=1531) 

↑↓ • Improvement in CES-D score for patients with major 
depression  

• No difference in mental component of SF-36 
• No different for patients with other types of BH or for 

all patients combined106 
BP = blood pressure; BHI = behavioral health integration; BMI = body mass index; CBOC = community based outpatient clinic; 
CBT = cognitive behavioral therapy; CDRS-R = Children's Depression Rating Scale™, Revised; CES-D = Center for 
Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; CSQ-8 = Client Satisfaction Questionnaire; FQHC = federally qualified health centers; 
GP = general practitioner; HAMD = Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; MCS = mental component score; ORS = outcome rating 
scale; PCP = primary care provider; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire-9; PROMIS = Patient-Reported Outcomes 
Measurement Information System; PTSD = posttraumatic stress disorder; ROB = risk of bias; SF-12 = 12-Item Short Form 
Health Survey; SF-36 = 36-Item Short Form Health Survey; VA = Veterans Administration; yo = years old  

a All finding in this table are patient outcomes 
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Table Legend 
Representation of study results - impact of 
BHI 
+ better outcomes with integration  
↑↓  mixed results  
~  no difference/comparable  
?  unclear  
↓  better outcomes usual 

care/comparator 

Subscripts 
[none] Behavior health outcomes 
PH Physical health outcomes 
S Satisfaction 
P Perception 
K Knowledge 
B Behavior 
U Utilization 

 

Table 12. Behavioral health integration effectiveness: results from randomized controlled trials of 
pediatric patients: by patient and practice characteristics  

Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information 

Impact: 
Direction of 
Effecta Detail: Effect of BHI Compared With Usual Care 

Pediatrics  
Multiple 
(1 study) 

Moderate: Cluster 
randomization of 8 
pediatric practice, 
patients with ADHD, 
behavior issues, anxiety 
and other BH needs 
(n=787) 

+ 
• Higher rates of treatment initiation, improvement, 

remission, treatment response, and goal 
improvement 90 

• Providers in stressful environments were significantly 
more likely to perceive BHI as positive and BHI did 
not increase perceptions that the environment was 
stressful91 

• BHI cost per patient lower at 6 and 12 months, but 
not sustained. Intervention cost double usual care92 

Preteens-Young 
Adults  
(10-21 yo) 
Multiple 
(1 study) 

Low: patients with 
mental health concerns 
13 to 21 yo; 6 urban 
sites selected to include 
public, managed care, 
and academic health 
centers 
(n=418)  

+ 
+s 

• Better CES-D and SF-12 MCS 
• Higher satisfaction with mental healthcare117 

Preteens-Young 
Adults  
(10-21 yo) Single 
(2 studies) 
 

Low: Adolescents with 
major depression in 9 
urban pediatric and 
family medicine clinics 
(n=101) 

+ 
• Higher remission and response, better depression 

measure (CDRS-R) score101 
 

Moderate: Patients 10 
to 17 with obesity in 1 
suburban practice 
(n=40)  

+PH 
• Lower BMI in intervention group for initial and longest 

followup time periods123 

Children 
(<10 yo) 
Multiple 
(1 study) 

Moderate: Children 5-
12 yo with any behavior 
problems; 4 community 
based pediatric 
practices 
(n=78) 

↑↓ • Better in reducing oppositional behavior, inattention 
and hyperactivity 

• No differences in improvement in depression or 
anxiety.96 

ADHD = attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; BP = blood pressure; BHI = behavioral health integration; BMI = body mass 
index; CBOC = community based outpatient clinic; CBT = cognitive behavioral therapy; CDRS-R = Children's Depression 
Rating Scale™, Revised; CES-D = Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; CSQ-8 = Client Satisfaction 
Questionnaire; FQHC = federally qualified health centers; GP = general practitioner; HAMD = Hamilton Depression Rating 
Scale; MCS = mental component score; ORS = outcome rating scale; PCP = primary care provider; PHQ-9 = Patient Health 
Questionnaire-9; PROMIS = Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System; PTSD = posttraumatic stress 
disorder; ROB = risk of bias; SF-12 = 12-Item Short Form Health Survey; SF-36 = 36-Item Short Form Health Survey; VA = 
Veterans Administration; yo = years old  

a All Finding in this table are patient outcomes 
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Table Legend 
Representation of study results - impact of 
BHI 
+ better outcomes with integration  
↑↓  mixed results  
~  no difference/comparable  
?  unclear  
↓  better outcomes usual 

care/comparator 

Subscripts 
[none] Behavior health outcomes 
PH Physical health outcomes 
S Satisfaction 
P Perception 
K Knowledge 
B Behavior 
U Utilization 

Evaluations of Behavioral Health Integration: Observational 
Studies 

Tables 13 and 14 report similar information for the nonrandomized studies rated low or 
moderate risk of bias. This group included studies of adults and pediatric patients, studies of 
patients of mixed ages (all ages or adults and pediatrics), and studies where patient ages were 
unclear or not reported. The prospective and structured nature of randomized controlled trials 
means that descriptive, demographic information such as age is routinely collected and rarely 
missing. For observational studies, data may be used from a practice or health system that serves 
all ages, or practice level results may be reported without patient demographic details.  

The observational studies also included more provider, utilization, and cost outcomes than 
we found in the randomized controlled trials. These studies also provided insight into the types 
of data that may be available or needed for future research, or for ongoing monitoring for quality 
improvement and payment accountability as integration becomes more widely implemented.  

Observational Studies: Cost Outcomes 
The information on costs was limited, with four studies reporting that costs are not different 

or that the impact is mixed or unclear. Studies that found no significant difference in costs 
included a program in 22 sites that enrolled adults with several chronic illnesses. Emergency 
visits decreased, and overall hospital admissions and readmissions were not different, but there 
was an increase in ambulatory care sensitive hospital admissions and ultimately no difference in 
Medicare spending.71 This demonstrated the challenge in showing savings when several different 
types of costs were involved and changes were likely due to several factors besides integration. 
A study in children in a Medicaid managed care program reported more primary care visits, as 
expected, but no changes in other utilization and no differences in total cost.69  

Studies that delved into different types of costs reported mixed results and allowed 
interpretation as to whether the cost changes reflected the intent and goals of complex practice 
changes like integration. For example, a study of pediatric practices reported decreased 
emergency department costs, which were likely a goal when integration was introduced, but it 
was unclear whether the increase in prescription costs might be related and how that should be 
interpreted.70 In a study of adults across 11 practices, if adults who used any healthcare and 
incurred some cost were compared, costs were the same. However, people in the practice panels 
where integration was implemented were more likely to have some cost in a year than patients in 
the other practices, ultimately making them more expensive.65 

There were two cases where studies reported unexpected results, specifically findings that 
utilization for the comparison group or time period was better than for the integration group or 
period. In the study mentioned above where costs were not different, the ambulatory care 
sensitive hospital admissions increased after integration despite reductions in emergency visits 
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and no change in overall hospital admissions.71 The program included an integrated behavioral 
health approach focused on screening, short counseling for low-risk patients, and referrals for 
high-risk patients. It targeted depression, anxiety, and substance abuse, in addition to chronic 
medical condition management in 22 adult practices. The authors speculated, but were not able 
to confirm with their analyses, that the increase was due to identification of unmet needs among 
patients with both behavioral health and physical health needs. In another study, the rate of 
emergency department use for behavioral health issues increased among pediatric patients 
(though the absolute number remained low), though the expectation was that it would decrease, 
and both primary care and specialty visits increased more than anticipated.88 This study reported 
results from an early implementation in 2003 of an integration program that focused on screening 
and colocation. This study did not include clinical measures, so it was unclear if the added care 
resulted in better patient outcomes, though the authors suggest there was a general trend toward 
increased awareness of pediatric mental health issues, which might explain some of the increase.  

Table 13. Behavioral health integration impact: results from nonrandomized studies of adult 
patients by patient characteristics  

Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  

Adults (≥18)  
Multiple 
(16 studies) 

Low: Patients with any 
BH disorders in 6 of 42 
primary care practice 
in one health system, 
retrospective cohort 
(n=6768) 

NA NA + 
NA • Significant decreases in 

ED visits  
• Positives changes in 

primary and specialty 
visits56 

Low: Patients in 11 
practices in one State, 
retrospective cohort 
(n=42,936) 

NA NA NA NA • BHI patients more likely to 
have some costs 

• Level of cost was same as 
comparison who had at 
least some costs65 

Low: Patients in 9 
primary care clinics in 
a large health system. 
Retrospective cohort 
(n=113,452; 113 
clinics, 4 years) 

NA + + ?  • Higher rates of desired 
provider behaviors (e.g., 
depression screening, 
diabetes care etc.) 

• Lower ED use and 
hospitalizations 

• Lower payments received; 
reductions less than cost 
of project84 

Low: Patients at a 
single site with a Latinx 
patient-centered 
medical home 
(n=107) 

NA NA NA NA • PHQ-9, GAD-7 improved 
and substance use 
declined from baseline to 
6 and 12 months61 

Moderate: Veterans 
experiencing 
homelessness, 26 VAs 
with integrated and 
mainstream care, 
Prospective cohort 
(n=969) 

NA NA NA NA • Significantly higher ratings 
of favorable experiences 
and low ratings of 
unfavorable compared 
with traditional PC67 
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Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  
Moderate: 22 sites in 3 
states, patients with 
several chronic illness, 
retrospective cohort 
(n=22 sites) 

NA NA ↑↓  
 
↓ 

~ 
• Increased recommended 

diabetes care 
• Decreased ED visits 
• No difference in hospital 

admissions, readmissions 
• Increase in ambulatory 

care sensitive inpatient 
admissions 

• No difference in Medicare 
spending71 

Moderate: Pts with any 
BH issue or need, 4 
clinics in one urban 
area. Before-after 
design 
(n=11,968) 

NA NA ~ 
NA • No difference in trends in 

ED use121 

Moderate: Providers at 
1 urban primary care 
clinic. Before-after 
design 
(n=58 providers) 

NA +P 
NA NA • Significant increases in 

overall perception of 
Integration on 5 of 7 
domains78 

Moderate: Patients at 
one rural academic 
health center with BH 
and physical health 
conditions. Before-
after design. 
(n=358) 

NA NA + 
NA • Decreases in ED and 

hospital admissions for 6 
and 12 months.  

• Primary care increases at 
6 months, no difference at 
12122 

Moderate: Providers at 
a health system. Pre-
post design 
(n=381) 

NA +PK 
NA NA • Large significant 

increases in providers 
perceptions of system 
functioning and 
knowledge scores82 

Moderate: Patients 
from a single urban 
academic internal 
medicine practice. Pre-
post design 
(n=1440) 

NA NA ↑↓  NA • Decrease in inpatient 
admissions 

• Unexpected increases in 
specialty visits in both 
intervention and 
comparison group83 

Moderate: Patients 
and providers from a 
single PCP. Before-
after design 
(N=8426) 

NA +s + 
NA • Time from referral to 

scheduled visit and 
arrived visit decreased 

• Provider and staff survey 
responses were postive85 

Moderate: Before-After 
for BH outcomes 
NA: Cross-sectional 
Survey Single health 
center in medically 
underserved 
community  
(n=166) 

+ 
+s 

NA NA NA •  PHQ-9, 22% and GAD-7 
47% decrease to 50% of 
original score 

• High patient satisfaction 
ratings57 
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Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  
NA, Cross-sectional 
Survey of VA providers 
from 4 health systems 
(n=286) 

NA ~ 
NA NA • Burnout not associated 

with either clinic 
engagement in mental 
health integration or 
communication rating68 

NA, Cross-sectional 
Survey comparing 1 
intervention and 2 
other clinics. 
(n=350) 

+PH NA NA NA • Better rates of adherence 
to Cancer screening 
recommendations, 2 of 4 
statistically significant 
better127 

NA, Case Study. 
Patients at a single 
practice implementing 
BHI 
(n=798 referrals) 

+ 
 

+ NA NA • Providers consistently 
referred patients 

• Improvements in function 
after treatment 

• Practices sustained 
model97 

Adults (≥18)  
Single 
(2 studies) 

Moderate: Patients 
with depression, 4 
primary care clinics in 
the same health 
system; retrospective 
cohort. 
(n=7340) 

+ NA NA NA • Larger reduction in days 
to remission and 
persistence of 
symptoms113 

Moderate: National 
sample of Veterans 
who screen positive for 
PTSD at primary care, 
integrated care, or 
specialty mental health 
settings. N=21,427 

NA NA NA NA • Significantly greater 
likelihood of PTSD 
diagnosis same day or 
within 1 year at integrated 
sites than primary care 
only; similar to specialty 
mental health 

• Significantly higher rate of 
initiating treatment within 
12 weeks of diagnosis at 
integrated sites128 

Adults 
(18-65) 
Multiple 
(2 studies) 

Low: 6 US Air Force 
health care facilities in 
urban areas. Program 
to shift BH access to 
primary care, add 
technicians  
Retrospective cohort 
(n= 329 patient 
surveys) 

+s 
NA + 

NA • Decreased time to first 
appointment, increased 
number of encounters 

• More likely to recommend 
model that adds 
technicians in addition to 
BHP, 

• Equally satisfied with 
technician as with only 
behavioral health 
providers112 

Moderate: 2 Family 
Practices in Canada, 1 
urban, 1 rural. 
 
Pre-post 
(n=376) 

+ +s 
NA NA • Clinically significant 

improvement in symptom 
distress and quality of life 

• 77% of patients reported 
increased confidence in 
handling problems 

• Physicians thought mental 
health issues were 
diagnosed quicker and 
care improved124 
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Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  

Mixed Ages 
Multiple 
(3 studies) 

Moderate: Network of 
21 university student 
health centers, 
students with mental 
health diagnosis. 
Retrospective cohort 
(n=80,219 student 
records) 

NA NA + 
NA • Less time spent in primary 

care visits for all 
diagnoses 

• Less time spent in primary 
care visits for patients with 
anxiety or depression77 

Moderate: Patient from 
4 to 93 yo presenting 
to ED for BH at one 
health system. 
Retrospective cohort. 
(n=3815) 

NA NA + 
NA • Decrease in 

hospitalizations 
• Increase in patients 

having a followup visit 
within 72 hours of an 
inpatient discharge126 

NA: Cross-section 
survey of providers 
before and after 
integration in one 
health system.  
(n=13) 

NA +s 
NA NA • 4 items: satisfaction with 

access, time to setup, 
services for patients with 
anxiety, and process to 
get care for panic 
disorders, all increased 
over time100 

Ages Not 
Reported or 
Unclear 
Multiple 
(2 studies) 

Moderate: Patients of 
safety-net primary care 
settings in a large 
county health system 
Retrospective cohort 
(n=62,945) 

NA NA ↑↓ NA • Higher portion of primary 
care visits associated with 
psychiatric diagnosis after 
implementation 

• However, only a small 
fraction of visits <10% are 
associated with BH or 
substance misused 
needs63  

Moderate: Patients of 
8 Community Health 
Centers participating in 
at statewide program 
designed for BH, this 
program focused on 
depression 
retrospective cohorts 
(n=13,362) 

NA ↑↓ NA NA • Improvement is the most 
rapid in first 2 years, then 
continued slower through 
year 5, then improvement 
decreased through year 8 

• Significant variation 
across practices in 
processes and processes 
improved the 1st 3 years, 
then leveled off72 

BH = behavioral health; BHI = behavioral health integration; BHP = behavioral healthcare provider; BMI = body mass index; CBOC = 
community-based outpatient clinic, ED = emergency department; FQHC = federally qualified health center; GAD-7 = Generalized 
Anxiety Disorder-7; NA = not applicable; NS = not significant; PC = primary care; PCP = primary care provider; PHQ-9 = Patient Health 
Questionnaire-9; ROB = risk of bias; SSRI = selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor; VA, Veterans Administration; yo = years old 

Table Legend 
Representation of study results - impact of 
BHI 
+ better outcomes with integration  
↑↓  mixed results  
~  no difference/comparable  
?  unclear  
↓  better outcomes usual 

care/comparator 

Subscripts 
[none] Behavior health outcomes 
PH Physical health outcomes 
S Satisfaction 
P Perception 
K Knowledge 
B Behavior 
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Table 14. Behavioral health integration impact: results from nonrandomized studies of pediatric 
patients by patient characteristics  

Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  

Pediatrics 
(0 to >18) 
Multiple 
(9 studies) 

Moderate: Pediatric 
patients serviced by a 
public health system 
that introduced BHI 
Before-after design 
(n=11,223) 

NA NA ↓ NA • BH ED use increased -
unexpectedly 

• Both primary care and 
specialty visits increased 
more than anticipated88  

Moderate: Patients in 
a State Medicaid 
program who received 
behavioral health 
services  
Retrospective cohort 
(n=54,612) 

NA NA + 
NA • Higher number of 

encounters compared to 
traditional care 

• More likely to see midlevel 
providers, pediatrics, and 
psychologists compared to 
traditional care referrals to 
BH facilities and 
psychiatrists58 

Moderate: Parents and 
babies attending 
newborn well visits at 
one urban site serving 
an economically 
disadvantaged 
population. 
Retrospective cohort 
(n=813) 

NA NA ↑↓ NA • Families with more 
behavioral health visits had 
a higher likelihood of 
completing recommended 
vaccines by 5 months, 

• Association was not 
significant with followup at 
14 months.59 

Moderate: Providers 
from 59 pediatric 
practices  
Before-after design. 
(n=125 providers) 

NA +B ~ 
NA • Providers significantly 

increased BH screening, 
psychotherapy, PCP/BH 
visits, and guideline 
adherent SSRI Rx.  

• ADHD Rx and ED visits, no 
change62 

Moderate: Children 
with new diagnosis of 
ADHD or major 
depression 
Retrospective cohort 
(n=4502) 

NA ↑↓ B  NA NA • Significantly more patients 
treated for ADHD when BH 
and PC are integrated vs. 
separate or only collocated 
118 

• No difference for Major 
depression118 

Moderate: Children in 
Medicaid Managed 
Care in 3 intervention 
clinics and 6 
comparison clinics in 
one urban area  
Retrospective Cohort 
(n=2616) 

NA NA ↑↓ ~ 
• Desired increase in primary 

care visits by children with 
a mental health diagnosis. 

• No difference in changes in 
other utilization 

• No change in total cost of 
care69 
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Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  
Moderate: Pediatric 
practices in a 
statewide practice 
association  
Pre-post 
(n=71) 

NA +B + 
↑↓ • Increased psychotherapy 

and medical visits 
• Guideline congruent Rx for 

BHI increased  
• Total ambulatory BH costs, 

Outpatient costs, Rx costs 
increased.  

• ED costs decreased70 
Moderate: 8 pediatric 
practices and youths 
referred for BH 
evaluation. 
Prospective cohort. 
(n=228) 

NA NA + 
NA • Increased access to 

treatment and engagement 
in treatment 105 

NA (Cross-sectional 
survey): Rural and 
urban pediatric clinics 
in a partnership with 
an academic medical 
center. 
(n=11) 

NA +s 
NA NA • Small nonsignificant 

differences between urban 
and rural physicians on 
satisfaction measures;  

• Rural more split on 
whether BHI reduced 
costs, but NS108 

ADHD = attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; BH = behavioral health; BHI = behavioral health integration; BHP = behavioral 
healthcare provider; BMI = body mass index; CBOC = community-based outpatient clinic, ED = emergency department; FQHC = 
federally qualified health center; GAD-7 = Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7; NA = not applicable; NS = not significant; PC = primary 
care; PCP = primary care provider; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire-9; ROB = risk of bias; SSRI = selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitor; VA, Veterans Administration; yo = years old 

Table Legend 
Representation of study results - impact of 
BHI 
+ better outcomes with integration  
↑↓  mixed results  
~  no difference/comparable  
?  unclear  
↓  better outcomes usual 

care/comparator 

Subscripts 
[none] Behavior health outcomes 
PH Physical health outcomes 
S Satisfaction 
P Perception 
K Knowledge 
B Behavior 
 
 

 

 

Table 15. Behavioral health integration impact: results from nonrandomized studies by patient 
characteristics  

Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  

ADULTS 
Adults (≥18)  
Multiple 
(16 studies) 

Low: Patients with any 
BH disorders in 6 of 42 
primary care practice 
in one health system, 
retrospective cohort 
(n=6768) 

NA NA + 
NA • Significant decreases in 

ED visits  
• Positives changes in 

primary and specialty 
visits56 
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Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  
Low: Patients in 11 
practices in one State, 
retrospective cohort 
(n=42,936) 

NA NA NA NA • BHI patients more likely to 
have some costs 

• Level of cost was same as 
comparison who had at 
least some costs65 

Low: Patients in 9 
primary care clinics in 
a large health system. 
Retrospective cohort 
(n=113,452; 113 
clinics, 4 years) 

NA + + ?  • Higher rates of desired 
provider behaviors (e.g., 
depression screening, 
diabetes care etc.) 

• Lower ED use and 
hospitalizations 

• Lower payments received; 
reductions less than cost 
of project84 

Low: Patients at a 
single site with a Latinx 
patient-centered 
medical home 
(n=107) 

NA NA NA NA • PHQ-9, GAD-7 improved 
and substance use 
declined from baseline to 
6 and 12 months61 

Moderate: Veterans 
experiencing 
homelessness, 26 VAs 
with integrated and 
mainstream care, 
Prospective cohort 
(n=969) 

NA NA NA NA • Significantly higher ratings 
of favorable experiences 
and low ratings of 
unfavorable compared 
with traditional PC67 

Moderate: 22 sites in 3 
states, patients with 
several chronic illness, 
retrospective cohort 
(n=22 sites) 

NA NA ↑↓  
 
↓ 

~ 
• Increased recommended 

diabetes care 
• Decreased ED visits 
• No difference in hospital 

admissions, readmissions 
• Increase in ambulatory 

care sensitive inpatient 
admissions 

• No difference in Medicare 
spending71 

Moderate: Pts with any 
BH issue or need, 4 
clinics in one urban 
area. Before-after 
design 
(n=11,968) 

NA NA ~ 
NA • No difference in trends in 

ED use121 

Moderate: Providers at 
1 urban primary care 
clinic. Before-after 
design 
(n=58 providers) 

NA +P 
NA NA • Significant increases in 

overall perception of 
Integration on 5 of 7 
domains78 

Moderate: Patients at 
one rural academic 
health center with BH 
and physical health 
conditions. Before-
after design. 
(n=358) 

NA NA + 
NA • Decreases in ED and 

hospital admissions for 6 
and 12 months.  

• Primary care increases at 
6 months, no difference at 
12122 
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Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  
Moderate: Providers at 
a health system. Pre-
post design 
(n=381) 

NA +PK 
NA NA • Large significant 

increases in providers 
perceptions of system 
functioning and 
knowledge scores82 

Moderate: Patients 
from a single urban 
academic internal 
medicine practice. Pre-
post design 
(n=1440) 

NA NA ↑↓ NA • Decrease in inpatient 
admissions 

• Unexpected increases in 
specialty visits in both 
intervention and 
comparison group83 

Moderate: Patients 
and providers from a 
single PCP. Before-
after design 
(N=8426) 

NA +s + 
NA • Time from referral to 

scheduled visit and 
arrived visit decreased 

• Provider and staff survey 
responses were postive85 

Moderate: Before-After 
for BH outcomes 
NA: Cross-sectional 
Survey Single health 
center in medically 
underserved 
community  
(n=166) 

+ 
+s 

NA NA NA •  PHQ-9, 22% and GAD-7 
47% decrease to 50% of 
original score 

• High patient satisfaction 
ratings57 

NA, Cross-sectional 
Survey of VA providers 
from 4 health systems 
(n=286) 

NA ~ 
NA NA • Burnout not associated 

with either clinic 
engagement in mental 
health integration or 
communication rating68 

NA, Cross-sectional 
Survey comparing 1 
intervention and 2 
other clinics. 
(n=350) 

+PH NA NA NA • Better rates of adherence 
to Cancer screening 
recommendations, 2 of 4 
statistically significant 
better127 

NA, Case Study. 
Patients at a single 
practice implementing 
BHI 
(n=798 referrals) 

+ 
 

+ 
 

NA NA • Providers consistently 
referred patients 

• Improvements in function 
after treatment 

• Practices sustained 
model97 

Adults (≥18)  
Single 
(2 studies) 

Moderate: Patients 
with depression, 4 
primary care clinics in 
the same health 
system; retrospective 
cohort. 
(n=7340) 

+ NA NA NA • Larger reduction in days 
to remission and 
persistence of 
symptoms113 
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Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  
Moderate: National 
sample of Veterans 
who screen positive for 
PTSD at primary care, 
integrated care, or 
specialty mental health 
settings. N=21,427 

NA NA NA NA • Significantly greater 
likelihood of PTSD 
diagnosis same day or 
within 1 year at integrated 
sites than primary care 
only; similar to specialty 
mental health 

• Significantly higher rate of 
initiating treatment within 
12 weeks of diagnosis at 
integrated sites128 

Adults 
(18-65) 
Multiple 
(2 studies) 

Low: 6 US Air Force 
healthcare facilities in 
Urban areas. Program 
to shift BH access to 
primary care, add 
technicians  
Retrospective cohort 
(n= 329 patient 
surveys) 

+s 
NA + 

NA • Decreased time to first 
appointment, increased 
number of encounters 

• More likely to recommend 
model that adds 
technicians in addition to 
BHP, 

• Equally satisfied with 
technician as with only 
behavioral health 
providers112 

Moderate: 2 Family 
Practices in Canada, 1 
urban, 1 rural. 
 
Pre-post 
(n=376) 

+ +s 
NA NA • Clinically significant 

improvement in symptom 
distress and quality of life 

• 77% of patients reported 
increased confidence in 
handling problems 

• Physicians thought mental 
health issue diagnoses 
were quicker and care 
improved124 

PEDIATRICS 
(0 to >18) 
Multiple 
(9 studies) 

Moderate: Pediatric 
patients serviced by a 
public health system 
that introduced BHI 
Before-after design 
(n=11,223) 

NA NA ↓ NA • BH ED use increased -
unexpectedly 

• Both primary care and 
specialty visits increased 
more than anticipated88  

Moderate: Patients in 
a State Medicaid 
program who received 
behavioral health 
services  
Retrospective cohort 
(n=54,612) 

NA NA + 
NA • Higher number of 

encounters compared to 
traditional care 

• More likely to see midlevel 
providers, pediatrics, and 
psychologists compared 
to traditional care referrals 
to BH facilities and 
psychiatrists58 
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Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  
Moderate: Parents and 
babies attending new 
born well visits at one 
urban site serving an 
economically 
disadvantaged 
population. 
Retrospective cohort 
(n=813) 

NA NA ↑↓  NA • Families with more 
behavioral health visits 
had a higher likelihood of 
completing recommended 
vaccines by 5 months, 

• Association was not 
significant with followup at 
14 months.59 

Moderate: Providers 
from 59 pediatric 
practices  
Before-after design. 
(n=125 providers) 

NA +B ~ 
NA • Providers significantly 

increased BH screening, 
psychotherapy, PCP/BH 
visits, and guideline 
adherent SSRI Rx.  

• ADHD Rx and ED visits, 
no change62 

Moderate: Children 
with new diagnosis of 
ADHD or major 
depression 
Retrospective cohort 
(n=4502) 

NA ↑↓ B  NA NA • Significantly more patients 
treated for ADHD when 
BH and PC are integrated 
vs. separate or only 
collocated 118 

• No difference for Major 
depression118 

Moderate: Children in 
Medicaid Managed 
Care in 3 intervention 
clinics and 6 
comparison clinics in 
one urban area  
Retrospective Cohort 
(n=2616) 

NA NA ↑↓ ~ 
• Desired increase in 

primary care visits by 
children with a mental 
health diagnosis. 

• No difference in changes 
in other utilization 

• No change in total cost of 
care69 

Moderate: Pediatric 
practices in a 
statewide practice 
association  
Pre-post 
(n=71) 

NA +B + 
↑↓ • Increased psychotherapy 

and medical visits 
• Guideline congruent Rx 

for BHI increased  
• Total ambulatory BH 

costs, Outpatient costs, 
Rx costs increased.  

• ED costs decreased70 
Moderate: 8 pediatric 
practices and youths 
referred for BH 
evaluation. 
Prospective cohort. 
(n=228) 

NA NA + 
NA • Increased access to 

treatment and 
engagement in treatment 
105 

NA (Cross-sectional 
survey): Rural and 
urban pediatric clinics 
in a partnership with 
an academic medical 
center. 
(n=11) 

NA +s 
NA NA • Small nonsignificant 

differences between 
urban and rural physicians 
on satisfaction measures;  

• Rural more split on 
whether BHI reduced 
costs, but NS108 
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Age  
Multiple/Single 
Condition 
Focus  
(Number of 
Studies) 

ROB: Selected 
Practice 
Characteristics/Study 
Information Patient Provider Utilization Costs Detail: Effect of BHI  

Mixed Ages 
Multiple 
(3 studies) 

Moderate: Network of 
21 university student 
health centers, 
students with mental 
health diagnosis. 
Retrospective cohort 
(n=80,219 student 
records) 

NA NA + 
NA • Less time spent in primary 

care visits for all 
diagnoses 

• Less time spent in primary 
care visits for patients with 
anxiety or depression 77 

Moderate: Patient from 
4 to 93 yo. presenting 
to ED for BH at one 
health system. 
Retrospective cohort. 
(n=3815) 

NA NA + 
NA • Decrease in 

hospitalizations 
• Increase in patients 

having a followup visit 
within 72 hours of an 
inpatient discharge126 

NA: Cross-section 
survey of providers 
before and after 
integration in one 
health system.  
(n=13) 

NA +s 
NA NA • 4 items: satisfaction with 

access, time to setup, 
services for patients with 
anxiety, and process to 
get care for panic 
disorders, all increased 
over time100 

Ages Not 
Reported or 
Unclear 
Multiple 
(2 studies) 

Moderate: Patients of 
safety-net primary care 
settings in a large 
county health system 
Retrospective cohort 
(n=62,945) 

NA NA ↑↓ NA • Higher portion of primary 
care visits associated with 
psychiatric diagnosis after 
implementation 

• However, only a small 
fraction of visits<10% are 
associated with BH or 
substance misused 
needs63  

Moderate: Patients of 
8 Community Health 
Centers participating in 
at statewide program 
designed for BH, this 
program focused on 
depression 
Retrospective Cohorts 
(n=13,362) 

NA ↑↓ NA NA • Improvement is the most 
rapid in first 2 years, then 
continued slower through 
year 5, then improvement 
decreased through year 8 

• Significant variation 
across practices in 
processes and processes 
improved the 1st 3 years, 
then leveled off72 

ADHD = attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; BH = behavioral health; BHI = behavioral health integration; BHP = behavioral 
healthcare provider; BMI = body mass index; CBOC = community-based outpatient clinic, ED = emergency department; FQHC = 
federally qualified health center; GAD-7 = Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7; NA = not applicable; NS = not significant; PC = primary 
care; PCP = primary care provider; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire-9; ROB = risk of bias; SSRI = selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitor; VA, Veterans Administration; yo = years old 

Table Legend 
Representation of study results - impact of 
BHI 
+ better outcomes with integration  
↑↓  mixed results  
~  no difference/comparable  
?  unclear  
↓  better outcomes usual 

care/comparator 

Subscripts 
[none] Behavior health outcomes 
PH Physical health outcomes 
S Satisfaction 
P Perception 
K Knowledge 
B Behavior 
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Trials By Integration Approach Groups 
To explore how components of integration approaches and interactions among age groups 

may impact effectiveness, Table 16 uses the same outcome categories and symbols and repeats 
the narrative summary of the effect. The difference here is we have rearranged the trials into the 
four groups of approaches described in Question 1. For each trial we listed the integration 
intervention name (if applicable) followed by key components and professions in that approach. 
In doing this we focused on components and professions that were less common, that is, we 
rarely cited colocation and systematic screening as nearly all the approaches we included had 
these components. The table with all the components and professions identified for each included 
approach is in Appendix E.  

Table 16. Behavioral health integration effectiveness: results from randomized controlled trials by 
integration approach groups 

Integration 
Approach 
Group 
(Number of 
Studies) 
Age Group 

Approach Name (if provided): 
Selected Approach Details 

Impact: 
Direction 
of Effecta  Detail: Effect of BHI  

Structured 
Collaboration 
(5 RCTs) 
Adults 

Three Component Model. 
 
Treatment to target, training, integrated finances;  
Psychiatrist, psychologist, care manager 
 
Adult patient with PTSD; 5 VA primary care clinics 
(n=195) 

~ 
• No difference in PTSD, 

depression symptoms, or 
function (SF-36)103 

Collaborative Stepped Care 
 
Protocolized care, psychiatric consult, training; 
psychiatrist, care manager, psychiatric nurse 
 
Cluster randomization of 43 PCPs in Netherlands, 
adult patients with anxiety (n=180) 

+ 
• Better outcome scores at 

3, 6, 9 and 12 months53 

Collaborative Stepped Care 
 
Protocolized care, psychiatric consult, training; 
psychiatrist, psychologist, care manager, psychiatric 
nurse 
 
Cluster randomization 30 GPs in Netherlands 
(n=163 patients) 

 
↑↓  

• Earlier response and 
remission (4-mo.),  

• Difference decreases 
over (8- and 12 mo.) and 
no longer significant93 

Not named 
 
Telehealth, training; psychiatrist, care manager 
 
One center (n=704) 

+ ~ 
• Care manager facilitated 

CBT: better PROMIS and 
SF-12 

• Adding Internet-based 
support group: No 
difference102 

Not named 
 
Team meetings, shared care plans psychiatrist, 
psychiatric nurse practitioner, care manager 
 
18-65 yo patients with PTSD, 6 FQHCs, 52% 
Hispanic, 35% Black  
(n=355) 

~ • No difference in symptom 
severity or engagement125 
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Integration 
Approach 
Group 
(Number of 
Studies) 
Age Group 

Approach Name (if provided): 
Selected Approach Details 

Impact: 
Direction 
of Effecta  Detail: Effect of BHI  

Structured 
Collaboration 
(2 RCTs) 
Older Adults 

Not named 
Treatment to target, psychiatric consult, training;  
 
Psychiatrist, care manager 
Cluster randomization of 16 clinics in China, older 
adult patients with depression (n=326) 

+ • Improvement over time is 
greater in 3 measures, 
SF-12, HAMD, CSQ-899 

Patient-Centered Disease Management 
Protocolized Care, Telehealth, Training; psychiatrist, 
care manager 
 
Older adults patients with heart failure and 
depression at 4 VA Medical Centers and CBOCs 
(n=392) 

+ 
+PH 

• Lower PHQ-9 
• Lower mortality89 

Structured 
Collaboration 
Group 
(3 RCTs) 
Pediatrics 

Reaching Out to Adolescents in Distress (ROAD) 
 
Treatment to target, telehealth, training 
Psychiatrist, psychologist, care manager 
 
Adolescents with major depression in 9 urban 
pediatric and family medicine clinics 
(n=101) 

+ 
• Higher remission and 

response, better CDRS-R 
score101 

 

Not named 
Treatment to target, protocolized care, training; 
Psychology, care manager. 
 
Patients with mental health concerns 13 to 21 yo; 6 
urban sites selected to include public, managed 
care, and academic health centers 
(n=418)  

+ 
+s 

• Better CES-D and MCS-
12 

• Higher satisfaction with 
mental healthcare117 

Doctor Office Collaborative Care 
 
Protocolized care, training;  
Psychiatrist, counselor, care manager. 
 
Children 5-12 with any behavior problems; 4 
community based pediatric practices. 
(n=78) 

↑↓ • Better in reducing 
oppositional behavior, 
inattention and 
hyperactivity 

• No differences in 
improvement in 
depression or anxiety96 

Rapid Access 
Group  
(1 RCT) 
Adults 

Integrated Behavioral Health. 
 
Warm hand-off, SUD care;  
Care manager, unspecified behavioral health 
specialists 
 
One rural family health center; Hispanic patients, 
depression and ≥1 chronic conditions 
(n=688) 

+ ~PH 

  

• PHQ-9 better for >51 yo 
BP, HbA1c, Obesity no 
difference109 

Combination 
Group 
(2 RCTs) 
Adults 

Integrated Care Intervention 
 
Warm hand-offs, integrated finance, psychologist, 
care manager and trainees 
 
 Latinx adults with diabetes at one FQHC 
(n=456) 

+ • Larger improvement in 
depression, anxiety, and 
stress55 
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Integration 
Approach 
Group 
(Number of 
Studies) 
Age Group 

Approach Name (if provided): 
Selected Approach Details 

Impact: 
Direction 
of Effecta  Detail: Effect of BHI  

Integrated Behavioral Health. 
 
Warm introductions, treatment to target; students, 
counselors, social worker, psychologist 
 
3 FQHCs (n=285)  

+ • Clinically significant 
change in PHQ-9 and 
ORS66 

Combination 
Group 
(1 RCT) 
Pediatrics 

Doctor Office Collaborative Care 
Warm hand-offs, protocolized care, training; 
psychiatrist, care manager 
 
Cluster randomization of 8 pediatric practices, 
patients with ADHD, behavior issues, anxiety and 
other BH needs 
(n=787) 

+ 
+PR 

 
↑↓C 

• Higher rates of treatment 
initiation, improvement, 
remission, treatment 
response, and goal 
improvement90 

• Providers in stressful 
environments were 
significantly more likely to 
perceive BHI as positive 
and BHI did not increase 
perceptions that the 
environment was 
stressful91 

• BHI cost per patient lower 
at 6 and 12 months, but 
not sustained. 
Intervention cost double 
usual care92 

Other Group 
(8 RCTs) 

Collaborative Care for Depression in UK primary 
care (from CADET trial) 
 
Telehealth, training, shared care plan;  
Care manager 
 
Cluster randomization of 51 GPs in 3 UK primary 
care districts; patients with depression (n=581) 

↑↓  

~PH 
• PHQ-9 lower at 4, 12 mo., 

general mental health 
better at 4 not 12 mo. 

• No difference in physical 
health54 

Collaborative Care for Screen-Positive Elders with 
major Depression (CASPER Plus) 
 
Protocolized care, telehealth, training;  
Psychiatrist, psychologist, case manager 
 
 
Older adults with major depression in 69 sites in 
Northern England  
(n=485) 

↑↓ • Better scores earlier (4 
mo.) 

• Difference decreases 
over time (12- and 18 
mo.) and is no longer 
significant50 

Collaborative Care for Screen-Positive Elders 
(CASPER) 
 
Protocolized care, telehealth, training;  
Psychiatrist, psychologist, case manager 
 
Older adults with subthreshold depression in 32 sites 
in Northern England (n=705) 

+ • Better PHQ-9 scores at 4- 
and 12‑months52 
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Integration 
Approach 
Group 
(Number of 
Studies) 
Age Group 

Approach Name (if provided): 
Selected Approach Details 

Impact: 
Direction 
of Effecta  Detail: Effect of BHI  

Integrated Care Program 
 
Team meeting, integrated finances;  
Psychiatrist, unspecified behavioral health 
professional 
 
Single Medical Center, patients with depression 
(n=153) 

+s 

 

↑↓U 

• Higher mean days on 
medication at some time 
periods 

• Higher percentage use 
coping mechanisms 

• Higher satisfaction at 1, 
4, and 7 months for all 
and severity subgroups120 

Not named 
 
Shared care plan, shared records, integrated 
finances; care manager 
 
Older Chinese adults with depression, single FQHC 
in a Chinatown neighborhood 
(n=57) 

~ • Both groups improved 
over time94 

Not named 
 
Treatment to target, training; case manager, social 
worker without mental health experience 
 
Latinx adults with depression, 3 public, university-
affiliated clinics (n=400) 

+ 
+PH 

• Better PHQ-9 
• Better global, mental, and 

physical health98 

Not named 
 
SUD care, shared care plans; psychiatrist, 
psychiatric NP, psychologist, case manager, 
psychiatric RN 
 
Mixed VA and non-VA sites, patients with 
depression  
(n=1531) 

↑↓ • Improvement in CES-D 
score for patients with 
major depression  

• No difference in mental 
component of SF-36 

• No different for patients 
with other types of BH or 
for all patients 
combined106 

Other Group 
(1 RCT) 
Pediatrics 

Not named 
 
Team meetings, shared care plan, telehealth; 
psychologist, case manager, dietician 
 
Patients 10 to 17 yo with obesity in a suburban 
practice 
(n=40) 

+PH 
• Lower BMI in intervention 

group for initial and 
longest followup time 
periods123 

ADHD = attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; BH = behavioral health; BHI = behavioral health integration; BMI = body mass 
index; BP = blood pressure; CBOC = community based outpatient clinic; CBT = cognitive behavioral therapy; CES-D = Center 
for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; CDRS-R = Children's Depression Rating Scale™, Revised; FQHC = federally 
qualified health centers; GP = general practitioner; HAMD = Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; HbA1c = hemoglobin A1c; 
MCS = mental component score; ORS = Outcome Rating Scale; NP = nurse practitioner; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire-
9; PCP = primary care provider; PROMIS = Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System; PTSD = 
posttraumatic stress disorder; RCT = randomized controlled trial; RN = registered nurse; SF-12 = 12-Item Short Form Health 
Survey; VA = Veterans Administration 
a All Findings in this table are patient outcomes 
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Table Legend 
Representation of study results - impact of 
BHI 
+ better outcomes with integration  
↑↓  mixed results  
~  no difference/comparable  
?  unclear  
↓  better outcomes usual 

care/comparator 

Subscripts 
[none] Behavior health outcomes 
PH Physical health outcomes 
S Satisfaction 
P Perception 
K Knowledge 
B Behavior 

 
Most of the trials we identified with low or moderate risk of bias reported positive results, 

making it difficult to associate effectiveness with integration components or interactions among 
components. More variation in outcomes is needed, otherwise it is not possible to identify 
patterns of how effectiveness differs across any characteristic or subgroup. This is expanded on 
in the Discussion section (Chapter 7).  

The studies that reported data on cost did not help address the subquestion about whether 
effectiveness varies by resources required. Cost data included in studies was most frequently 
reported as cost of care, an outcome, and the cost of the program itself was rarely mentioned. 
Even in cases where it is part of the outcome, it is an overall or global cost and does not 
disaggregate the cost or resources needed or associate these with approaches to integration, 
components of these approaches, or levels of effectiveness.  

Studies That Compare Approaches or Components of Approaches 
to Behavioral Health Integration  

We identified six studies that met inclusion criteria and were rated moderate risk of bias that 
compared more than one approach to integration. These included one randomized controlled 
trial86,87 reported in two articles and five observational studies.75,76,81,104,119  

Table 17 presents these studies so they may be considered and contribute to the assessment 
of integration approaches. 

Table 17. Studies that compare approaches or components of approaches to behavioral health 
integration  

Study 
Design 

Patients or 
Study 
Subjects: 
Setting Intervention Comparators Outcomes Summary of Findings 

RCT86,87 Adults, mostly 
men, with PTSD 
or depression: 
18 primary care 
clinics at 6 
military 
installations 

Centrally Assisted 
Collaborative Telecare 
(CACT) (n=332). 
Includes stepped 
psychosocial 
management, use of a 
symptom registry, 
expansion of care 
manager activities and 
centralized 
telepsychiatry/ 
psychology and telecare 
manager 

Usual care, which 
was and already 
integrated practice 
(n=334) an integrated 
mental health 
program that includes 
screening, nurse care 
managers to monitor 
care and symptoms 
and increased access 
to mental health 
specialists 

PTSD 
Diagnostic 
Scale 
Depression 
symptoms 

CACT had 
greater mean decrease in 
PTSD and depression 
scores 
More participants had 50% 
improvement in symptoms 
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Study 
Design 

Patients or 
Study 
Subjects: 
Setting Intervention Comparators Outcomes Summary of Findings 

Prospective 
Cohort75 

Adults with 
Depression: 
Medical Center 
with large 
ambulatory care 
practices 

Collaborative Care 
Model (CoCM): (n=188) 

Colocation only 
(N=122) 

Depression 
symptoms 
(PHQ-9) 
change from 
baseline to 
12-week 
followup 
 

• Larger reduction 33% for 
CoCM vs. 14% for 
colocation. Mean 
difference in scores 2.81, 
p=0.001 

Retrospective 
Time Series 
(3 time 
points)104 

Adults who 
screened 
positive of 
depression: 
Large family 
medicine 
training practice  

Period 3: Blended 
(n=33): PCBH with 
addition of care 
manager (counseling 
intern) for depression 
including monitoring 
symptoms, assessing 
medication compliance 
and use of coping 
strategies 

Period 1: Colocation 
only (n=169): onsite 
BH services 
(counseling services) 
Period 2: PCBH 
(n=350): warm hand-
offs. BH professional 
(unspecified) 
available at time of 
PC visit psychiatrist 
back up  

Depression 
symptoms 
(PHQ-9) 
Adequate 
provider 
contacts 

• Rate of remission 
improved 110% with 
PCBH and another 67% 
with Blended, and 
reduction in symptoms 
increased but were not 
statistically significant.  

• Median number of 
provider contacts 
increased with each 
change to a more intense 
model 

Prospective119 Psychologists 
and primary 
care physicians 
working in 
varying levels of 
integrated 
practices 
(providers were 
study subjects) 

Integrated (n=20) Traditional/coordinate
d (n=20) 
Colocated (n=20) 

 • Both types of providers in 
the integrated setting were 
more satisfied with their 
collaborations than 
provider in the other 
models 

Prospective 
Cohort81 

Children over 6 
in primary care: 
13 primary care 
sites already 
using the GBH 
model 

Pediatric behavioral 
health integrated 
program (BHIP): added 
pediatric psychologists 
and psychiatrist 
consultants N=44 
survey respondents 

Generalist behavioral 
health (GBH) provider 
mode: staffed by 
social workers only 
n=23 survey 
respondents 

% of patients 
referred 
Provider 
satisfaction 
and 
competency 

Findings favor BHIP 
• Referral rates were higher: 

26.3 for BHIP vs. 9.8 for 
GBH 

• All satisfaction scores 
were significantly higher 
for BHIP 

Competency higher for next 
steps after patients screen 
positive and in managing 
ADHD. No difference for 
other conditions.  

Pre-post76 VA patients 
experiencing 
homelessness: 
One VA medical 
Center 
n=179 veterans 

Homeless Patient 
Aligned Care Team 
(HPACT) 
 
Integrated Care 
customized for 
homeless patients. 
Varied by location; each 
VA added services to 
address social 
determinants of health 
in addition to mental 
health and addiction 
services to the medical 
home model. 

VA Integrated Care 
not customized for 
this population 

Primary care 
visits 
ED use or 
hospitalized 

Compared to 6 months prior 
in 6 months after HPACT 
• PC visit more likely aOR 

4.91 (95% CI-2.94-8.20) 
• ED less likely aOR o.57 

(95% CI 0.34-0.94) 
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aOR = adjusted odds ratio; BH = behavioral health; BHIP = behavioral health integrated program; CACT = Centrally Assisted 
Collaborative Telecare; CI = confidence interval; CoCM = Collaborative Care Model; GBH = generalist behavioral health; 
HPACT = Homeless Patient Aligned Care Team; PCBH = primary care and behavioral health; PHQ-9 = Patient Health 
Questionnaire-9; PTSD = posttraumatic stress disorder; RCT = randomized controlled trial; VA = Veterans Administration  

These studies varied in terms of settings, including the Veterans Administration, military, 
and civilian sites. One study focused on pediatrics and the rest tested models of care designed for 
adults. Depression was the most common condition treated in this small sample of studies, but 
some of the interventions were broader, including a wider range of conditions. Consistently 
across these studies, we found that the more complex or more integrated model, or the model that 
added components, resulted in better outcomes. While more studies are needed to tease out the 
additive effect and determine at what point more integration does not produce better outcomes, 
this small number of studies suggested that integration approaches with multiple components and 
more complex models outperform more basic approaches. 
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Chapter 4. What are the barriers to and facilitators of 
implementing and sustaining different approaches to 

integrating behavioral health and primary care? 
(Question 3) 

Key Points 
• Using the social-ecological model (SEM) to categorize barriers and facilitators to primary 

care and behavioral health integration, information from the literature aligned under two 
overarching themes of “Organizational and Professional Culture” and “Policy/Structure.” 

o For “Organizational and Professional Culture” the most common factors 
identified were team approach, staffing, and training. When present, they are 
facilitators. When absent, they are barriers 

o For “Policy/Structure” the most common facilitator identified was self-sustaining 
structure. The most common barriers were regulations and existing contracts. 

• We constructed a causal-loop diagram to describe how identified barriers and facilitators 
interacted dynamically to shape implementation and sustainability of integration across 
phases of development. The series of diagrams below illustrate: (1) existing financial and 
staffing structures that constrain implementation, (2) how components of integration 
interact within the existing context, and (3) how integration is sustained (or not) over 
time.  

o The successful implementation of integrated care requires extensive and effective 
communication among providers, and time to plan, train, and develop shared 
vision and workflows. Professional hierarchies, different languages and treatment 
methods, and insufficient electronic health record (EHR) systems impede team 
development. 

o A shift to willingness and ability to be self-sustaining emerges when support is 
provided over time for the activities required to produce a team culture, and 
results are seen in patient outcomes and in the effectiveness of the integrated 
system. 

o Integration is often supported by time-limited grant funding; sustainable funding 
models are needed.  

Context for Question 3  
The questions summarized in this chapter are: 
 

What are the barriers to and facilitators of implementing and sustaining different approaches to 
integrating behavioral health and primary care? 

a. How do the barriers, facilitators, and other factors involved in the implementation of 
behavioral health and primary care interact to affect implementation and 
sustainability? 
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Summary of Findings 
Twenty-eight publications reporting behavioral health and primary care integration barriers 

and facilitators met criteria and were included for analysis for this question. Twenty-five used 
either qualitative or mixed methods for data acquisition; three used only survey results.29,129,130 
Settings were primarily mixed urban/rural; six studies were conducted in urban areas;39,131-135 one 
in rural areas;136 and in four the settings were not reported.29,137-139 Unit of measure included 
clinical teams, patients, and sites. While several studies assessed specific diseases/conditions, 
most included all. Two studies assessed primary care and behavioral health implementation in 
pediatric clinics.131,134 Refer to Appendix E for detailed information about study characteristics. 

Most of the publications included for this question acquired samples of sites that used various 
integration approaches and were at different stages of integration, and they did not attribute 
barriers and facilitators to a specific approach or phase. As such, it was not possible to compare 
barriers and facilitators across approaches. 

Analysis of the data was conducted in two levels, the first linear, and the second dynamic 
(described in detail in the following sections). Data from the first level were used to populate the 
diagram developed in the second level. It is important to note that the data for this question 
consisted almost entirely of individual, subjective reports that were acquired from surveys, 
interviews, focus groups, and on-site observations. As such, they do not comprise “evidence” 
with respect to being replicable or verifiable. 

Level I. Linear Model. Data Abstraction and Application of Social-
Ecological Model (SEM) 

Mapping Barriers and Facilitators Onto The SEM 
From the 28 studies included, we abstracted 335 barriers and facilitators into an interactive 

database (Appendix Table E-11), with one row for each barrier or facilitator. Thus, each 
publication has multiple rows in Appendix Table E-11, and the table can be sorted by column for 
the purpose of analysis. 

A framework for categorization was required to organize and rename the barriers and 
facilitators. To address this, we reviewed various frameworks, models, and systematic reviews, 
and with consensus from our Topic Experts, we selected the SEM by Peer and Koren (see Table 
18 below).44  

The next task was to transpose each of the 335 barriers and facilitators (as they were 
originally articulated in the publications) into one of the 36 categories from the SEM. Note that 
at SEM Level III, the variables were all expressed as facilitators (e.g., the variable was present). 
If a publication identified something that was present that facilitated integration, it was coded as 
a facilitator. If a publication identified something that was absent that was a barrier, it was 
coded as a barrier. The fourth and fifth columns in Table 18 list the number of times each Level 
III variable was identified as a barrier or facilitator, respectively, in the included studies. 

Transposition was an iterative process, accomplished by two investigators achieving 
consensus.  



 

 

       
      

  

 
 

   

    

 
    

  
    

    
    

 

     

 
    
    

    

 

 

    
    

  
 

   

    
    

    
    

 
    

    
    

 

    
     

    

 
   

 
 

    
    

    

 
    

    
    

  

     
    

    
     

     
    

    
     

   
    

   

 
     

   
    

  
  

Table 18. Adapted social-ecological model for categorizing barriers and facilitators 
Level I Level II Level III Ba Fa Totalb 

Intrapersonal 

Patient-
Centered 
Care 

Address staff and providers’ attitudes towards patients’ 
culture, stigma 

3 0 3 

Address patient engagement and concernsc 11 10 21 
Provider 
Needs 

Compatibility of BH and PC culturesc 7 0 7 

Interpersonal Relationships 
Between medical and behavioral provider 3 2 5 
Between leadership and clinicians/staff 1 7 8 
Between clinicians and patients 2 7 9 

Community 

Accessibility Designated and welcoming spaces 4 0 4 

Resources 
Presence of community health workersc 0 1 1 
Presence of BH services in communityc 6 0 6 
Coordination with communityc 4 8 12 

Organizational 

Operation 
and 
Infrastructure 

Flexible and effective scheduling 2 1 3 
Sufficient visit time 4 0 4 
Standardized workflow plan that monitors outreach, 
progress, and outcomes for each patient 

6 3 9 

Standardized BH screening and referral 4 3 7 
Flexible and tailored implementation and infrastructurec 0 7 7 
Colocationc 1 9 10 
Meetings and huddlesc 0 2 2 

EHRs 
Sufficient templates and technology support 5 2 7 
Access to all clinicians and staff 8 4 12 
Efficient usabilityc 3 0 3 

Training and 
Monitoring 

Staff training and development 7 12 19 
Quality Improvement Processc 1 0 1 
Peer to peer trainingc 0 5 5 
Use of “integration facilitators” or practice-specific 
assistance 

2 3 5 

Team 
Approach 

Collaboration between PC and BH clinicians and staff 12 4 16 
Shared care plans and integrated workflow 5 5 10 
Culture of inter-team support and missionc 9 14 23 

Staffing 
Adequate staff trained in BH 11 5 16 
Clear staff roles 2 4 6 
Stable and adequate staff and personnelc 10 3 13 

Policy 

Funds and 
Health 
Insurance 

Sufficient reimbursement for patients 7 0 7 
Sufficient reimbursement for BH providersc 8 0 8 
Funds for retention of clinicians and staff 7 1 8 
Integrated BH and PC payment structure (no silos) c 5 1 6 

Structure Self-sustaining structurec 25 4 29 
Regulations and contractsc 19 4 23 

Total # of times barrier/facilitator was identified from included studies 204 131 335 
B = barriers; BH = behavioral health; EHR = electronic health record; F = facilitators; PC = primary care 
a Number of times each Level III category of barriers and facilitators was identified from included studies 
b The Total is the combined total of barriers and facilitators 
c Elements not in original framework. 

Most Common Barriers and Facilitators 
While in certain analytic contexts simple counts may not be particularly informative, in the 

qualitative reports for this question, if a particular barrier or facilitator was noted in multiple 
studies, it is likely to be a meaningful factor across various integration settings. Transposing the 
labels for the barriers and facilitators from their original form into the SEM Level III form 
allowed us to identify clusters with high counts. We defined high count as any SEM Level III 
barrier or facilitator that was reported 10 or more times (see Total Column, Table 15). Thus, for 
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the following analysis we eliminated all SEM Level III barriers and facilitators that were 
reported fewer than 10 times. 

As a result of identifying the high count barriers and facilitators and how they clustered, two 
overarching themes emerged: Organizational and Professional Culture, and Policy/Structure. 

Organizational and Professional Culture 
Fifty-nine barriers and 55 facilitators were identified for the combined categories of team 

approach, staffing, and training. Regarding team approach, barriers most cited include perception 
of primary care provider seniority,135,136,140,141 difference in behavioral health and primary care 
cultures,29,132,135,136,142 and disagreement on program goals and vision.133 Facilitators included 
shared vision,132,143 staff buy-in,29,131 and presence of a care coordinator.132,138 Prominent barriers 
to staffing were provider turnover,29,136,144-147 lack of hiring additional personnel,138,148 shortage 
of behavioral health providers,29,134,140,142,149 and insufficient personnel to handle the workload.150 
Facilitators included clear behavioral health and primary care roles.39,131,132,146,151 The barrier of 
insufficient training was a universal theme. Facilitators included providers of technical assistance 
and practice coaches,139,140,147 cross-training between behavioral health and primary care 
personnel,132 and peer involvement.132,142 

Policy/Structure 
Forty-four barriers and eight facilitators were identified for the combined categories of Self-

sustaining Structure and Regulations and Contracts. Regarding self-sustaining structure, in 
general, clinics reported that the financial structures in place across multiple sectors limit the 
ability to take the time necessary, and to pay the required personnel to do the work of integration. 
Barriers most cited include reimbursement systems that do not compensate for increased 
workload,29,143 behavioral health carve-outs,29,139 and grant funding.39,139,140 Also noted was lack 
of reimbursement for patients seen by primary care and behavioral health on the same day.29 
Facilitators included alternative payment methods137,140,152 and practice transformation 
support.137 

Regarding regulations and contracts, in general, clinics reported that contracts negotiated 
prior to the decision to integrate remained in place, resulting in legal agreements that prohibited 
integration. The most cited barriers were license restrictions39,148,152 and coding restrictions for 
behavioral health.129,139 Other barriers included capitated Medicaid payments,145 Federal 
limitations on funding flexibility,152 lack of policy-level coordination,136 and mandated 
procedures by external agencies.153 Facilitators included contracts that incorporate behavioral 
healthcare costs,154 fee for service codes classified as medical,140 and Medicare-required quality 
measures for depression screening.154 While regulatory restrictions were considered a barrier, 
one study reported that regulatory authorities can facilitate integration by providing technical 
assistance and training.39 

Transition from Level I (Linear) to Level II (Dynamic) 
In the publications for this question, each barrier and facilitator were associated with an 

outcome. The ultimate outcome was degree of integration. However, in the publications, 
intermediate outcomes were identified. For example, “patient awareness, stigma, and cultural 
barriers” was reported as a barrier to the outcome of “patient participation;” “low reimbursement 
for behavioral health providers” was reported as a barrier to the outcome of “reduced behavioral 
health workforce.” A key component of the transition from Level I to Level II was an 
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examination of reported outcomes for each of the 335 barriers and facilitators. As will be shown, 
these became variables in the causal loop diagram developed in the next level of analysis. 

Sixty-five discrete outcomes were reported for the 335 barriers and facilitators. We 
eliminated those that were reported one or two times. Table 19 is a list of the remaining 26 
outcomes and the number of times each outcome was identified. 

Table 19. Outcomes influenced by barriers and facilitators 
# Outcome Count 
1 Integration 70 
2 Collaboration 36 
3 Sustainability 26 
4 Patient participation 18 
5 Implementation 17 
6 Patient outcomes 15 
7 Provider and staff communication 15 
8 Personnel development and performance 10 
9 Continuity of care 7 
10 Efficiency 7 
11 Incentive to integrate 7 
12 Primary care engagement in behavioral health integration 7 
13 Effective referral and integration 5 
14 Patient perception 5 
15 Behavioral health engagement in behavioral health integration 4 
16 Flexibility 4 
17 Information flow 4 
18 Provider satisfaction 4 
19 Training 4 
20 Access to care 3 
21 Adequate staff trained in behavioral health 3 
22 Communication 3 
23 Culture change 3 
24 Primary care manager support 3 
25 Staffing 3 
26 Trust 3 
Total  286 

 
Categorization and tabulation of barriers, facilitators, and outcomes reported in the included 

studies provided a rich landscape of the primary concerns of providers, patients, and others 
involved in the process of integrating behavioral health and primary care. This process laid the 
foundation for the next level of analysis, which aimed to identify the relations among the 
barriers, facilitators, and outcomes, and investigate how they interact dynamically to maintain 
the system in place. 

When a system resists change and maintains its behavior in spite of repeated attempts to 
“change” and “improve,” it is common to conclude there is something “wrong” with the 
system.155 In fact, persistence is an indicator of an efficient system that is working well to 
accomplish its purpose.155 The question becomes, what is the purpose of the system? What was it 
designed to accomplish? The answer to that question can provide understanding of a system’s 
resilience, and could reveal leverage points for intervening.155 The following describes the 
process of uncovering the connections among barriers, facilitators, and outcomes, and building a 
dynamic model that provides a possible explanation for the current behavior of the integration 
system. 
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Level II. Dynamic Model. Dynamic Interactions Among Barriers, 
Facilitators, and Outcomes 

Causal Loop Diagram 
Causal-loop diagramming is a method from systems science that illustrates the nonlinear 

feedback relationships underlying observed patterns of outcomes over time.156 Feedback occurs 
when an output of a system or subsystem is routed back as an input in a circular, recursive 
interaction.157 The causal-loop diagram approach has been used in a variety of applications in 
public health and health services research.158,159 

Causal-loop diagramming utilizes a specific notation to describe hypothesized causal 
relationships between system variables, which is detailed in Appendix Table A-3. It is 
recommended that the reader review that section of the Appendix. Table 20 below is an 
abbreviated version of Appendix Table A-3. 

Table 20. Causal-loop diagram notation 
Notation Description 
Labels Variables within the system 
Arrows Indicate connection and direction of influence between two variables 
Causal link with positive 
valence (+) 

An increase in A leads to an increase in B  
or  
A decrease in A leads to a decrease in B 

Causal link with negative 
valence (-) 

An increase in A leads to a decrease in B  
or 
A decrease in A leads to an increase in B 

Reinforcing feedback loop Feedback relationship exhibiting exponential behavior (e.g., ‘vicious cycle’) 
Balancing feedback loop Feedback relationship exhibiting trend toward a set point or goal (e.g., 

homeostasis) 
 

To construct the causal-loop diagrams included in this section, we identified feedback 
structures based on the themes described in the sections Organization and Professional Culture 
and Policy/Structure, above, and from supplemental review of the included studies. Preliminary 
drafts were shared with the research team for member checking and subsequently refined. The 
contributing barrier/facilitator factors were iteratively discussed to create a narrative that linked 
the factors together in relationships. We considered this level of analysis to be complete when 
the factors cohered into a consistent story (graphic) with face validity. 

The iterative causal-loop diagramming approach yielded a model describing how barriers and 
facilitators interacted dynamically to shape implementation and sustainability of integration. 
These results are presented across three phases of the implementation process: 

• Phase 1. Preimplementation financial and staffing structures 
• Phase 2. Behavioral health and primary care integration process 
• Phase 3. Ongoing sustainability of behavioral health integration 
 
We presented three individual causal-loop diagrams representing these three phases, and then 

we assembled them into one cohesive model. The model describes how feedback dynamics 
within and across these phases can work to maintain the status quo and to resist successful and 
sustainable integration. To render these diagrams, we used Kumu, a web-based visualization 
program.45  
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Phase 1. Financial and Clinical Structures Prior to Implementation 
Primary Care. The financial sustainability of primary care practices relies heavily on 

volume-based or productivity-oriented payment.160 In Figure 2, loop B1 describes the provision 
of primary care services to meet patient needs. Loop R1 describes how the financial success and 
growth of a clinic depends on income generated from these services. The reinforcing feedback in 
this loop indicates pressure for continued growth, particularly in for-profit health systems, and in 
not-for-profit and public systems as well, although the motivations may differ. Because a 
shortage of primary care providers in the workforce limits the ability of clinics to grow through 
hiring new clinicians,138,148 there is pressure to optimize productivity of existing staff (e.g., 
through minimizing length of appointments).161 This structure favors less complex care needs 
that are easily addressed and billed.  

Figure 2. Pressure to optimize productivity in primary care 

 
B = balancing feedback loop; PC = primary care; PCP = primary care provider; R = reinforcing feedback loop 
Arrows with positive valence (+) indicate increase or decrease of both variables; negative valence (-) indicates opposite change. 
Two lines intersecting an arrow indicate a significant time delay. See Appendix A for full causal loop diagram notation. 

Primary care practices have not historically provided integrated behavioral health services for 
people with serious and persistent mental illness.18 When possible, practices tend to refer these 
patients to other behavioral healthcare settings in the community. In integrated settings, 
behavioral healthcare is offered to patients with mild to moderate conditions, and treatment 
including medication and therapy is often limited to a set period of time (e.g., 6 months) or 
number of visits (e.g., 6 to 12 depending on the program). Still, behavioral health treatment in an 
integrated setting typically requires more clinician time than primary care services alone132 and 
some degree of patient engagement and trust,136,145,148 as shown in Figure 3A. Time spent with 
the patient can itself constitute treatment in behavioral health more so than in primary care. 

Stigma associated with behavioral health negatively impacts the identification of patients for 
behavioral healthcare and patient engagement in treatment (Figure 3B).145 Moreover, patients’ 
behavioral health challenges negatively impact their ability to engage in treatment (loop R2 in 
Figure 3B). 
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The financial sustainability of behavioral healthcare is limited by the time-intensiveness of 
such care and by low insurance reimbursement rates (Figure 3C).139 A significant shortage of 
behavioral health clinicians limits hiring.29,129,134,140,142,149 

Figure 3. Behavioral healthcare and supporting structures 

  
B = balancing feedback loop; BH = behavioral health; R = reinforcing feedback loop 
Arrows with positive valence (+) indicate increase or decrease of both variables; negative valence (-) indicates opposite change. 
Two lines intersecting an arrow indicate a significant time delay. See Appendix A for full causal loop diagram notation. 

Phase 2. Behavioral Health and Primary Care Integration Process 
Although the included studies characterize the required components of integration in a 

variety of ways, two overarching requirements were identified: communication between primary 
care and behavioral health clinicians and staff to provide integrated interdisciplinary 
care,29,133,138,142 and time spent on integration planning and training (e.g., development of shared 
vision, workflows, etc.).132,136,143,145,148 

Figure 4 illustrates barriers and facilitators to communication between primary care and 
behavioral health clinicians and staff. An organizational culture of collaboration and mutual 
respect is critical,39,132,133,135,136,144,147,151,153 but this is often hampered by a perception that the 
primary care clinician has seniority over the rest of the staff, including the behavioral health 
clinician.135,136,140,141 Different professional training and languages between primary care and 
behavioral health negatively impact communication,29 and results in primary care clinicians 
being less likely to support integration. Limited EHR interoperability presents a technical barrier 
to communication.136,137,140,142,149,162 Adequate office space for primary care and behavioral 
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health services to be colocated were described as a facilitator to regular and frequent 
communication.39,131,134-137,140,146,163 

Figure 4. Barriers and facilitators to communication in integrated care 

 
BH = behavioral health; EHR = electronic health record; PC = primary care; PCP = primary care provider 
Arrows with positive valence (+) indicate increase or decrease of both variables; negative valence (-) indicates opposite change. 
Two lines intersecting an arrow indicate a significant time delay. See Appendix A for full causal loop diagram notation. 

Studies affirm the need for a shared vision among all team members to sustain integration as 
it evolves from pilot phase to a self-sustaining system.132,137,143 Out of that vision, team members 
generate workflows for integrated care.132,135,136,138 Staff training is also necessary.132,136,140,153 
These integration planning activities require clinician time,150 which takes away from time 
available for patient care, as shown in Figure 5. Collaboration between clinicians in an integrated 
system requires further clinician time. Because these integration planning and integrated care 
activities are not billable, they constrain profitability and productivity. Note that leadership 
supporting the formative process increases the likelihood of clinicians spending the time 
necessary for planning and training.135,144 

Behavioral health integration initiatives are often funded by grants that enable clinicians to 
spend time on integration planning and training and for behavioral health clinicians to be hired. 
These grants, however, are time limited, as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. Requirements of integration planning 

 
B = balancing feedback loop; BH = behavioral health; BHI = behavioral health integration; PCP = primary care provider 
Arrows with positive valence (+) indicate increase or decrease of both variables; negative valence (-) indicates opposite change. 
Two lines intersecting an arrow indicate a significant time delay. See Appendix A for full causal loop diagram notation. 

Phase 3. Ongoing Sustainability of Behavioral Health Integration 
Our review indicated that successful long-term integration of primary care and behavioral 

health depends on the establishment of durable, self-sustaining structures to support the required 
components of integrated care.137,140,152 Our causal-loop analysis identified several ways in which 
patient- and clinician-level outcomes of an integration program can influence clinician and 
leadership buy-in and support, therefore creating a feedback structure that can facilitate a shift in 
organizational culture and sustain team commitment to integrated care. Sustainable financial 
models, however, were not identified in our review.  

Figure 6 describes several feedback structures identified in our review, supporting a shift to 
sustained willingness to engage in integrated interdisciplinary care. Over time, clinicians and 
staff participating in integrated care develop an improved culture of collaboration and mutual 
respect by virtue of repeated communication (loop R4 in Figure 6A), which can increase primary 
care clinician buy-in (loop R5 in Figure 6A).29,131,134 At the patient level, integrated care can 
increase the number of patients identified for behavioral healthcare and can improve patient trust 
and satisfaction (Figure 6B).132,138,153 Over time, these outcomes can result in improved 
behavioral health for patients and a reduction in the overall complexity of their health needs, 
which improves the efficiency of their primary care, and thus aligns with the productivity model 
of primary care. Improved patient health as observed through quantitative evaluation of 
outcomes or in clinical practice can improve clinician and leadership support for integration, as 
shown in Figure 6C. Ultimately, when integration works well, the team sees the benefits and 
becomes more invested, and the system becomes more integrated. 
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Figure 6. Outcomes of integrated care shift culture over time 

 
BH = behavioral health; PC = primary care; PCP = primary care provider; R = reinforcing feedback loop 
Arrows with positive valence (+) indicate increase or decrease of both variables; negative valence (-) indicates opposite change. 
Two lines intersecting an arrow indicate a significant time delay. See Appendix A for full causal loop diagram notation. 

The introduction of feedback structures that sustain improved patient outcomes and a culture 
of collaborative integration take time to establish. These temporal dynamics indicate a window 
of vulnerability for integrated behavioral health programs in which sustained clinic leadership is 
critical.135,136,141,144  

Because they only provide funding for a limited amount of time, research grants do not 
represent a sustainable funding model on their own. Team members reported that although they 
are very positive about integration, they consider the transition to be temporary; they do the work 
until the grant ends, and then return to the status quo model. Thus, true practice transformation is 
difficult to achieve when integration is facilitated in the context of a research study. 

Grant funding supports the initiation of integration, and may carry an effort as far as the 
tipping point of self-sustainment. Clinics that are committed to integration beyond the grant 
funding period may engage in financial stopgap measures, which ultimately do not constitute a 
sustainable financial model.139,140  
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Synthesis Model of Integrated Behavioral Health 
Figure 7 illustrates how integration of behavioral health with primary care is constrained by 

existing organizational dynamics and facilitated by the establishment of self-sustaining feedback 
structures. This figure synthesizes the smaller feedback structures described in Figures 2-6.  

In sum, for this question we identified barriers to and facilitators of integration in the 
literature; then we categorized and summarized them using a theoretical framework (SEM). 
Next, using a systems approach, we mapped the dynamic interactions among the barriers, 
facilitators, and their effects/outcomes onto a causal-loop diagram. We present components of 
the overall diagram in three phases: 

1) Financial and clinical structures of primary care that are in place prior to implementation 
of integration approaches, and how they interact to maintain the preintervention status 
quo. 

2) Requirements for integrating behavioral health and primary care, and how they influence, 
and are influenced by, the primary care structure. 

3) A model for temporary sustainability, pending policy revisions supporting funding, and 
practice transformation. 

 
As discussed in the Introduction section of this report, outside of research and demonstration 

projects, successful integration of behavioral health and primary care has been limited, and 
sustaining successful programs has been challenging. The question is why? Given evidence that 
behavioral health and primary care integration improves patient outcomes and ultimately can 
minimize costs, and given the level of support for integration at the national level, what is the 
source of the persistence of the status quo? We adopted a systems approach to investigate this 
question. This approach yielded an understanding of the feedback dynamics responsible for 
persistent barriers and opportunities for sustainable implementation. 

This analysis indicates that “quick fix” solutions may not result in lasting, sustainable 
change. For example, lack of provider and staff training and communication, and the requirement 
of time to develop collaboration, were ubiquitous in our literature base and clearly identified in 
our causal-loop diagram; they might easily be identified as a place to intervene. However, 
introduction of nonbillable training and meetings into a system that survives from productivity is 
likely to fail. 

Our literature base and our causal-loop diagrams suggested that successful integration 
programs—those that survive the early stages of vulnerability and pass the tipping point into 
self-sustainment—are those for which support was provided over time for the activities required 
to produce a team culture, and for which results were seen in patient outcomes and in the 
effectiveness of the integrated system. Improved behavioral health results in improved primary 
care health, reducing the complexity and increasing the efficiency of primary care, thus aligning 
with the core goals of whole-person care. 
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Figure 7. Synthesis model of integrated behavioral health 

 
B = balancing feedback loop; BH = behavioral health; BHI = behavioral health integration; EHR = electronic health record; PC = 
primary care; PCP = primary care provider; R = reinforcing feedback loop  
Arrows with positive valence (+) indicate increase or decrease of both variables; negative valence (-) indicates opposite change. 
Two lines intersecting an arrow indicate a significant time delay. See Appendix A for full causal loop diagram notation. 

An interactive, web-based version of this diagram is available at: 
https://kumu.io/ekenzie/BHI-review-draft 
 
  

https://kumu.io/ekenzie/BHI-review-draft
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Chapter 5. What reliable, valid, clinically meaningful, 
and/or patient-centered measures and metrics are 

available to monitor and evaluate integration 
approaches? (Question 4) 

Key Points 
• We identified 15 named measures that were specific to behavioral health and primary 

care integration. 
• Grouped according to their objectives: 

o Three studies addressed readiness or capacity, three documented components of 
integration, five measured the level of integration, two assessed fidelity to 
integration, and two measured integration outcomes. 

• We identified information on validity for 6 of the 15 measures, information on reliability 
for 7 of 15, and indicators of clinical utility for 10 of 15 measures. 

• Identified gaps in measurement included: 
o Only one identified measure could be considered patient-centered. 
o Most measures were based on self-reports by the practices and this potential bias 

was not addressed. 

Context for Question 4 
As decision makers at all levels consider implementing behavioral health and primary care 

integration, some may ask how they will know if they have succeeded. Health system 
administrators and staff may want to monitor progress and identify where they have done well 
and where they need improvements. Accountability to payers and to patients has been part of the 
motivation behind some frameworks and measures, as well as the increasing numbers of 
evaluations and research studies that seek to improve our understanding of integration. This 
section of the review aims to describe and assess the measures that have been developed and 
applied to behavioral health and primary care integration approaches, and to outline future 
research needs. 

Methods for Question 4 
We identified articles about measures specific to behavioral health and primary care 

integration through the broad literature search conducted for all questions described in the 
overall methods (strategy included in Appendix A). However, we supplemented this by checking 
the references lists from review articles, citations, and descriptions of measures used as outcomes 
in included studies for other questions, and measures referenced in gray literature, including the 
documents such as the two recent frameworks19,20 and the currently archived Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Academy Atlas of Integrated Behavioral Healthcare 
Quality Measures.  

We limited inclusion to measures of integration itself and did not include measures of 
patient, provider, or practice level outcomes that could result from integrated care. For example, 
we did not include measures of depression symptoms, provider burnout, or team function, all of 
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which could be outcomes of successful integration. We did include measures that assessed any 
aspect of behavioral health primary care integration.  

We did not limit inclusion to any specific type of study about the measures. We included 
articles that provided several different types of information about the measures such as: the 
rationale for the measure, descriptions of the measure content (e.g., domain and items) and 
scoring, development of the measure (e.g., Delphi exercises to identify domains, factor analysis 
of items, pilot and usability testing), psychometric testing including validity and reliability, and 
assessments of how the measure was used and its utility (e.g., discriminant ability, sensitivity). 
These different types of information were then combined to first describe the identified measures 
and then summarize how the measures have been assessed and how they performed (see tables 
and text below). 

Summary of Findings  

Overview: Identified Measures and Included Information 
We identified 15 named measures that met our inclusion criteria with details reported in 25 

articles. An evidence table containing the information we abstracted from these articles is 
included in Appendix E. The text and tables below describe these measures and the extent to 
which evaluations have been published in the peer reviewed literature. 

In summarizing these measures, it became apparent that the identified measures were created 
to serve different purposes or objectives. To facilitate closer comparisons of measures intended 
for similar purposes, we grouped the measures in the tables and the text by our interpretation of 
these objectives. Specifically, the tables and text in this section group the measures according to 
five objectives, which are: (1) assessing readiness or capacity for integration; (2) identifying 
components of integration employed in practice; (3) determining the level of integration; (4) 
confirming fidelity to an integration model; and (5) measuring outcomes specific to integration. 
A limitation of this approach was that these categories are somewhat simplistic and some 
measures could function across categories. The objective did not necessarily directly relate to a 
type of user or use, such as research verses quality improvement. In fact, the measures could 
have multiple uses or users and the interpretation of some of the information about the measures 
may be different depending on the intended use. 

Table 21 provides the measure name and citations for the articles with information on the 
respondents or data collection, the number of items and responses, and how the measure was 
scored. Table 21 also contains a list of domains or subscales in order to provide a general sense 
of the content. An overview of the availability of assessments and psychometric information on 
each measure is included in Table 22 and the detailed results of assessments of validity, 
reliability, and clinical meaningfulness are provided in the evidence table in Appendix E. In the 
text, we highlight key differences and similarities across measures with similar objectives. 



 

 

         

  

 
 

 
 

    
 

 
  
  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Table 21. Measures of behavioral health integration: respondents, items, and scoring 

Measure 
Objective Measure Name 

Respondents
(Administration 
Note) 

Items 
Responses Scoring Domains 

Readiness/
Capacity 

Integrated Primary Care 
Behavior Scale164 

Behavioral 
health 
professionals 
from 
professional 
association lists 

23 items 
5-point Likert 
scale (1=never 
to 5- very 
often); 
reduced to 12 
items in 2 
domains 

Means (SD): 
items and 
subscales 
4-item algorithm 
to establish 
stages of 
change 

3 Domains: 
1. Current state of 
change 
Behaviors 
2. Consultation and 
Practice 
Management 
3. Intervention and 
Knowledge 

Mental Health Practice 
Readiness Inventory131 

Medical, 
behavioral and 
other staff at 
participating 
clinics 

32 items 

5-point Likert 
scale, 
1=strongly 
disagree; 
5=strongly 
agree 

Mean of items 
and of 
subscales 

5 subscales: 
1. Community 
resources 
2. Healthcare 
financing 
3. Support for 
children, 
adolescents and 
families 
4. Clinical 
information 
systems/delivery 
systems redesign 
5. Decision support 
for clinician 

Readiness for Integrated 
Care Questionnaire130 

3 people 
minimum per 
clinic 
representing 
different roles 
including lead 
administrator 
and lead 
physician. 

82 items 
7-point Likert 
scales 

Mean scores for 3 Domains each 
with 
subcomponents: 
1. Motivation 
2. General capacity 
3. Innovation-
specific capacity 

items and 
components 
and 
subcomponents. 
Scores 
displayed in a 
color-coded 
heat table to 
show strengths, 
weaknesses, 
and trends. 

Components
of 
Integration 

Assessment of Behavioral 
Health Services Survey165 

One person per 
practice by 
person 
responsible for 
behavioral 
health 

7 items about 
shared 
information, 
joint case 
conferences, 
and joint care 
planning used 
to indicate 
integration. 
Yes, Health 
Center has 
element or No 

0 to 7 count of 
number of 
components 
reported use as 
a composite 
measure 

1: Level of 
integration; single 
domain used from 
larger measure of 
mental health 
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Measure 
Objective Measure Name 

Respondents
(Administration 
Note) 

Items 
Responses Scoring Domains 

Behavioral Health 2-3 raters 36 items. Means: 7 Domains: 
Integration in Medical (observations Domains 1. Program 
Care (formerly called Dual 
Diagnosis Capability in 
Healthcare Settings)166-168 

data collected 
during site 
visits) 

5-point Likert-
type scale: 1-
healthcare 
only services, 

Overall 
classification: 3 
levels (no BH, 
BH but uneven, 

structure 
2. Program milieu 
3. Assessment 
4. Treatment 

3-dual 
diagnosis 
capable, 5-
dual diagnosis 

both mental 
health and 
substance 
abuse with 

5. Continuity of 
Care 
6. Staffing 
7. Training 

enhanced systematic 
approach). 

Clinical Audit Tool169 One survey per 
organization 

25 items 
Responses 0 
for no activity; 
1 for limited 
and 2 for 
widespread or 

Domains 
standardized to 
a scale of 0 to 
10 

5 Domains: 
1. Integrated care 
staffing (6 items) 
2. Integrated care 
training (4 items) 
3. Integrated data 

developed. sharing (5 items) 
4. Integrated 
workflow/ 
collaboration 
5. Integrated 
financial 
arrangements 
and Overall score 

Level of Behavioral Health BH Team 35 items. Means scores: 8 Domains: 
Integration Integration Readiness 

Assessment70 
10-point Likert 
Scale 

for total and 
domains. 

1. Leadership 
2. BH resources 
3. Administrative 
4. Screening 
5. Clinical 
management 
6. Family 
centeredness 
7. Care 
coordination 
8. Quality 
improvement 

Behavioral Health 
Integration Survey170 

One survey per 
practice 
Staff discussion/ 

23 items. 
4-point scale 
with 

High scores are 
greater 
integration 

6 Areas: 
1. Integrated space 
2. Training 

consensus descriptive 
anchors. 

Categories: 
Limited, Basic, 

3. Access 
4. Communication 

Additional Good, Full and coordination 
items on 5. Treatment 
screening and planning 
treatment 6. Available 
plans/targets 
for 5 

resources 

conditions 
(depression, 
anxiety, pain, 
alcohol use 
disorder, and 
cognitive 
function). 
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Measure 
Objective Measure Name 

Respondents
(Administration 
Note) 

Items 
Responses Scoring Domains 

Levels of Integration 
Measure78,131 

Group 1: 4 
selected people 
at each site: 
Project lead, 
BHP, PCP, 
Administrator. 
Group 2: all staff 
at sites 

35 items 
5 response 
options (Never 
to Always) 

Mean of all 
items and of 
subscales 
separately; also 
a weighted 
mean to control 
for different 
response rates 
across sites. 

6 Domains: 
1. Clinical system 
integration 
2. Beliefs and 
commitment 
3. Integrated 
practices 
4. Interdisciplinary 
alliance/relationship 
5. Training and 
consultation 
6. Leadership 
seventh domain 
cited in [1686] 
7. Shared decision 
making 

Maine Health Access 
Foundation Site Self-
Assessment171-173 

One survey per 
site completed 
collaboratively 
by at least 1 
provider and 1 
administrator 

18 
characteristics. 
Scale of 1 to 
10 for the 
extent each is 
done in 

1-10 rating 
collapsed into 4 
levels. Some 
studies average 
all items and 
others 

2 groups of 
dimensions: 
1. Integrated 
services and 
patient and family-
centeredness 

practice. dichotomized 
scores into 8-10 
fully integrated, 
1-7 not fully 
integrated. 

2. Practice 
organization 

Practice Integration 
Profile174-177 

1-3 people per 
clinic, evaluating 
the clinic 

30 items 
Responses: 
Never, 

Items scored 0, 
25, 50, 75, 100. 
Domains: 

Started with 7 
domains: workflow, 
clinical services, 

Sometimes, 
Often 

Average of item 
scores 

workspace, shared 
care, identification 

Frequently, 
and Always 

Total Integration 
Score: 
unweighted 
average of 
domains. All can 
have range from 
0 to 100. 

of patients, patient 
engagement 
6 domains for 
testing: workflow, 
workspace and 
infrastructure, 
shared care, case 
identification, 
patient 
engagement 

Fidelity Primary Care Behavioral 
Health Provider 
Adherence 
Questionnaire178,179 

BHPs working in 
primary care 

54 originally. 
Reduced to 
48. 
5-point Likert-
type response 
scale "never" 
to "always" 

3 subscales: 
PPAQ-E 38 
essential items. 
Higher, high 
fidelity. 
Higher, low 
fidelity 
PPAQ-C 6 

4 Domains 
1. Practice/session 
management (24 
items) 
2. Clinical scope 
and interventions 
(14 items) 
3. Referral 

compatible 
items, 
interpreted 
relative to 

management and 
care continuity 
(8items) 
4. Consultation, 

others. PPAQ- collaboration and 
P 10 prohibited 
items. 

interprofessional 
collaboration (8 
items) 
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Measure 
Objective Measure Name 

Respondents
(Administration 
Note) 

Items 
Responses Scoring Domains 

Expanded Primary Care BHPs working in 42 of original Higher scores Adds 5 additional 
Behavioral Health primary care 48 PPAQ, 6 are higher domains to PPAQ: 
Provider Adherence items from the fidelity on all 1. Patient 
Questionnaire180,181 prohibited 

domain 
dropped. 
51 or 52 
prosed CCM 
items retained. 
Retained items 
had significant 
and meaning 
factor loading 
in confirmatory 
factor analysis 

items/domains identification 
2. PESSPI 
3. Supervision and 
care coordination 
4. MBCPA 
5. Panel 
Management 

Outcomes REACH182 Practices track 
care delivery 
(proactive 
tracking in 
Excel) 

2 items 
number 
screened or 
receiving 
services 

Percentage of 
target patients 

2 domains of 
intervention 
delivery 
1. Screening 
2. Service delivery 

Healthcare Experiences 
Survey169 

Sample of 
patients at 
participating 
clinics 
(mail, phone, 
door to door) 

4 items 
responses: 
always, 
sometimes, 
never. 

Always vs. other 
options for 3 
positive items; 
never vs. other 
response for 
negative items. 

4 Domains Patient 
Experience: 
1. Needs met 
2. Timely access 
3. Hassle free care 
4. Providers 
communication well 

BH = behavioral health; BHP = behavioral health program CCM = Collaborative Care Model; MBCPA = Measurement-based 
Care and Protocol Adherence; PCP = primary care physician; PESSPI = Patient Education Self-Management Support and 
Psychological Intervention; PPAQ = Primary Care Behavioral Health Provider Adherence Questionnaire; REACH; Screening 
and Integrated Care services; SD = standard deviation 
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Table 22. Summary assessment of identified measures  

Measure Objective Measure 
Validity 
Information 

Reliability 
Information 

Indication 
of Clinical 
Utility 

Limitations cited by 
Study Authors 

Readiness/Capacity 
  
  

Integrated 
Primary Care 
Behavior 
Scale      Ο 

Most who completed the 
survey had doctoral level 
training and measure 
may perform differently 
when training is more 
varied. 

Mental Health 
Practice 
Readiness 
Inventory 

Ο Ο Ο 

None cited, measure 
was not the focus of the 
article 

Readiness for 
Integrated 
Care 
Questionnaire  

Ο Ο  
Could be considered 
long with 82 items 

Components of 
Integration 

Assessment of 
Behavioral 
Health 
Services 
Survey Ο    

Does not include/capture 
- how EHRs were used  
-asynchronous 
communication,  
-which types of services 
were 
provided or by which 
staff  

Behavioral 
Health 
Integration in 
Medical Care 
(formerly 
called Dual 
Diagnosis 
Capability in 
Healthcare 
Settings) 

   

Assessors are aware of 
project goals, which 
could lead to bias 

Clinical Audit 
Tool 

Ο Ο Ο 

Developed to reflect a 
program in a single 
State (Oregon). May not 
have captured activities 
that started before 
measurement. 

Level of Integration 
  
  
  
  

Behavioral 
Health 
Integration 
Readiness 
Assessment  

Ο Ο  

Program evaluation 
limited discussion of the 
measure. 

Behavioral 
Health 
Integration 
Survey Ο Ο  

Overall score range may 
be limited (was 2.02 to 
3.24). Domain scores 
had variation that could 
be more closely linked to 
structures or activities.  

Levels of 
Integration 
Measure 

Ο Ο Ο 

Interviews revealed 
challenges not as 
captured by Levels of 
Integration Measures 
related to culture and 
structure, staff 
dynamics, and 
sustainability. 
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Measure Objective Measure 
Validity 
Information 

Reliability 
Information 

Indication 
of Clinical 
Utility 

Limitations cited by 
Study Authors 

Maine Health 
Access 
Foundation 
Site Self-
Assessment     

Integration scores were 
not related to goal 
attainment, which was 
also measured. Could 
be related to differing 
expectations of what BHI 
is and also limitations of 
self-assessment. 

Practice 
Integration 
Profile  

   
 None 

Fidelity  Expanded 
Primary Care 
Behavioral 
health 
Provider 
Adherence 
Questionnaire  

   

Self-reports on 
items/domains had small 
to moderate correlations 
with structural and 
process indicators of 
integration.  

Primary Care 
Behavioral 
Health 
Provider 
Adherence 
Questionnaire  

   

Was not able to 
distinguish BHP in care 
management from those 
in an integrated model.  

Outcomes 
  

REACH  

Ο Ο  

Measure could not be 
obtained in EHR. It has 
to be manually tracked, 
placing a burden on 
practices. 

Healthcare 
Experiences 
Survey 

Ο Ο Ο 
None 

CI = confidence interval; ED = emergency department; EHR = electronic health record; NA = not applicable; REACH = 
Screening and Integrated Care services 
Key 
Ο=no information identified 
=limited information, often about precursor measure 
=at least one accepted test or indicator 
=two or more tests 

Identified Measures by Objective 

Readiness/Capacity 
We identified three measures that were designed to assess a practice’s readiness to 

implement or capacity to provide integrated behavioral and primary healthcare. These are the 
Integrated Primary Care Behavior Scale (IPCBS),164 Readiness for Integrated Care Questionnaire 
(RICO),130 and the Mental Health Practice Readiness Inventory (MHPRI).131 

 The IPCBS was designed to be completed by individual behavioral health providers and the 
23 items identified where the respondent is in terms of stages of change and the extent that their 
individual approach and knowledge corresponds to what would be expected in a fully integrated 
practice. The other measures, the MHPRI and the RICO, measured integration at a practice level 
by combining responses from multiple practice staff in different roles. The RICO specified that a 
minimum of three respondents are required per practice and that this should include the lead 
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administrator and the lead physicians. All three use Likert scales with either five or seven 
responses and create scores by calculating means for each item and for domains and subscales.  

Details on the development of the IPCBS were provided, specifying that items were selected 
based on the literature and consultation with experts. Items were revised based on cognitive 
interviews and more expert review. This was followed by a field test in which the sample was 
split in half for exploratory then confirmatory analyses to validate the domains and assess 
reliability. The evaluation of the RICO was limited to followup with practices who confirmed 
that the responses and scores informed practice improvement and training.  

Components  
Three measures assessed integration by enumerating what components the practices did or 

did not have. These measures were the Assessment of Behavioral Health Services Survey 
(ABHS),165 Clinical Audit Tool (CAT),169 and the Behavioral Health Integration in Medical Care 
(BHIMC).166-168  

The ABHS is a 56-item survey designed to characterize behavioral health in Federally 
Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs). Seven items that are specific to integration have been 
identified and used to create a composite measure of integration that is essentially a count 
variable with values from zero to seven indicating how many components of integration are 
present. The survey is completed by one person responsible for behavioral health at the practice. 
The reliability of the composite was moderate in one evaluation (Cronbach alpha=0.667), and in 
a study of 363 health centers all possible responses were represented suggesting it does measure 
expected variation across sites.165 

The CAT is similar in that one survey response is provided per practice. This survey contains 
25 items that are scored zero for no, one for limited, and two for widespread activity. Scores are 
created by calculating means for the domains and standardizing these on a scale of zero to 10. 
The CAT was developed to evaluate a specific State program in Oregon and no psychometric 
information was identified. 

The BHIMC measure is different from all the others identified, in that it is completed by 
raters, usually two or three, based on observations made and interviews conducted during site 
visits. Practices are assessed on 36 items and each item is rated on a one to five scale where one 
is no behavioral health and five is enhanced integration. The items are distributed among seven 
domains and scores are the mean ratings of items in each domain. These scores are then mapped 
to an overall classification with three levels: no behavioral health, behavioral health but uneven, 
and systematic mental health and substance abuse. The BHIMC was developed by adapting two 
pre-existing assessment instruments: the Dual Diagnosis Capability in Addiction Treatment 
(DDCAT) and the Dual Diagnosis Capacity in Mental Health Treatment (DDMHT). Validity and 
reliability have been evaluated for the original instruments, but not this adaptation. However, 
scores have been found to vary with differences in integration and seem consistent with findings 
in other research.  

Levels 
The largest subgroup of identified measures consisted of five designed to determine the level 

or extent of integration: Behavioral Health Integration Survey (BHI Survey),170 Behavioral 
Health Integration Readiness Assessment (BHIRA),70 Levels of Integration Measure 
(LIM),78,131,183 Maine Health Access Foundation Site Self-Assessment (SSA),171-173 and the 
Practice Integration Profile (PIP).174-177 
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 These measures were all relatively short (range 18 to 35 items) and each clinic is scored 
once based on surveys completed collaboratively by two to four people. The developers of the 
LIM measure also recommend offering the survey to all staff at the practice to obtain a broader 
assessment and avoid bias that may come from only obtaining information from leaders or 
selected representatives of different roles. The items and domains capture a mix of structures 
(e.g., workspace, training, resources available), processes (e.g., treatment planning, care 
coordination, quality improvement), and attributes (e.g., commitment, leadership).  

Two of the measures (LIM and PIP) use five responses indicating frequency (never to 
always); the SSA and BHIRA both use a 10-point scale; and the BHI Survey provided four levels 
with unique narrative descriptions for each level that correspond to the item. Means are used to 
score subsets or domains, or create overall scores using the means of items or domains. Given 
the focus of these measures, several also create or assign more descriptive levels to the results. 
The BHI Survey places practices into four categories of integration (limited, basic, good, and 
full); the SSA collapses the 10-point ratings into four levels, and some studies have 
dichotomized scores of one to seven as not fully integrated and eight to 10 as fully integrated.  

The PIP has the most published psychometrics of all the identified measures. Content validity 
was established by verifying that the items are consistent with key frameworks,177 and 
constructive validity inferred because the distribution of mean scores follows what was known 
about the sites, that is practices with no behavioral health had the lowest scores and exemplar 
sites had the highest.175 The wide spread of the scores also suggested that the measure may not 
have a floor or ceiling effect. Testing was also done to establish that internal consistency, 
test/retest reliability, and interrater (within practice) reliabilities were all acceptable.175,177  

Limited information about the performance of the other measures in this group was 
identified, and in some cases, testing revealed potential weaknesses in the measures. 
Assumptions about the validity and reliability of the SSA are based on the psychometrics for the 
measures of chronic care on which it was based and practice scores on the measure were not 
correlated with practices’ assessment of their goal attainment related to integration.172 No 
validity and reliability studies were identified for the BHIRA, the BHI Survey, or the LIM. One 
study did report the overall score for the BHI Survey had a limited range, meaning it might be 
difficult to detect meaningful differences across practices.170 A study that compared the LIM 
with interviews found that while the conclusions were consistent, the interviews reviewed 
elements practices described as important challenges that were not apparent in the LIM scores.78 

Fidelity 
The Primary Care Behavioral Health Provider Adherence Questionnaire (PPAQ)178,179 was 

created to assess the extent to which behavioral health providers working in primary care adhere 
to the PCBH model of integration, and then an expanded version, PPAQ-2,180,181 added domains 
for the Collaborative Care Model. The surveys were developed based on definitions of fidelity 
and the integration models using Delphi processes, expert consensus, and initial testing with 
behavioral health professionals. Respondents reported how often they engaged in the listed 
activities or behaviors on a 5-point scale from never to always. The final version included 42 
items while the PPAQ-2 has 51. Both consisted of domains that correspond to essential 
components of the respective models.  

These measures were evaluated as they were developed, including reporting moderate to high 
reliabilities for domains and finding expected convergence and divergence with other measures 
such as the LIM,179 and structural and process indicators of integration.180 There appeared to be 
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overlap in the domains designed for the different models,180 and the initial version was not able 
to distinguish behavioral health professionals working in an integrated practice from those in 
care management positions.179 The authors/developers acknowledged that respondents self-
report, and scores may be inflated by social desirability and impacted by the respondents 
understanding of the models. The authors also acknowledged that the survey is long and future 
work could include developing a shorter version.  

Integration Outcomes 
We only included measures specific to behavior health/primary care integration (see 

Appendix A for more detail) and identified two outcome measures. REACH (Screening and 
Integrated Care services)182 and the Healthcare Experiences survey (HCES).169 

REACH182 is essentially two measures: the percentage of patients in an integrated practice 
screened for behavioral health needs and the percentage with positive screens who receive 
integrated services. REACH, essentially the number of people effected by the intervention, is an 
important part of a frequently cited framework for planning and evaluating programs known as 
RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance).184 At the time this 
measure was used, the data could not be obtained from the electronic health records in 
participating practices and practices had to use spreadsheets to collect data and track patients 
prospectively. This placed a significant burden on practices, limiting its feasibility. 

The HCES169 was the only measure among those we identified that was patient centered, 
meaning that it measures something that is important to patients and that patients perceive and 
understand. HCES was developed by researchers who recruited and then collaborated with a 
group of 14 patient advisors, using cognitive and field testing to refine the items. The measure 
consists of four items (needs met, timely access, hassle free care, and providers communicate 
well) and the patient reports whether these occurred “always”, “sometimes”, or “never”. Used 
with the CAT, as part of the evaluation of a statewide initiative, the questionnaire was mailed, 
completed by phone and distributed by door-to-door outreach. The program evaluation also 
included interviews with patients, which revealed patients do not see care delivery structures and 
do not perceive their care as “integrated” or “not integrated”. Also, a dominate theme in the 
interviews was patient’s perceptions of negative consequences related to integration (e.g., 
stigma, chart notes/diagnoses that persisted after the problem was resolved). 

Question 4 Sub Questions 
The identified and included studies of integration measures rarely addressed the sub 

questions directly. Therefore, responses were based on our interpretations of what was published 
and observations about what we identified. When they were addressed by study authors, that 
information was included in the evidence table in Appendix E.  

Questions 4a and 4c. Approaches to integrating measures into clinical 
care, monitoring and evaluation of integration, and how frequently 
integration should be assessed. 

Studies did not report how to integrate measures into practices in a way that data collection 
and feedback could become a routine part of practice operations. This may be because the 
measures are still relatively new, publications are focused on ongoing development and 
psychometrics, and most reports are of research studies that are temporary and not necessarily 
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designed to create workflows and activities that will persist. In most cases, the data collection 
was via an electronic/web survey, which reduces the need for data entry and could allow these 
surveys to be completed relatively easily. Similarly, most of the items have straightforward 
scoring, with most using simple means for items and domains.  

Some authors did suggest changes that would make the measures more amenable to routine 
use for evaluation and quality improvement. Creators of the PIP acknowledged that a shorter 
version would be useful for routine data collection.177 The description of the RICO mentioned 
how the results were designed to be displayed in a heat table as a feedback summary that can be 
used by practices to guide improvement and interventions, though it also acknowledged that the 
measure and reporting system were still under development at the time of publication.130 

The frequency that integration was evaluated with the identified measures varied widely. 
Many of the included reports included only cross-sectional data, though these often 
acknowledged that baseline and followup, or repeated administration, would be desirable. The 
longest followup was 5 years.70 None of the studies tested different followup periods to 
determine when differences might be most likely to be detected over time. Given that the tempo 
of practice change is likely to vary considerably, determining an ideal timing may not be 
feasible.  

Question 4b. Are the measures or metrics specific to characteristics; level 
of complexity; or the structure, process, or outcomes of care integration?  

Except for the PPAQ178,179 and the PPAQ-2,180,185 which are designed to assess fidelity to 
specific models of integration, the identified measures were not specific to the characteristics of 
the practice or model, or level of complexity of patients or organizational change. Most of the 
measures strived to identify and quantify information about structures and processes related to or 
needed for integration, but using these measures was not contingent on the practice having a 
specific structure or process.  

Question 4d. What are the gaps in measurement and what are the 
implications for our current ability to measure and assess integration? 

The authors of the included articles identified several limitations of the measures they have 
developed and studied that may result in gaps in our ability to measure integration 
comprehensively or rigorously. Some limitations may be common to most of the measures. For 
example, much of the data for these measures is self-reported, which may introduce a bias; 
however, other methods such as direct observation, interviews, and prospective tracking required 
more resources. Other limitations were specific and created more defined gaps. For example, the 
PPAQ was designed to measure fidelity to one specific model of integration, and while the 
PPAQ-2 had expanded this to two models, new models would require additional expansion and 
models that are hybrids and or variations may pose measure challenges when the measure is tied 
to a specific model.  

Most authors did not discuss the implications gaps in measurement might have on our 
understanding of integration. However, two articles pointed out the need for better measures of 
the patient’s experience with integration. The PIP creators suggest that a patient companion 
version would enhance validity.175 The difference between patient concerns expressed in 
interviews and the items included in the Health Experience Survey was reported by researchers 
who used this measure in a mixed methods study.169 These examples underscored a significant 
gap in our understanding of patient perspectives and priorities that needs to be closed if our 
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assessments of integration are to be truly patient centered. Another potential gap was identified 
in the evaluation report that used the Behavioral Health Integration in Medical Care Assessment, 
which was completed by raters during site visits. The authors pointed out that they were rating 
structures and processes that may or may not capture the quality of the integrated care.166 
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Chapter 6. How are care team member roles and their 
work flows defined in different approaches to 

integrating behavioral health and primary care? 
(Question 5) 

Key Points 
Data from a limited number of studies suggested the following: 

• Peer providers’ contribution of personal experience to patient care and team member 
education enhanced integration success. Implementation of behavioral health in primary 
care generated additional staffing requirements. 

• Health Information Technology (HIT) must be tailored to meet the specific needs of 
integrated settings. 

• Short training sessions may enhance residents’ understanding and utilization of integrated 
services when implemented with regular team meetings. 

Summary of Findings 
The criteria for including studies to address this question required specific descriptions of 

roles and work flows in the context of behavioral health and primary care integration. While 
some studies listed this information, after excluding studies as high risk of bias, only six 
provided sufficient information to assess how roles and workflows were defined among various 
approaches. Three reported on how care team roles are defined,186-188 two on workflows,189,190 
and one reported on the effect of a training intervention.191 See Appendix E for details about 
study characteristics and outcomes. There was insufficient literature to compare definitions of 
roles and work flows across approaches to integration of behavioral health and primary care. Due 
to the limited literature included for this question, we chose to summarize studies individually. 
Given the paucity of studies, our summaries did not constitute evidence. 

Roles 

Peer Provider Studies 
Of the three studies addressing roles in behavioral health/primary care settings, two were 

about the role of peer providers.187,188 Peer providers in behavioral health are “individuals who 
have personally experienced mental illness and have received formal training to deliver care to 
consumers of mental health services.”192 The setting for both studies was 24 clinics from the Los 
Angeles County Department of Mental Health (CMH) Innovations evaluation (LA Innovations). 
Over a period of 3 years, LA Innovations piloted programs to test novel approaches to 
integration of behavioral health and primary care. Programs included colocation primary care 
and behavioral health partnerships (Integrated Care Model [ICM]), those that coordinate the care 
of different sites (Integrated Services Management Model; [ISM]), and mobile behavioral health 
and primary care teams (Integrated Mobile Health Team; [IMHT]). 
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Importance of Peer Providers 
In the 2017 study, investigators used qualitative interview and quantitative survey data to 

characterize the role of peer providers in integration settings.188 A method from grounded 
theory193 was used to analyze interview data from 17 peer providers working within 13 networks. 
Survey data were analyzed using social network analysis194 that allowed for specification of the 
importance of a person within the network. This was accomplished by measuring “indegree 
centrality” – the number of ties directed from others in the organization to the target individual. 

Centrality across peer providers ranged from 14 to 81 percent, indicating wide variation in 
the importance of these individuals. However, of the 13 networks, peer providers in eight of 
them received higher centrality scores than their network’s average. Using qualitative data, 
investigators explored factors related to the variation. They found that variation was associated 
with peer providers’ responsibilities (those who did outreach vs. ongoing engagement or case 
management), population served (formerly homeless individuals vs. underserved ethnic 
communities), and background (those in recovery from mental illness vs. cultural and linguistic 
broker for clients). 

Peer providers’ perceptions of their level of involvement were also related to their centrality 
measures. Peer providers with high centrality reported utilizing their personal experiences to 
educate other team members and having highly communicative and collaborative teams. Peer 
providers with low centrality reported using their familiarity with clients’ culture to accomplish 
outreach, rather than using personal experiences. Most peer providers’ perceptions of their 
position within the team were aligned with their centrality measures. 

Experiences of Peer Providers 
In the second Siantz study, 19 peer providers were interviewed about their experiences 

delivering care, and about barriers and facilitators they encountered.187 Although roles varied 
across providers, in general there were three primary functions: informal promotion of physical 
health self-management, health navigation, and engagement through shared cultural identity. 
Peer providers reported being unprepared to engage with patients about their physical health. 
They questioned their credibility with other team members because of their lack of formal 
training, and felt that other team members did not value their contribution as having lived 
experience and being a member of the client community. Facilitators of their involvement were 
inclusion on the right team and exchange of expertise. 

Comparative Study 
In the third study included about roles in behavioral health and primary care integration 

settings, staff composition was compared before and after an integration intervention for the 
same providers, and between providers who received the intervention and those who did not. The 
study took place at 461 practices in the United States, which were selected to receive the 
Comprehensive Primary Care (CPC) Initiative, and matched comparison practices. Information 
was obtained from survey data acquired over a 4-year period. Results of specific changes in roles 
are reported in Appendix E. Most significant staffing changes from the before/after component 
included adding care managers, behavioral health professionals, clinical psychologists, and 
social workers. Comparison of staffing changes between intervention and control groups did not 
suggest an influence of external trends on the observed changes in the intervention group. 
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Workflows 
Two publications reported on workflows in integrated behavioral health and primary care 

settings.189,190 One described the development of health information technology to support 
behavioral health clinicians.190 The other described the development of clinical workflows for 
integrated care in real-world practices.189 

Health Information Technology 
The HIT study was conducted at six community health centers in Oregon that were FQHCs. 

Centers were in early stages of integration, and used Epic™ as their HIT platform. The purpose 
was to examine the needs of electronic health records (EHRs) to support workflows and tasks in 
integrated behavioral health and primary care settings, and use the findings to develop an EHR 
tool, Behavior Health e-Suite (BH e-Suite). 

Investigators conducted site visits and individual interviews. They utilized an immersion-
crystallization method195,196 to analyze data, developed workflow diagrams for each center, 
compared findings across centers, and worked with users to develop solutions. Across centers, 
three steps in the workflow process and their challenges were identified: (1) identify patients 
needing behavioral health services – assessment and documentation challenges; (2) connect 
patients with behavioral healthcare services – information retrieval issues; and (3) follow up with 
patients that have a series of behavioral appointments – lacked tools to track patient progress. 
Behavioral health 3-Suite was developed to resolve the identified EHR issues. 

Development of Clinical Workflows for Integrated Care  
Davis et al. defined clinical workflows as, “a process involving a series of tasks performed 

by various people within and between work environments to deliver care.”189 They aimed to 
identify how workflows are operationalized in real-world integrated care experience. The setting 
for the study was 19 practices in the United States, 11 from Advancing Care Together and eight 
from the Integration Workforce Study. Twelve were primary care practices, three community 
mental health centers (CMHC), and four were CMHC-FQHC. 

Investigators used data from practice surveys, observed 230 patient visits, and conducted 160 
interviews with behavioral health providers. For qualitative data, an immersion-crystallization 
method195 was used to analyze data. Four workflow phases were identified: (1) identifying 
patients needing integrated care, (2) engaging patients and transitioning to the integrated care 
team, (3) providing integrated care treatment, and (4) monitoring immediate treatment outcomes 
and adjusting treatment. Facilitators and barriers to efficient workflow processes included EHR 
features, staffing and scheduling, and other organizational factors. 

Question 5a. What training interventions (e.g., mode and content, trainee 
credentials, dose and timing of training) are effective in facilitating 
integrated care team functioning? 

There were insufficient studies to provide evidence for this question. One study from 2018 
conducted at the Northport Veterans Affairs Medical Center met inclusion criteria and reported 
outcomes related to provider training.191 The center adheres to the Patient Aligned Care Team 
(PACT) model, and utilizes the Primary Care Mental Health Integration (PC-MHI) service to 
incorporate mental health services within PACTs. The average size of each PACT panel is 840 
patients. 
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The study was formed in response to low utilization of PC-MHI services in Northport’s 
PACTs, in particular in PACTs consisting of medical residents. The study aimed to introduce an 
intervention to PACTs with medical residents consisting of training and meetings. Six PACTs 
were selected; four received the training and two received the training plus the meetings. 
Investigators hypothesized that the intervention would improve utilization of PC-MHI services. 
The outcomes included residents’ self-assessment of knowledge about PC-MHI, and a VHA 
metric measuring PC-MHI utilization (PACT 15-metric), both taken before and after the 
intervention. 

A 90-minute training was provided to residents over a 5-week time period. Focus of the 
training was (1) the PACT model, (2) the role of PC-MHI, and (3) opportunities and strategies 
for using PC-MHI. Regular integrated team meetings were introduced to two of the six PACTs. 

Results indicated improvement in residents’ self-reports of understanding and knowledge of 
PACT, and PC-MHI utilization. The PACT 15-metric was used to compare PC-MHI utilization 
between PACTs that received only the training and those that received the training and the 
meetings. All six PACTs showed initial improvement on the PACT 15-metric; performance of 
those that did not participate in meetings declined over time. One of the two decreased to below 
initial baseline. Authors conclude that while training is useful and critical, it is not sufficient to 
sustain utilization. Consistent collaborative team meetings support ongoing interdisciplinary 
care. 

In sum, the studies meeting inclusion criteria did not constitute evidence to respond to the 
questions about roles, workflows, and training in the context of behavioral health integration. To 
acquire information about how roles and workflows are defined, surveys are required that 
specifically ask those questions, as well as questions about how the definitions change or are 
impacted by the transition to BHI. Regarding the question about the effectiveness of training 
interventions, comparative studies are needed. Head-to-head comparisons, or studies that 
compare training to no training, would be most valuable, but well done before/after designs 
could provide sufficient evidence. 
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Chapter 7. Discussion 
Key Findings  

The integration of behavioral health into primary care is essential to providing 
comprehensive, whole-person care to the majority of people. Integration has been promoted as 
the means to bring together and unify healthcare screening and treatment and undo what is 
generally acknowledged as the artificial separation of physical and mental health. However, 
many current structures and processes of the U.S. healthcare system, including professional 
training, insurance and payment, regulatory policy, and even the offices and buildings where 
healthcare is provided, embody this separation.  

Sequela of this separation have included limited access to behavioral and mental healthcare 
and attaching stigma to mental illness and behavioral health needs. The consequences have been 
stark, affecting all age groups and manifesting in several ways, such as increasing rates of 
attempted and completed suicide, loneliness and depression in elders, and eating disorders in 
teens. Data indicate that the COVID-19 pandemic has increased behavioral health needs, making 
the efforts to accelerate integration more pressing.  

Models for behavioral health and primary care integration have been developed to propose 
and delineate, and then support the creation of structures and processes that can be the building 
blocks for whole-person care. For this review we used the more general term “approaches” as we 
were describing what was actually implemented, which may or may not conform to specific 
models. The approaches are not new but the existence of approaches that seem to be attempting 
to blend predominate models suggest that approaches to integration may be becoming more 
sophisticated and continuing to evolve. There is already an evidence base demonstrating that 
integration produces better outcomes for patients and providers. The objective of this review was 
to provide additional information that can support decision making to accelerate the adoption and 
spread of integrated care. Specifically, this review strives to identify and characterize approaches 
to integration that have been implemented (Question 1); summarize the available evidence on the 
effectiveness of different approaches to integration (Question 2); advance understanding of 
barriers and facilitators to integration (Question 3); identify and understand the state of measures 
of integration (Question 4); and identify evidence relating to training, professional roles, and 
workflows (Question 5). 

To answer Question 1, we examined the components and professions included in descriptions 
of integration efforts that were implemented and evaluated. We found that descriptions of 
intervention approaches included from 1 to 14 out of the 19 possible components we 
documented, making these relatively complex interventions. Based on these components and the 
behavioral health professions involved, as well as consideration of current frameworks and 
models and the input of our expert panel, we divided the included approaches into four groups 
(Table 23).  
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Table 23. Identified behavioral health integration approaches allocated to four groups (defined by 
report authors) 

Discriminating 
Components/Professions Definition Number Included in Groupa 

Structured Collaboration Approaches that include at a minimum, 
psychiatrist, psychiatric nurse practitioner, or 
psychologist and a care manager and/or treatment 
to target as an element of the approach. 

22 
(25.3%)53,60,64,72,75,81,86,87,89,93,96,99-

103,115-117,122,125,126 

Rapid Behavioral Health 
Access in Primary Care 

Approaches that include ≥1 of: warm introduction, 
warm hand-off, or same-day appointments with at 
least one type of behavioral health professional as 
well as other components 

22 (25.3%)56,59,67,69,73,74,78-

80,83,85,95,97,104,107-112,114  

Combined Collaboration 
and Rapid Access 

Includes the components and professions that 
define both of the above groups; Must include at 
least one Rapid Access component AND meet the 
requirement for Structured Collaboration. 

10 (11.5%)38,55,57,62,63,66,68,90-

92,104,113 

Other Does NOT contain the defining components or 
professions for structured collaboration or rapid 
access: Specifically, does NOT contain a 
component for rapid access; and does not contain 
the combination of a high-level psychiatric care 
provider and a care manager. Includes some other 
behavioral health professional and other 
components. 

33 (37.9%)38,55,57,62,63,66,68,90-

92,104,113 

a Counts include multiple approaches from studies that compare different approaches and include one approach if the comparator 
is usual care. 

We then combined the available patient and practice characteristics and the integration 
approach groups, individual components, and professions to present how use of different 
integration approaches varied.  

For Question 2, we used the same patient, practice, and integration approach groups used to 
describe integration approaches in response to Question 1 to arrange the results of the studies to 
visually present patterns of effectiveness. The majority of studies reported positive outcomes, 
with a few studies reporting mixed results. Behavioral health outcomes were consistently better 
with behavioral health and primary care integration across all factors, but the hypothesized 
impact on physical health measures was not always realized. Cost outcomes were also less 
frequently reported and not consistently positive. Six studies that directly compared simpler with 
more complex integration approaches reported that the more complex versions of integration 
produced better results. The populations, outcomes, and use of integration were too different 
across the studies to allow definitive conclusions, but suggested that integration may need to be 
multi-factorial, or at least require the level of resources and commitment needed to make several, 
substantive changes in practice.  

To organize information for Question 3, we adapted the social-ecological model44 that 
distinguishes five broad categories of integration barriers and facilitators as intrapersonal, 
interpersonal, community, organizational, and policy, with 36 subcategories (see Appendix A). 
Overarching themes for the most common barriers and facilitators were “organizational and 
professional culture” and “policy/structure.” Based on these we constructed a causal-loop 
diagram to describe how identified barriers and facilitators interact dynamically to influence 
implementation and sustainability of integration. We presented subdiagrams sequentially to 
illustrate: (1) existing financial and staffing structures that constrain implementation, (2) how 
components of integration act on existing context, and (3) how integration is sustained (or not) 
over time. 
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We found that frequent and effective communication, time to plan and train, and the 
development of shared vision and workflows are essential to successful integration. Impediments 
included professional hierarchies, different treatment approaches, insufficient technological 
facilitation, and existing regulations and contracts. 

The initial efforts to integrate can be difficult as care teams develop ways to include the 
required additional tasks. Clinics may reach the tipping point of self-sustainment when sufficient 
support and leadership are provided during the initial phase, and providers begin to see the 
benefits in patient and process outcomes. The time-limited aspect of grant funding acts as a 
barrier to integration success. For integration to be adopted, sustainable funding models will 
need to be developed. 

In response to Question 4, we found 15 named measures designed to capture different aspects 
of behavioral health and primary care integration. They measure readiness or capacity, 
integration components, level of integration, fidelity to a specific model, and integration 
outcomes. Information on validity, reliability, and clinical utility were identified for about half of 
the measures. Only one measure could be considered patient-centered; most measures were self-
reported by a subset of staff from practices and were not designed to measure the quality of 
integrated care. 

For Question 5, very limited information was available due to the small number of studies 
identified that met the inclusion criteria. Six studies were included; three on roles in integrated 
settings, two on workflows, and one on training. As such, we were not able to aggregate data, 
instead we reported individual findings from each of the studies, which did not provide sufficient 
evidence to support conclusions or recommendations. 

Two studies on roles indicated that peer providers may be important to integration by 
contributing their personal experience to patients and fellow team members. One study on 
workflows suggested that electronic health records need to be customized to meet the 
communication needs of an integrated clinic. One study on training found that combining 
training with regular meetings was more effective in improving utilization of integrated services 
than just providing training. We only included studies with low or moderate risk of bias for this 
question. 

Applicability 
We established a minimal definition of integration that shaped the scope of our review. We 

required involvement of both primary care providers and behavioral health professionals and 
some indication they collaborated to plan, provide, or evaluate care. This means we excluded 
some basic forms of integration, such as simple colocation in the same building or suite, or 
enhanced screening done only by primary care staff. We also excluded interventions that place 
the responsibility for behavioral healthcare only or mostly with primary care providers and staff, 
such as training or tools for primary care to deliver behavioral healthcare or programs that 
provide limited consultation. Given this, our results did not include all interventions that could 
expand access to behavioral health via primary care, and are not applicable to all situations. 

The studies of behavioral health and primary care integration included in this review are 
applicable to other primary care practices in the United States or countries with similar 
healthcare systems broadly. The studies were conducted in primary care practices, involved 
patients with problems or diagnoses primary care providers are likely to encounter, and included 
several outcomes that matter to practices and to patients. The practices included Federally 
Qualified Health Centers, Veterans Administration and military primary care clinics, public 
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health systems, academic health centers, and family and internal medicine practices in suburban 
and rural areas. However, this diversity in included studies does not inherently solve 
applicability issues and we do not want to oversimplify the challenges in assessing whether 
findings from a group of studies can be applied to other specific practices. Primary care practices 
vary widely in a multitude of ways. Examples include staffing, patient panels, roles in their 
communities, and local healthcare networks. Studies rarely provide the level of description 
decision makers need to determine how much or how little the study sites resemble their 
organization.  

Another challenge is that organizational structures and processes are intertwined with 
payment in the U.S. healthcare system. How service delivery can be integrated depends on the 
payers a practice receives revenue from and the extent to which different payer requirements can 
be standardized or coordinated to support integrated care. A related but additional challenge is 
that a significant portion of the research on behavioral health and primary care integration was 
funded by grants or contracts. Such funding influenced, or was an essential resource needed for, 
practice change and implementation activities, as well as for data collection and analysis. It 
likely shaped how integration was implemented in some ways that cannot be replicated. 
Furthermore, once effectiveness is established, other practices considering integration are 
unlikely to have these resources and may find that implementation is more challenging, or they 
may not realize the same positive gains when the behavioral health and primary care integration 
is adapted to a form made possible with local support.  

Limitations of the Review Process 
Some limitations of this review are the result of processes and decisions made in applying 

standard methods for systematic reviews and adapting such methods for this topic and questions. 
Searching the medical literature for organizational interventions is more challenging than 
searching for a named, clearly defined test, medication, or treatment. We worked with an 
experienced research librarian and developed searches based on indexing terms and key words 
found in seminal articles (see search strategies in Appendix A). We supplemented citation 
database searches with searches of key websites and the references of included studies and 
reports. Nevertheless, we may have missed relevant studies, particularly if they deviated from the 
terms used in current integration efforts. In this way our searches were more likely to identify 
common, established approaches, and less likely to find radically different innovations. While 
peer review, our experts, and public comments all provide ways for others to help identify key 
examples we may have missed, they are not foolproof backups. 

We used a broad search constructed around the general topic of behavioral health and 
primary care integration effectiveness for Question 2 as the core search, and added elements to 
identify the literature to answer the other questions on measures, barriers and facilitators to 
implementation, and roles/training. We might have had different results if we addressed each 
question separately and conducted the searches and triage independently. 

The questions this review was commissioned to respond to are not traditional systematic 
review questions and there are fewer or no standardized methods to follow when addressing 
some of them. It is possible that the methods we used are not the most rigorous methods to 
minimize bias. They were shaped by the expertise and experience of our team, making them less 
replicable. That is, another team would likely proceed differently, possibly resulting in different 
evidence and different conclusions. 
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 We used the groups we created to facilitate descriptions of integration approaches and their 
effectiveness. Organizing studies this way allowed us to identify how groups of approaches are 
similar or different and look for patterns across groups. The alternative would have been to 
describe each study or each approach individually, which would have produced an accurate, but 
long narrative. However, our approach means that responses to Question 1 and Question 2 were 
linked. Any coding errors or flaws in the underlying logic employed in grouping approaches to 
describe them in Question 1 influenced the structure of our response to Question 2.  

For Question 3, it is important to understand that the model for the dynamic interaction of 
barriers and facilitators to behavioral health and primary care integration derived from the 
included studies is not evidence-based; rather, it is based on qualitative reports from individuals 
who were immersed in the process of integrating behavioral health and primary care. It could be 
argued that, given the nature of the question, narrative data are a better source of useful 
information than quantitative measures, especially if provided by front line providers. However, 
such data do not lend themselves to standard methods for assessing evidence. Furthermore, 
although the barriers and facilitators are clearly key factors relevant to integrating behavioral 
health and primary care, the dynamic interactions and feedback structures in the model are 
hypothetical. It is possible that different systems scientists would derive a causal loop diagram 
with different feedback structures. The next step in validating our model, which is beyond the 
scope of this review, would be to populate the model with empirical data, simulate its behavior, 
and revise the model accordingly. 

For these questions, most of our work focused on descriptive summaries and synthesizing 
results qualitatively. This relied on our interpretation of the similarities and differences across 
studies and our subjective weighting of results. While we documented our methods, it is 
impossible to completely document all our thought processes and judgements, making it difficult 
for our synthesis to be replicable. 

Limitations of the Evidence Base 
An important limitation of the evidence base was the mismatch between the level of detail 

and description available in published sources and the information that decision makers would 
like. Published articles reporting the results of studies of integration rarely include as much detail 
about the integration approach as would be useful. They provide even less information on other 
important aspects such as the internal (practice) and the external (policy, community) 
environment and nuanced information on location, resources required, or the specific 
mechanisms used to integrate care. Author and journal editor decisions determine what is 
actually published about the integration approaches and other characteristics, which may not be 
the priority, depending on the topic of the article and the focus of the journal.  

A related limitation was a lack of standardization and consistency of terms. Integration model 
names were not standardized or trademarked, so we could not rely on the author’s designation of 
the integration approach studied to reliably inform us about its content or structure. Similarly, the 
components or activities involved in behavioral health and primary care integration were not 
well described, as behavioral health lacks a consistent, widely adopted vocabulary for many of 
its activities.  

Another limitation was that most evaluation or effectiveness studies were not designed to 
parse out the individual impact of different components. We did not identify many studies that 
varied approaches by only one component to estimate impact. This made it difficult to determine 
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what the minimum need might be in order to expect an effect or to estimate what the additive 
effect might be of combining components. 

While we did identify and include several randomized controlled trials, an important portion 
of the included studies used less rigorous designs, and in some cases, samples sizes that were 
small and confounding were not addressed. Comparisons before and after implementation were 
common, but these types of studies were particularly susceptible to bias as the environment and 
context changed, raising the possibility that differences were due to these factors and not the 
intervention. 

Another concern was that most of the studies we identified reported positive outcomes, with 
few reporting no difference, and even fewer reporting results that favored the comparison group 
or reporting harms or negative outcomes. This may be the reality, but it may also be the result of 
publication bias or even more upstream failure to consider the possibility of harms and build 
appropriate measures into studies. 

Implications for Clinical and Policy Decisions 
Successful implementation of several combinations of the components and professions 

involved in examples of integration for Question 1 has suggested that at this time, there is not 
one right approach to integration. It also appears that in a larger percentage of the recent studies, 
integration efforts were applied generally across all patients in a practice rather than to specific 
subgroups of patients with a specific condition. This could be a shift toward the Primary Care 
Behavioral Health model, which has this focus, or the increasing awareness that behavioral 
health needs are widespread. While they are still a minority, we found examples of blended or 
comprehensive versions of integration that included many components and behavioral health 
providers, and despite their complexity, these have been implemented and report positive 
outcomes  

In exploring effectiveness for Question 2, the dominance of positive findings made it difficult 
to identify distinct patterns of effectiveness that would suggest that specific integration 
approaches are more appropriate for specific patients or practices. The possibility that multiple 
options can work is reinforced by the analysis of barrier and facilitators conducted for Question 
3. The barriers to successful integration were at an environmental level that were likely to impact 
all models or approaches. Specifically, regulatory and payment barriers would seem to impact all 
approaches. Furthermore, volume-based reimbursement and limited resources for planning and 
developmental activities make it difficult for health systems and practices to invest in a new 
model and devote the time needed to create and adjust to new workflows.  

There are several measures identified for Question 4 that have been developed and can be 
used to monitor different aspects of integration, and may help inform improvement efforts. More 
frequent use of established measures could help better document integration processes and help 
inform further development of the measures. Finally, the published literature for Question 5 did 
not provide detailed advice or examples of training, role definition, or ideal workflows, 
suggesting that successful practices should develop ways to document and share these.  

Gaps and Implications for Future Research 
To better understand what approaches work best in what situations, and what elements are 

key, will require more information about patients and about practices and the environments. Also 
needed are studies that can disaggregate components of integration and help increase our 
understanding about what is sufficient and what is optional in different situations. If most 
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reported implementation efforts are successful, research is needed to help decision makers pick 
from available options. This choice would need to be based on fit between the approach and the 
specific practice needs and environmental factors. Research could both document fit and 
contribute to the development of tools that would help assess fit specific to behavioral health and 
primary care integration, or adapt existing organizational assessment tools. Other existing 
measures of integration require ongoing development, perhaps with an eye toward shorter 
versions that can be used more for ongoing monitoring, improvement, and evolution, rather than 
time limited research. 

Prospective data are needed to move the assessment of the interactions of barriers and 
facilitators from the current theoretical model to a computational model, confirming and 
correcting those interactions with evidence. 

Another potential area for future research could focus on sustainability. Studies with longer-
term outcomes for practices are needed to determine when and if they can sustain integration 
beyond the initial period, and what integration looks like in the long term. This is particularly 
important for integration that was funded by a time limited grant or contract. Finally, the overall 
impact of payment mechanisms needs to be examined; innovations that will restore and revive 
primary care are sorely needed.  

Summary and Conclusion 
Integration has been implemented in different forms and the approaches that have been 

implemented have been influenced by, but all do not exactly conform to, the two predominant 
models. In looking at effectiveness across different approaches, we found most studies reported 
positive outcomes and there was no one approach to integration that was clearly better than 
others in terms of patient or provider outcomes. Significant barriers to integration exist, and 
while some are local, widespread implementation would seem to require major changes in how 
care is organized and paid for. Measure of integration exist, but are in the early stages of 
development, address different aspects of integration, and do not consistently incorporate the 
patient perspective. More documentation and guidance are needed about training and roles of 
professionals specific to integration of behavioral health and primary care.
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Chapter 9. Abbreviations and Acronyms 

 
Abbreviation Definition 
ABHS Assessment of Behavioral Health Services Survey 
ACO accountable care organization 
ADHD attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
AHRQ Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 
BHIMC Behavioral Health Integration in Medical Care 
BHIRA Behavioral Health Integration Readiness Assessment 
BMI body mass index 
BP blood pressure 
CAT Clinical Audit Tool 
CBT cognitive behavioral therapy 
CCM Collaborative Care Model 
CER comparative effectiveness review 
CMH Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health 
CMHC community mental health center 
CPC Comprehensive Primary Care 
DDCAT Dual Diagnosis Capability in Addiction Treatment 
DDMHT Dual Diagnosis Capacity in Mental Health Treatment 
ED emergency department 
FQHC federally qualified health center 
GAD-7 Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 
HbA1c hemoglobin A1C 
HCES Healthcare Experiences survey 
HHS Department of Health and Human Services 
HIT health information technology 
ICM Integrated Care Model 
IMHT Integrated Mobile Health Team 
IPCBS Integrated Primary Care Behavior Scale 
ISM Integrated Services Management Model 
KI Key Informant 
LCSW licensed clinical social worker 
LIM Levels of Integration Measure 
MHPRI Mental Health Practice Readiness Inventory 
NASEM National Academies of Sciences, Engineer, and Medicine 
OQ-45 Outcome Questionnaire-45 
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Abbreviation Definition 
PACT Patient Aligned Care Team 
PCBH Primary Care Behavioral Health (model) 
PC-MHI Primary Care Mental Health Integration 
PCP primary care provider 
PHQ-9 Patient Health Questionnaire-9 
PICOS population, interventions, comparators, outcomes, settings 
PIP Practice Integration Profile 
PPAQ Primary Care Behavioral Health Provider Adherence Questionnaire 
PTSD posttraumatic stress disorder 
Q Question  
RCT randomized controlled trial 
REACH Screening and Integrated Care services 
RICO Readiness for Integrated Care Questionnaire  
ROB risk of bias 
SEM social-ecological model 
SOE strength of evidence 
SSA Maine Health Access Foundation Site Self-Assessment 
SUD substance use disorder 
TEP Technical Expert Panel 
VHA Veterans Health Administration 
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